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Summary of TechnicalSessions

Introduction: Planetaryscientists have long recognized former will generally encounter the Earth with significantly
that a tremendous advance in the understanding of the early higher relative velocities and orbital eccentricities. Some

history of the solar system and its evolution will be possible particles may evolve into orbits that may be compatible with
when asteroidal and cometary dust grains can be captured at either asteroids or cometary sources. These theoretical in-
the Earth in a state permitting laboratory analysis, with sights into the orbit divergence of small particles and their
accurate velocity and trajectory information on each grain to massive parent objects represent substantial progress in the
reveal its origin. This truly significant goal was made mani- scientific justification of Earth-orbiting flight instruments.
fest by the selection of the Cosmic Dust Collection Facility These calculations demonstrate that extraterrestrial ma-
(CDCF) to be one of the initial two Facility Class attached terials from known astrophysical sources may indeed be
payloads for the space station. The recent redesign of the collected in Earth orbit. However, in order to make these
space station led to cancellation of CDCF, which in turn distinctions for the majority of particles, particle velocity
caused considerable uncertainty regarding ongoing instru- must be measured to 10% accuracy and angular resolu-
ment development. Accordingly, the current workshop was tion to some 5°. Distinction of individual, collisionally
organized, at the request of NASA Headquarters, Solar Sys- produced asteroid families is possible as well, yet trajec-
tem Exploration Division Code SL, to address the following tory sensing must be better than 1% and 1°. The former
three questions: requirements (<10%and <10°) seem readily attainable with

1. What are the state-of-the-art technologies for the least current technology, yet the <1% and <1° requirements man-
destructive capture ofhypervelocity particles in space and for date state-of-the-art technology and substantial electronic
the measurement of their velocities and trajectories? system development, while technically attainable, substan-

2. Where should resourcesbe invested toadvance imma- tial cost impacts areexpected for the high-resolution instru-
ture technologies? ment.

3. To what specific spacecraftmission(s) can these tech- Predictions differed concerning the relative contribution
nologies be applied and which flight opportunities are scien- of cometaryvs. asteroidalparticles tobe encountered inEarth
tifically justified? orbit. Dermott and Liou predicted 70% cometary particles,

This workshop assembled most of the individuals and/or while Jackson and Zook predicted 30%. Both groups agreed
teams currently developing the technology, at the subsystem that future calculations need to take the gravitational focus-
level, for successful particle recovery and trajectory sensor ing of the Earth into account, while both also agreed that this
development, including theoretical efforts to understand the effectwouldbe toominor toresolve theirdifferences. Dermott
orbital evolution of small asteroidal and cometary particles, reported evidence indicating that the Earth shares its orbit
Most of the 45 attendeeswere participants in the development with a permanent ring of small (<100 pm) asteroidal par-
of CDCF and/or the analysis of LDEF surfaces. Some DOD ticles, which are concentrated directly behind the Earth. Cal-
and DOE interests were represented as well. Attendees were culations indicate that this particle concentrationis closest to
given the opportunity to present the latest results from both the Earth in September, suggesting that there might be a
laboratory simulations and actual spaceflight experience, temporal variation in the number of asteroidal particles
Each participant presented detailed results, indicated the collected at the Earth.

current limits of specifictechnologies, and made suggestions Velocity/Trajectory Measurements: Three major ap-
regarding the targeting of future resources toward immature proaches to measure the trajectory of individual particles
technologies. They then listed the specific planned or pro- were summarized. S. Auer proposed measuring the passage
posed missions to which theparticular technology was appli- of naturally charged particles through a seriesof biased wires
cable. To facilitate this last discussion, presentations were of known, three-dimensional geometry. In principle, this is
made concerningthefollowingpotentialmissions: SOCCER, the only trajectory sensor that does not physically disturb and
LDEF II, EURECA II, MIR attachments, and space shuttle interact with the particle to be measured, although a working
payloads. The workshop was divided into four broad topics, model may require some sort of plasma shielding that could
as they appear below. Important workshop conclusions and disruptparticles.Auer tested varioussubsystems attheHeidel-
recommendations appear in boldface, berg Van de Graaff accelerator and performed drop-tests at

Parent-Daughter Orbit Divergence: S. Dermott, A. lowvelocities.Experiment and theory agree remarkably well.
Jackson, and J. Liou presented the results of particulate The major recognized problems with this approach relate to
orbital evolution calculations, which are necessary to deter- the expectedmeasurement of small induced charges,possibly
mine particular sources from velocity/trajectory measure- as small as 10-16C, in an environment of poorly defined
ment.The speakersagreed thatmost cometary particlesshould electrical noise levels; however, state-of-the-art amplifiers
be distinguishable from most asteroidal particles since the may solve this problem.



2 Workshop on 1DP Capture

T. Tuzzolino reportedonhis latestpolyvinylidene fluoride lap in the area of signal acquisitionand associated electronic
(PVDF) sensor. PVDF is a foil material that is polarized design. Development of the charged particle sensor will,
during manufacture; rearrangement or physical loss of di- therefore, invariably include substantial advancements in the
poles during impact results in measurable change of the total plasma detector as well. The charged particle detector is the
polarity. The detector principle has been extensively testedat more demanding device, and ifit testsunsuccessfully inEarth
Heidelberg and in the Munich Plasma Drag Gun. There seem orbit, the plasma sensor may substitute readily.
tobe fewtechnology problems with this sensor type, and there Capture Media Development: Numerous investigators
is flight experience with it, but the polarized foil is relatively presented results of laboratory and flight testing of particulate
thick(2-61am), and this sensor thereforeseems best suitedfor capture media. Two capture philosophies currently predomi-
large projectiles, typically >100 lam(smaller particles will nate. The first involves low-density, high-porosity media
not survive impact into the foil). (underdense, <<1 g/cc), with the leading contenders being

R. Peterson summarized the plasma sensor development aerogelsand plastic foams. Plastic foams (such as polystyrene
at the Johnson Space Center (JSC), largely based on experi- and polyethylene) are very stable for handling purposes, can
ments with a 5-mm light gas gun and some preliminary tests be made at low densities, and cell sizes and wall thicknesses
conducted at the Van de Graaffs of the Max-Planck-Institute canbe easily tailored (see thepapers by P.Tsou and C.Maag).
(MPI) inHeidelberg and the Los AlamosNationalLaboratory These materials are also relatively strong. However, short-
(LANL). The biased wire detectors collect the impact-Wig- comingsof plastic foam include extreme difficultyinlocating
gered plasma. Velocity measurement to <1% precision seems captured particles and organic contamination of the particle
achievable, and positioning sensitivity to some 1 cm was residues. Although some degree of organic contamination
achieved by the current design. However, the total charge is probably inevitable from these materials, it may be
collected is highly variable due to secondary charges gener- possible to develop a reliable technique for the removal of
ated when crater ejecta (neutral vapor, melts, or solids) im- captured particle residues.
pinge on the collectorwire; these secondary effects candomi- Aerogels have finer microstructures (-50 A) than plastic
hate the entire signal, foams,andcanbemadeinexceedinglylowdensities(<0.001 g/

W. Tanner summarized plasma collection experiments at cc). They are more fragile than plastic foams, but can be
the University of Kent (Canterbury, UK) Van de Graaff renderedessentiallyorganicfree,andtheirtransparencymakes
accelerator that yielded similar results to those of Auer and particle residue removal straightforward (see the papers by
Peterson. Emphasis of Tanner's presentation was on the Zolensky et al. and Tsou). Most development has centered on
conceptual design of a flight instrument,.which differs, how- silica aerogels, which is unfortunate because these have rela-
ever, in signal amplification and processing from those pro- tively strong intmgranular bonding,making the particle cap-
posed by Auer and Peterson. ture process more abrasive (see the paper by W. Anderson).

An important component of velocity/trajectory sensor L. Hrubesh and D. Mendez pointed out that other aerogel
development is the ground testing in existing hypervelocity compositions might offer superior properties, and these
facilities. Testing ofreasonable projectiles at veleocitiesupto leads should be actively pursued. It should be noted that all
approximately 7 krn/sis readily available, but C. Simon iden- reasonable particle analog materials used in aerogel impact
tiffed the facility at Auburn University as attaining velocities tests to date were significantly fractured, shocked, and/or
up to 13km/s. Continued ground testing of sensor devices at melted during capture. However, critical chemical, miner-
these higher velocities is clearly desirable before flight, alogical, and physical information can be extracted from

Each ofthe trajectory sensor designsis considered tobe the particle residues, with proper effect. Ideally, these
relatively mature and ready for flight development. It foamedmateriaiswouldsitatthebottomofcapturecells, with
seems inefficient and costly, however, to advance three the incoming particles in'st passing through transparent ve-
detector concepts simultaneously, although each has its locity/trajectory sensors.
specific benefits and drawbacks. As the charged particle The second capture medium philosophy involves thin
detector appears now to be scientifically the most supe- films. The main problem with thin films is that the par-
riot, it should be developed to the state where meaningful tides are not preserved as well as they are with foamed
tests regarding its sensitivity limits can be performed in media. However, for some analytical investigations this is
orbit. Such tests could be at the subsystem level and may not a severe problem (see papers by R. Walker and C.
not require a complete detector. The space shuttle is a Simon). Also, these designs can be easily integrated with the
good vehicle to perform such tests (on gas cans or the velocity/trajectory measurement devices requiring thin-film
manipulator arm). If these tests disqualify the charged penetrations. Thin-film designsfeature either (1) single foils,
particle detector concept, then the alternate design can be covering a capture cell where the particle eventually impacts
tested, a flat plate, or (2) stacked foils to gradually decelerate a

As both charged particle and plasma detectors rely on the particle. The fLrstdesign is preferred over the underdense
measurement of very small charges, there is substantial over- media by someworkers interested in isotopes because most of
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the information they require can be extracted from vapor ments (in particular the LDEI0 will be a resource for the
deposits, andthe sample is ideally situatedforanalysis (see future.
paperby R. Walker).A. Fujiwarapresentedresultsof impact Future Flight Opportunities: The final portion of the
experimentsinto gas-filledcapturecells,wherethe gasfacili- formal workshoppro_'arninvolved the descriptionof future
tares the decelerationof the particles, flight opportunities.This informationis criticalsince future

Workshopparticipantsrecognized that no currentcapture proposals to NASA for funding of capturecell velocity/
mediumcan capturesilicateparticlesatreasonablevelocities trajectorysensordevelopmentmay need tobe tied explicitly
(>5 kin/s) in completely unbroken(intact) state. Neverthe- to specific missions.
less, it is now known that the importantmeasurementscan K.Uesugi (ISAS)discussedthepossibilitiesforthe Sample
successfully be made on the brokenremnantsfor velocities of CometComaforEarth Return(SOCCER)mission, which
exceeding 7 km/s. Experiments yet to be performed will wouldreturndustsamples from acomet following aflyby at
demonstratethe upper velocity cutoff for this capability. 7-10 km/s. Uesugi and Shimizu underscored the need for
However, at some (stillundefined)higher velocities signifl- laboratory verification of the concept of recovery of sig-
cant loss of scientific informationis inevitable if only vapor- nificant particle residues at impact velocities of at least
izedresiduesareavailable;inthis case capturecells employ- 10 km/s. These tests should beperformed assoon as prac-
ing thin films maybe superiorto highly porousmaterials(in tical. This laboratoryverificationmustprecedeapprovalof
terms of providing easily analyzable substrates). Accord- the SOCCER missionby ISAS. At thepresent time, labora-
ingiy, investigation ofboth capture ceilsemploying porous tory experimentsusingreasonableprojectileshave only been
materials and those with thin films should continue, performed at velocities up to -7 km/s (Zolensky et al.). The

Numerous investigators presented the results of actual space shuttle should not be considered an optimum testing
flights of capture cells on LDEF (R. Walker, H. Zook, D. plafform due to limited collectionperiods (ofup to two weeks
Brownlee), the space shuttle (P. Tsou, C. Maag), and the per flight), but its continuous use can still make it attractive
European Recoverable Carder (EURECA) (W.Tanner). The for device testing. K. Nishioka and C. Maag presented sce-
impact residues from LDEF are only now, after considerable narios for flying collection cells on MIR. M. Zolensky dis-
effort, beginning to provide useful information concerning cussed the preliminary concept for LDEF II, which is pres-
the nature of particulates encountering Earth.The experience ently planned to be a smaller version of the original LDEF,
gained during this work will be valuable in second-genera- withmainly cosmic rayand solar energetic particle detectors,
tion LDEF II particle capture cells. Unfortunately, no although there would be ample opportunity for particle col-
underdense media were flown on LDEF, only flat plates and lection cells. LDEF II may be proposed as a Discovery mis-
single or multiple foils. Silica aerogels have repeatedly been sion.Otherpotential flight opportunities identified were space
flown on the space shuttle and EURECA, and impacting shuttle and EURECAII (whoseprospects are unknown, asfor
particles have been captured; however, these have yet to be LDEF 11).The planned U.S. space station (ALPHA, cur-
analyzed. EURECA results were too preliminary to be con- rently) remains a viable platformand suitable utility ports are
sidered here, but it was recognized that EURECA should part of the redesign; also, the Japanese and European habitat
provide a wealth of information on the operation of thin-film modules have exterior payload capability.
and silica aerogel capture cells. A general conclusion of the The recent cancellation of the Cosmic Dust Collection
workshop was that any flight opportunity for particle Facility has had the unfortunate result of removing the frame-
capture cells should be pursued, provided it is properly work that successfully set scientific standards for developing
justified on scientific or engineering grounds, and fol- dust capturemedia, sensors, and cells, and monitored their
lowed by complete analysis of the captured particle resi- progress.As a result, there is a need for future meetings or
dues preparatory to succeeding flights, workshops (such as this one) to permit economical and

R. Walker made the importantpoint that the continued efficient furtherdevelopment ofthese technologies. Orga-
developmentof new analyticaltechnologies makes possible nization of a successor committee to the CDCF Working
new and better measurements, and given these advances Group may be desirable if continued coordination of the
(which, however,cannotbe assumed),allpast flight experi- instrument is a truly desirable goal.
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Abstracts

COMET COMA SAMPLE RETURN INSTRUMENT. A.L. particles and volatiles. The fundamental technology for capturing
Albee 1, D. E. Brownlee2, D. S. Burnett_, P. Tsou3, and K.T. hypervelocity solid dust particles intact has been under develop-
Uesugi4, 1California Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91109, merit at JPL since 1984. Today, submicrometer particles can be
USA, 2University of Washington, Seattle WA 98195, USA, 3Jet captured intact at speeds up to I0 km/s. Experiments, conducted in
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena CA, USA, 4Instituteof Space and 1987,have also demonstrated the efficacy of physisorption of noble
Astronautical Science, Sagamihara, Japan. gases on passive foil under cometary encounter conditions.

Dustcollectiontechnology. The development of cometary flyby
Introduction: Comets have preserved volatiles andrefractory sample return technology was triggered by the Halley Sample Re-

materials that were in the outer regions of the solar nebula. The turn Mission (HSR) [I]. Due to the 70-km/s encounter speed with
study of comets and, more especially, of material from them pro- Comet Halley, only an atomized sample return was considered for
vides an understandingof thephysical, chemical, and mineralogical HSR. The need for and the value of capturing dust intact was made
processesoperativeintheformationandearliestdevelopmentofthe apparent by subsequent validation of atomized sample collection
solar system. Bringingsamples back from within the zoneof parent [2]. The capture of solid dust particles is rooted in intact capture
molecules of a known comet will provide valuable information on technology_e ability to capture solid particles, intact, at hyper-
comets, will serve as a rosetta stone for the analytical studies of velocities. At f'u-st,hypervelocity "intact" capture was thought tobe
interplanetary dust particles for the last two decades, and will impossible. Since the demonstration of intact capture [3], a wide
provide much needed samples for the analysis community. The rangeof capture media has beensystematically explored [4], finding
intact captureand return of cometary coma material, both dust and thatpassive underdense media in the form of certain foams perform
volatiles, has an advantage over orbiter and rendezvous missions in the best [5].
that the captured material can be made available to all complex, Microcellular underdense polymer foams can capture solid 1.6-
sophisticated laboratories here on Earth.Samples, if properly stored mm AI projectiles with 95% of the original mass recovered intact
and preserved, can also be examined by analytical techniques, and unmelted at 6 km/s [4].Glass spheres S-5011rnindiameter have
presently unknown but almost surely to be developed in the future, been similarly recovered intact in the 6-km/s speed range [6]. Iron

Sample Return Science: The scientific goals of this Flyby grains have been captured intact in the submicrometer range to
Sample Return are to return coma dust and volatile samples from a beyond 10krrds [7]. Transparent andultramicrocellular aerogel was
known comet source, which will permit accurate elemental and introduced for optical visibility of micrometer-sized captured par-
isotopic measurements for thousands of individual solid particles ticles [6]. The effect of the capture medium's mesostructure on
and volatiles, detailed analysis of the.dust structure,morphology, intact capture is being investigated and analyzed [8,9]. Clearly, the
and mineralogy of the intact samples, and identification of the technology of intact capture of hypervelocity projectilesby passive
biogenie elements or compounds in the solid and volatile samples, underdense media has been proven.
Having these intact samples, morphologic, petrographic, and phase The capability tofabricate clear aerogel in 10cm x I0 cm x I cm
structural features can be determined. Information on dust particle cell size has been developed at JPL. Since no numberof laboratory
size, shape, anddensity can be ascertained by analyzing penetration simulations can substitute for a realistic space environment, con-
holes and tracks in the capture medium. Time and spatial data of certed efforts have been made to gain space test opportunities. An
dust capture will provide understanding of the flux dynamics of the intactcapture experiment with aerogel capture cells has been flown
coma and the jets. Additional information will include the identifi- on STS 47 and STS 57 in September 1992 and June 1993respec-
cationofcosmic raytracks in thecometary grains,whichcanprovide tively, with 20-30 mg/ml density aerogel ceils made at JPL.
a particle's process history and perhaps even the age of the comet. Volatiles collection technology. Two approaches have been

The measurements will be made with the same equipment used conceptualized for volatile capture: physisorption and chemisorp-
for studying micrometeorites for decades past;hence, the resultscan tion. Initial experiments of physisorption of noble gas under a
be directly compared without extrapolation or modification. The simulated cometary flyby encounter environment proved surpris-
data will provide apowerful anddirect technique for comparing the ingly successful [10].A simple device for capturingvolatile species
cometary sampleswith all known types of meteorites andinterplan- consists of a getter freshly deposited by electroevaporation just
etary dust. This sample collection system will provide the f'trst before the coma flythrough, with asecond, sealantsurface deposited
sample return from a specifically identified primitive body and will over the collected volatlles at the end of the collection period. A
allow, for the first time, a direct method of matching meteoritic similar technique is used in the energetic particle composition and
materials captured on Earth with known parent bodies, interstellar gas experiment (GAS) on board Ulysses. The surface

It is important to target SOCCER to within 100 km of the comet area foreach type of volatile willbe about 100cm, allowing for some
nucleus in order to ensure that sample collection takes place within damage by dust impact.
the zone of parent molecules. While water molecules will resist Other techniques commonly used to collect volatiles in the
photodissociationout to great distances, more fragile molecules like Earth's environment can be adaptedfor cometary sample collection.
CS will be dissociated at distances of the order of a few hundred For example, there are adsorbents already known to serve the
kilometers from the comet nucleus, for an encounter distance of physisorption of organic compounds. Examples of such adsorbents
1AU from the Sun. are silica gel, alumina, and activated C. On the other hand, chemi-

Sample Collection Technology: Cometary coma samplecol- sorption makes use of absorbent compounds to react with selected
lection makes use of distinct and different techniques for solid volatiles. An example is NaOH used to detect Co and CO2.
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Instrument Concept: The comet coma sample return instru- 10cm cube facilitate fabrication, handling, and replacements. The
ment serves a dual function, science and engineering, in that the dust collection cubes are placed on top of a gridded polyvinylidene
sample instrument will serve as a dust shield for the entire space- fluoride film to provide a nondestructive acoustic capture signal
craft system during encounter, recording the time and location of the capture. Information of the

Sample collection system. The current collection concept for temporal and spatial distribution of captured particles will enable
SOCCER [11]has evolved through a sequence of previous studies: the reconstruction of jetting dynamics relative to dust flux profiles.
HSR [12], Planetary Explorer, CometInterceptSample Return [13], In order to maintain cleanliness, thecollectors are kept covered and
ESA/NASAGiottolI [14],CometDustlntactCaptureExplorer[15]; sealed, before and after the encounter, with purge gas to maintain
space station attached payloads experiments: Intact Particle Cap- a fLxedpartial pressure within the collector compartment.
ture Experiment [15],Cosmic Dust Intact Capture Experiment [16], The flux of large particles is expected to be low; however, since
Interstellar Dust Intact Capture Experiment [17], Exobiology Intact the science value of large particles is immensely greater, the depth
Capture Experiment [18], Second GenerationSpace StationCosmic of the dust collection cells will be dictated by the desire to capture
Dust CollectionConcept Development, andfinally, the Shuttle Get- large particles. The very small particles will have very high flux;
Away Special Sample Return Experiment [19].The sample collec- consequently, ultmfine-mesostructure capture media dedicated to
tion system consists of designated regions for dust collectors and fine particles need only have a small surface area. Although sample
volatiles collectors. An artist's rendition of the sample collection fragmentation is expected for solid soft metal collection surfaces,
system, during encounter is shown, not to scale, in Fig. 1. Many of for very fine dust, less than a micrometer, embedded fragments will
the engineering details have yet to be defined, but the sketch be concentrated and offer easier analysis.
provides an overall perspective of the collection system. All collec- For avery close encounter witha comet nucleus of about 10kin,
torregionswillbemodularindesign.Dustcollectorsmustallowfor there is a possibility of capturing trapped nonvolatilized organics
depthof penetration and so will be cubic in shape, whereas volatile or interstitial frozen volatiles embedded within conglomerated
collectors and fine dust impactors will be fiat surfaces, particles; thus, some portion of the collection region will be re-

Sample collection system goals. Most dust particles will be very frigerated to a temperature of 140 K. In this cool environment,
small grains, but the large particles will contribute the greatest volatiles generated during capture or captured volatiles can be best
mass. Thus, for sample collectors, the largeparticles will be of the preserved. This temperature can be maintained by placing these
greatest scientific value. The goals of the sample collection system collectors indouble-walled compartments.The outer compartments
are stated quantitatively as follows: (1) to collect intact at least 10 are maintained at 200 K and 300 K, respectively, by passive radia-
large dust particles (0.5-I mm in diameter); (2) to collect intact at tors. Due to the excellent insulation properties of underdense me-
least 100 medium dust particles (10-100 lain in diameter); (3) to dia, active refrigeration by means of a cogler is necessary only after
collect intact at least 10,000 small dust particles (0.1-5 prn in Earth insertion, during aerobraking, and Earth descent; fortunately
diameter); and (4) to collect at least 10 fluence molecules/cm of power will be plentiful at 1 AU.
volatiles. Volatilessamplecollection. Thearea allocated for physisorption

These goals are to be achieved under a setof desired constraints: of volatiles will be determined by the capture efficiencies of the
(1) to minimize contamination among collected samples; (2) to capture media andthe expected gas flux to be captured. Due to the
permit temporal and spatial identificationof the samples collected; need to maintain ultrapure getters for physisorption, each capture
(3) to maintain an environment for preserving the condition of the surface will be freshly deposited, just before encounter, by electro-
samples at the time of capture; (4) to allow significant depth in all vaporization of an ultrapure filament on ultrapure semiconductor
intact collection media so as not to preclude large dust particle grade Si or Ge (seeFig. 2). After theencounter, a sealer willbe vapor
capture; and (5) to protect against impact damage to the spacecraft deposited to prevent escape of trapped volatiles and to prevent
and collection system mechanisms, external contamination. Since the flux of volatiles will be quite

Dust sample collection. The size and location of the dust collec- high, the total surface area allocated to the collection of volatiles
tors are allocated according to the expected flux of samples, the will be small (hundreds of centimeters). For active volatile species,
collection goalsstated above, andthevalidatedcapture efficiency of chemisorption will be used as the capture mode. These active
the collection media. A portion of the surface area is reserved for capture cells will be uncovered during encounter and sealed after-
novel collector concepts, as yet not fullyvalidated. Silica aerogel at ward to prevent further reactions or contaminations. Capturing
20-30 mg/ml density is the primary candidate underdense medium molecular volatiles may not be possible due to the capture energy
for dust collection. Modular collection cells of 10 cm x 10 cmx being greater than the molecular binding energy, but this is under

study. The collection surface requires a field of view along the ram
COLLECTION HINGEDUSTSHIELD direction during collection. A second field of view for a radiatorforCELLS

,SEAL cooling the getter surface will also be required.
Summary: As was stated in the Solar System Exploration

Committee's report of 1983, the next step in cometary exploration
following the flyby missions to Comet Halley should be a rendez-
vous and samplereturn witha short-periodcomet. Without Mariner
Mark II CometRendezvous and Asteroid Flyby Mission, it is all the
more critical to the achievement of the goals of the Solar SystemCONICAL

SEALING BI-DIRECTIONALExploration Committee that a comet coma sample return be accom-
SURFACECOOLER plished. Throughajoint effortwith ISAS, it is cost effective for both

Fig.1. Dustcollectorateneounterphase. NASA and ISAS to acquire thousands of samples from a known
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Rendezvous andAsteroid Flyby (CRAF) mission, it is all the more
critical to realize SOCCER.

Introduction: The intactcapture and return ofcometary coma

i/" material, both dust and volatiles,has an advantageover orbiter and

rendezvous missions in that the captured material can be made
available to all complex, sophisticated laboratories here on Earth.
Samples, if properly stored andpreserved, can also be examined by

analytical techniques, presently unknown but almost surely to beFXLAMENT$ developed in the future. Lander- or rendezvous-type of sample
SUBSTRATI: return missions require rather complex spacecraft, intricate opera-

tions, and costly propulsion systems. By contrast, it is possible to
Fig.?. Physisorption. take a highly simplified approach for sample capture and return in

the case of a comet. This can be accomplished by an Earth free-
return trajectory to the comet, in which passive collectors intercept

comet andthousands of images of a comet nucleusand dynamics of dust and volatiles from the cometary coma. Bringing samples back
that comet coma at half the cost for each agency. This instrument from within the zone of parent molecules of a known comet will
will make available for analysis not only the only extraterrestrial provide valuable information oncomets, will serveas arosettastone

samplesfromaknown sourcesince theApollomissions, butspecifl- forthe analytical studies of interplanetary dustparticles for the last
tally cometary material captured in the zone of parent molecules, two decades, and will provide much needed samples for theanalysis
Suchmaterial rates highest among all solar system objects for study community.
of the planetary evolution and that of compounds and phases con- The Halley Sample Return (HSR) Mission was the fast comet
taining the biogenic elements, coma sample return mission studied by the Jet Propulsion Labora-

References: [1] JPL (1991) JPL 715-140. [2] Tsou P. et al. tory (JPL) in 1981. SOCCER was initiated with this proposal team
(1983) International Conference on Cometary Exploration, VoLll, associated with the National Aeronautics andSpace Administration
215-224.[3]TsouP.etal.(1984)LPSXV, 866-867. [4] Tsou P.et (NASA) and theInstitute ofSpace and AstronauticalScience (ISAS)
al.(1989)LPSXX, lI32-1133.[5]TsouP.etal.(1987)LPSXVIII, inJapan.Thiseffortmakesuseoftheuniquestrengthsandcapabili-
1026-1027. [6] Tsou P. et al. (1988)LPSX/X, 1205--1206.[7]Tsou ties of both countries inrealizing this important quest for the return
P. etal.(1992) LPSXXIIL[8]TsouP. etaI.(1991) LPSCXXIL of sarnples from a comet, and in sharing the cost and the science
[9] Griffiths D. J. et al. (1991) J. AppL Phys, 70, 4790--4796. findings. SOCCER has two primary science objectives: nucleus
[10] Tsou P. et al. (1987) LPS XVIII, 1024-1025. [11] Tsou P. imaging and dust and v°latiles sample retum" SOCCERcan achieve
(1990) JPL D-7777. [12] Tsou P. et al. (1983) LPSXIV, 794-795. fast-class science by being the fast mission to bring back samples
[13] Tsou P. et al. (1983) JPL D-1153. [14] Tsou P. et al. (1985) from a known comet, and byobtaining high-qualityclose-up images
AIAA-85.0465. [15]Brownlee D. E. (1988)Proposal toThe Small- of a comet nucleus. Science from this mission will far exceed the
Class Explorer Program. [16] Brownlee D. E. (1969) Proposal to Atomized Comet Sample Return Mission, aNASA CoreProgram of
Space Station Attached Payload Program. [17] Brownlee D.E. Planetary Exploration Through Year 2000 [1].
(1989) Proposal to Space Station Attached Payload Program. Comet Coma Sample Return Background: Interest in
[18] Carle G. (1989) Proposal to Space Station Attached Payload cometary missions began in the early 1970s. The fast JPL mission
Program. [19] Tsou P. et al. (1993) LPS XX/V. proposed was the Halley Flyby with a Probe and Tempel Rendez-

vous (I-IFFFR) mission [2]. The development of cometary flyby
sample return technology was triggered by the JPL's HSR mission

SOCCER---COMET COMA SAMPLE RETURN MISSION. [3]. Due to the 70-km/s encounter speed with Comet Halley, atom-
A. L. Albee 1,K. T. Uesugi2, and P. Tsous, _Califomia Institute of ized sample return rather than intact sample return was considered
Technology, Pasadena CA 91109, USA, 2Institute of Space and for HSR. The first comet coma sample return mission with intact
Astronautical Science, Sagamihara, Japan, 3Jet Propulsion Labora- capture was jointly proposed with Goddard Space Flight Center
tory, Pasadena CA,USA. (GSFC) as aNASA missionfor thePlanetary ObserverProgram and

proposed direct reentry via a Discoverer Capsule [4]. Mission costs
Comets,being considered the most primitive bodies in the solar from GSFC and JPL were compared [5]. Using the spare Giotto

system, command the highest priority among solar system objects spacecraft, JPL proposed Giotto II jointly with the European Space
for studyingsolar nebula evolution andthe evolution of life through Agency (F.SA) [6]. Based uponthe Giotto IIconcept,an ESA Comet
biogenic elements and compounds. Sample Of Comet Coma Earth Atmosphere Encounter and SampleReturn (CAESAR) was studied
Return (SOCCER), a joint effort between NASA and the Institute in 1986 [7]. Since 1987, low-cost flyby sample return missions to
of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) in Japan, has two pri- comets, SOCCER, have beenjointly studied in U.S. and Japan [8].
mary science objectives: (I) the imaging of the comet nucleus and SOCCER mission. NASA's interest in comets has been re-

(2) thereturn toEarth of samples of volatile species and intact dust. fleeted in four major JPL efforts beginning with the ttFFIR, Halley
This effort makes use of the unique strengths and capabilities of Intercept Mission, HSR, and finally the recently canceled Mariner
both countries in realizing this important quest for the return of MarklICometRendezvousandAsteroidFlyby(CRAF)mission[9].
samples from acomet. Science from this mission will farexceed the The high percentage of comets with Japanese surnames clearly
Atomized CometSampleReturn Mission, a NASA Core Programof indicates the interest of the Japanese in comets. For some timenow,
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ISAS hasdemonstrated its unique ability to develop low-cost space- resolution will be specifiedto be 10 larador better, with images
craft fora variety of missions (SUISEI and SAKIGAKE to Halley, being focusedon aCCDhaving a field ofat least 1024x 1024pixels.
HITENtothe Moon, GEOTAILto the distantgeomagnetic tail). The Keeping theCCD cooled to approximately200 K will ensure a large
dominant video and camera industries in Japan give ISAS a strong signal-to-noise ratio. With filter wheels, this CCD camera can
basis for developing an imaging camera system. Since 1981,JPLhas capture both color imaging and surface spectral data.With thehigh-
developed the enabling technology for flyby sample return-intact gain antenna oriented towardEarth, selected images can be trans-
capture of hypervelocity particles [10],andvalidated techniques for mitted in real time. To facilitate both pre- and postencounter imag-
the capture of volatiles [11]. NASA has an operational shuttle ing, wide-angle, as well as narrow-angle optics will be used.
capable of retrievingobjects in low Earth orbits, and its Deep Space SOCCER sample return collection system. The current collec-
Network (DSN) can track deep-space signals around the clock. JPL tion concept for SOCCER [17]has evolved through a sequence of
has mounted sophisticated missions throughout the solar system, previous studies: HSR [18], Planetary Explorer, Comet Intercept
Consequently, both NASA and ISAS have common interests in Sample Return [18], ESA/NASA Giotto II [20], space station at-
exploring comets and unique capabilities, and SOCCER has been tached payloads experiments: Intact Particle Capture Experiment
conceived as a joint mission taking advantage of each agencies' [21], CosmicDust Intact CaptureExperiment [22], Interstellar Dust
strengths. In a tight funding environment, the total cost of a comet Intact CaptureExperiment [23], Exobiology Intact CaptureExperi-
flyby sample return mission can be shared, making the acceptance ment [24], Second Generation Space Station Cosmic Dust Collec-
of such a mission easier for both countries, tion Concept Development [25], and finally, the Shuttle Get-Away

SOCCERjoint working group. The first meeting of thiscurrent Special Sample Return Experiment [26]. The sample collection
NASA/ISAS proposal team was held in Japan [12]. The team was systemconsistsofdesignatedregions fordust collectorsandvolatiles
formally installed as a joint study group [13], subsequently pro- collectors.Manyoftheengineeringdetailshaveyettobedefinedbut
rooted to a joint working group, and met again at ISAS [14]. The the sketch provides an overall perspective of the collection system.
secondworking groupmeeting was heldjointly with theJapan-U.S. All collector regions will be modular in sign. Dust collectors must
Workshop on Missions to Near-Earth Objects [15], and the third allowfordepthofpenetrationandsowillbecubicinshape, whereas
working group's meeting was held in May 1992 [16]. volatile collectors and fine dust impactors will be fiat surfaces.

The workingdivision of responsibility betweenNASA andISAS Engineering Flight System: The engineering system includes
follows designated capabilities. The imaging system and radio the spacecraft, dust shield, andan aerobrake cone to enable match-
science will be provided by ISAS; NASA will provide the sample ing of the shuttle retrieval circular orbit from a highly elliptical
collection system. The spacecraft will be designed and built by Earth insertion orbit. The spacecraft and launch vehicle will be
ISAS, and launched by an ISAS M-V, three-stage solid propellant designed and fabricated by ISAS. ISAS has demonstrated the tech-
rocket with a NASA medium-expendable launch vehicle (MELV) nique of aerobraking, having utilized it for HITEN's cislunar
as backup. The returned samples will be retrieved by the shuttle, aerobraking in 1991. Samplereturn requires close targeting, which
Operations will be led by ISAS, supportedb'y NASA, for launch, dictates the need for optical navigation in addition to ephemeris
cruise, tracking, navigation, encounter, Earth insertion, and aero- tracking. SOCCER's navigation capacity is examined below.
braking. SOCCER spacecraj_ description. The SOCCER spacecraft is

SOCCER Science Payloads: Each part of the SOCCER sci- built around an octagonal bus as illustrated in Fig. 1. The sample
ence payload serves a dual function, science and engineering: The collection systemismounted onone endof the buswiththeaerobrake
imaging camera will perform navigation for comet locating and drag cone mounted on the other. Since the dust collector serves as
encounter targeting; the sample collector will serve as a dust shield the dust shield during the encounter, no part of the spacecraft will
for the spacecraft during encounter, and, of course, the radio be within 5° from the edge of the collector. 250 W of power come
transponders will serve for spacecraft communication as well as for
radio science.

SOCCER imaging system. The closest image of a nucleus was ,.,,,_,,,,-_
obtained by Giotto, a spin-stabilized spacecraft. There is a need for
imagesof muchhigherresolution. The world's first high-resolution /
imaging of the comet nucleuscan be achievedby SOCCERusing a ,_-,*_,_

three-axisstabilizedplatform. A charge-coupled-device(CCD)cam- .
era can achieve fine resolutionof the dynamicsof the cometnucleus *?
surface in both the pre- and postperihelionstages. The goals of the _ f,,,_,._o_

SOCCER imaging system are the following: (1, obtain nucleus "_°"! __'_? ____

surface images at the closest distance with the greatest resolution;
(2) obtainobservatory,wide coverage of large-scale dynamiccoma
phenomena; and (3) obtain pre- and postperihelion images of the i
comet coma development at regular and frequent intervals begin- i_,0_ _'_''_
ning severalmonths before encounter andextending several months
after encounter. _4

The SOCCER camera will be an improved version of a solid- ___./
state camera designed for several ongoing ISAS flight programs.
These include the Planet B mission to be launched to Mars in 1996,
and the LUNAR-A mission to the Moon in 1997. The camera's Fig.1. SOCCERspacecraft.
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from two articulated solar paddles that arewrapped about six fiat 55

face outward to permit power generation during encounter and -- 4 5

well as thefixed medium- and low-gainantennaearemountedunder 3 0

the aerobrake cone shown in Fig. I. The aerobrake cone will be = L
composed of SiO2,which is transparent toradiofrequency transmis- _-
sion. On one of the uncovered bus faces,acamera portprovidesside _ I
field of view during encounter. A mirror to facilitate encounter 1r. E
imaging of the nucleus is under study.S- and X-band transponders, _ I , , , "1
having I0 W and 25 W power, respectively, willprovide uplink and O 1 2 5 4 5

downlink communications. At 2 AU, the data rate at X-band isabout D=rsbef=r__n=ounter[a=:=]
32 kbps and 3 kbps at S-band with the 64-m antenna at Usuda. All
midcourse trajectorycorrection maneuvers (TCMs)and Earth inser-
tion bm'nswill be accomplished by abipropellant propulsion system Fig.2. Deliveryaccuracy(i0 km/sflyby).

with the mainthruster mounted in the bus. Attitudecontroland spin sr,Ac_cam'r
control thrustersare mounted on theedgeof the bus, betweenthe bus
and the aerobraking cone. The sample collection system will be EARTH ....
separated for shuttleretrieval and placed in a cooledsample collec...... FINtAY'2

tor container aboard the shuttle. A standard shuttle grapple is //'_"_" _'_'_, ,mounted below and at the centerof the aerobrakecone to facilitate . _

spacecraft stabilization for sample collector removal. ,/ o=,,,,, __//" -"_.--_-" _*_g_SOCCER launch system. SOCCER willbe launchedby ISAS's / r,,_,rt_newly designed M-V vehicle. In late 1994, the MUSES B mission
will be the Fast launch to use this system.M-V is a three-stagesolid \ \ , /I ,=,Z_ o_,,,,,_
propulsion rocket,2.51 m in diameterand 31.4 m long. The vehicle \ x-,,,.._.../i-
can carry a two-ton-payloadto low Earth orbit.With a fourthstage \

kick motor, interplanetarymissions can be accomplished. \.
SOCCER navigation. Reliance upon comet ephemeris alone

willnot suffice toachieve a targeting of thecometary nucleus better
than 100 km. The uncertainties of cometary trajectories at succes-
sive apparitions are due to gravitational perturbations, as well as Fig.3. SOCCERbaselinetrajectory.
nongravitational effects arising from jetting, which generates the
coma in the first place. With favorable orientation conditions of

Earth, comet, and Sun, groundtraeking of the comet can reduce the Cometary candidate. Possible comet candidates for SOCCER
ephemeris error. It is more likely, however, that sample return in the 2000 time frame include Churyumov-Gerasimenko (2002),
targeting will require optical navigation. A prime determinator of Wirtanen (2002), DuToit-Hartley (2003), Kopff (2003), and Finlay
the accuracy achievable by optical navigation is the camera's pixel (2002). For this proposal Finlay, has been chosen as a baseline
size. Using a 9-1arn-sizedpixel in a frame CCD camera, with an comet. Comet Finlay, known since 1886 and observed at 11 appa-
assumed ephemeriserror of 750 km, and with TCM 1 and TCM 2 ritions, has a well-determined and relatively stable orbit with peri-
executed 10days and 1 day before encounter, respectively, a deliv- helion just outside the Earth's orbit (near 1.1AU) and a revolution
cry accuracy of 20 km can be achieved for a 10km/s flyby speed, period of slightly less than seven years. Since 1953,the comet has
Figure 2 shows thedelivery accuracy withrespect to the time forthe been observed at every return to the Sun with its orbital motion
last TCM. Given this accuracy, the uncertainty in locating the having been subjected to modest and somewhat variablenongravi-
nucleus within the coma will also need to be considered in specify- tational perturbations. However, the comet has a history of at least
ing a flybydistance. For a veryclose flyby distance, lessthan 10km, one major orbital anomaly, this occurring either late in the 19th
a patht'mder spacecraftwould enhance the confidence; otherwise, a century or early in this century [27].
pathfinder would not be necessary. ComparisonofP/Finlay's lightcurve in 1960(theonly apparition

SOCCER 3fmsion Description: Important considerations in since 1953 from which adequate information is available on the
designing a free-return trajectory for SOCCERarea low encounter comet's brightness) with the lightcurves in and before 1926 indi-
speed to enhance intact capture of dust samples, the restricted cates that the object's intrinsic fading has been dramatic, the peak
launch vehicle capability of ISAS's M-V rocket, and the need for a normalized magnitude being 10in 1960,comparedwith 6.5 in 1906,
dependable trajectory of the targeted comet. Basedupon these three and 8 in 1886 and 1893. Brightness fluctuations with an amplitude
considerations, the 2002 perihelion encounter with Comet Finlay of about one magnitude were reported during one week of intense
has been selected as the baseline comet. A plot of this baseline observing shortly after perihelion in 1960, which suggests that the
trajectory to F'mlayis shown in Fig. 3. The encounter speed for this production was quite variable on a timescale of days. Still, this
trajectory is7.98 km/s, whichiswithintherangeofspeedsforwhich comet is considered to be a good candidate for particlecollection.
successful intact capture has been demonstrated (i.e., up to speeds Mission scenario. Ground and space telescopes would begin the
of 13 krn/s), tracking phase toacquire Comet Finlay before launchand continue
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after launch to ref'me Finlay's orbit. After payload integration and Sun line. This assures the availability of full power during aero-
tests, SOCCER will be launched by M-V on August 24, 2000, at braking. About 20 apogee maneuvers axe needed to navigate the
Kagoshima Space Center. The kick motor will be ignited after the spacecraft during aerobraking, totaling less than 10m/sof AV.After
ejection of the third-stage motor of the M-V and will insert SOC- sighting SOCCER, the shuttle will make final adjustment for an
CER into the heliocentric trajectory needed to encounter comet extravehicular activity to attach the Remote Manipulator System to
Finlay. During the pre-encounter cruise phase the solar cellpaddies the grapple. After grapple attachment, the sample collection system
will be deployed and the spacecraft placed into spin stabilized will be separated from the spacecraft and placed into a refrigerated
mode. During cruise, thecovers ofthe sample collectors willbe kept container for Earth return. On reaching the ground, the entire
closed. For the pre-encounterobservation phase, the spacecraft will container willbe moved intothe laboratory for deintegration, sample
be despun for three-axis stabilization by the use of a momentum examination, and sample distribution.
wheel and to initiatepre-encounter observation imaging science and All flight hardware handled by the shuttle is subject to stringent
optical navigation imaging to aid in precise orbit determination. A safety requirements. Since SOCCER is not launched by the shuttle,
deterministic maneuver of 139 m/s willbe performed on December and is not designed to meet shuttle launch requirements,the shuttle
31,2001. A weekbefore encounter, thecovers of the samplecollec- cannot retrieve it. Furthermore, the retrieval of a spacecraft into the
tion system will be opened. Final targeting from optical navigation bay of the shuttle after thecraft has been in deep space for fouryears
update will be performed one day before the encounter. Before the would havesevere safety and,thus, cost implications. Consequently,
encounter phase, which lasts for approximately one hour, volatiles it is cost effective for the shuttle to retrieve the sample collection
capture getters will be deposited, solar paddies will be retracted, system only.
and the spacecraft will be poised for the encounterphase. A sum- Mission Operations: The spacecraft and instruments will be
mary is shown in Fig. 4. integrated at ISAS, Sagamihara, KanagawaPrefecture. Themission

SOCCER's two primary science systems require a very close operationswillbeperformedatlSASbyitsoperationaistaffwiththe
encounter with the comet nucleus to achieve good close-up imaging support ofJPL's engineering teams from sample collection systems,
and to capture cometary samples with minimum processing. A navigation, and tracking. At the time of shuttle retrieval, the ISAS
target encounter distance of 10km from the comet nucleus is highly spacecraft team will support the NASA shuttle retrieval team. Thus,
desirable. Detailed study, involving orbit determination simula- operations, as much as possible, will be handled by ISAS. The
tions (includingthe effect of center-finding error) and assessmentof typical ISAS operations team is small andvery efficient, makinglow
the coma environment, is necessary to determine the minimum costs possible; uplink sequences will be designed by ISAS with
feasible encounter distance. During the final encounter, nucleus participation from the sample collection team. Uplink data are
images will be acquired at the maximum rate. The acoustic counter transmitted in S-band and downlinked in both S- and X-bands.
data along with some selected, compressed images will be pro- Imaging data and dust capture data are downlinked with minimal
eessed and transmitted in real time. After the sealer getters are processing.
deposited and the mission begins the post-encounter observation Summary: As was stated in the Solar System Exploration
phase, the samplecollector covers will be closed. The solar paddles Committee's report of 1983,the next step in cometary exploration
will be redeployed andobservatory imaging will resume. Thespace- following the flyby missions to Comet Halley should be a rendez-
craft will then commence the trip back to Earth. After having vous and sample returnwith a short-periodcomet. Without CRAF,
completed three orbits around the Sun in four years, the spacecraft it is all the more critical to the achievement of the goals of the Solar
returns to Earth on August 24, 2004. System Exploration Committee that SOCCER be accomplished.

After a final trajectory correction maneuver, a 660-m/s Earth Through a joint effort with ISAS, it is cost effective to acquire
insertion bum is performed, bringing the SOCCER spacecraft into thousands of samples from a known comet and thousands of images
a highly elliptical orbit. Aerobraking is subsequently used to circu- of acomet nucleus and dynamics of that comet coma at half thecost
larize the orbit at an altitude low enough to allow rendezvous with for each agency. During development, SOCCER extends participa-
the shuttle. Before aerobraking is initiated (with a 20 m/s maneuver tion to NASA and ISAS facilities, and more than one university.
reducing perigee to 120 kin), the spacecraft loiters inorder to allow With returned samples, many analysis laboratories throughout the
its orbit to precess until the spacecraft's spin axis is normal to the world will be involved. SOCCER will make available for analysis

not only the only extraterrestrial samples from a known source since
the Apollo missions, but specifically cometary material captured in
the zone of parent molecules. Such material rates highest among all

,,-- ...... -,N.,_ ] _,_................... \ \ solar system objects for study of the planetary evolution and that of

N_ \ \ compounds and phases containing the biogenic elements.[-_(_"_ ,,_ References: [1] SSEC (1983) NASA. [2] AtkinsK. L.(1979)J i * i you

_ _ _;_" =Q,_ _, :0,, AIAA 79-2066. [3] JPL (1991) JPL 715-140. [4] Tsou P. et al.
€,_,,_,.,.T._,_.p. (1983) International Conference on Cometary Exploration, Vol. H,T_

215-224. [5] Tsou P. et al. (1985) AIAA-85-0465. [6] Albee A. L.
_.,,,,s_,_,_........... ._........... (1985) GiottoHWorkshop, Caltech. [7] ESA (1986)ESA SC186, 3.

"_"*" [8] Uesugi K. T. et al. (I987)ISAS. [9] Neugebauer M. et al. (1989)
W_,.sy,_ °_" _., EOS,70,633.[lO]TsouP.etal.(1984)LPSXV,866-867.[ll]Tsou
_,,,_'_"_"_s_._, _- P. et al. (1987) LPS XVIII, 1024-1025. [12] ISAS (1987) ISAS.

[13] ISAS (1988) Proceedings of lSAS/NASA Joint Study Group
Fig.4. SOCCERMissionScenario. Meeting. [14] ISAS (1988)Proceedings oflSAS/NASA Joint Work-
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ing GroupMeeting. [15]ISAS(1991)Proceedings. [16]1SAS(1992) that provide spacecraft data in some detail, coupled with very
Proceedings of 3rd ISAS/NASA Joint Working Group Meeting. specific analysis capabilities and appropriate experience with spe-
[17]TsouP.(1990)JPLD-7777.[18]TsouP.(1983)JPLD-797. cific curator needs in both the USA and Europe, provided the basis
[19] Tsou P. et al. (1983) JPL D-1153. [20] Tsou P. et al. (1985) for proposing a Comet Coma Sample Return [3] mission to be
JBIS, 38, 232-239. [21] Brownlee D. E. (1988) Proposal to The consideredfortheDiscoverymissionswithSOCCERmissioncapa-
Small-Class Explorer Program. [22] Brownlee D. E. (1989) Pro- bilities.

posal to Space Station Attached Payload Program. [23] Brownlee Scientific Goals and Objectives: The primarygoal of under-
D.E.(1989)ProposaltoSpaceStationAttachedPayloadProgram. standingtheoriginof the solarsystem andmoreespecially theorigin
[24] Carle G. (1989) Proposal to Space Station Attached Payload of life, will notbe adequatelyaddresseduntil primitivebodies, e.g.,
Program. [25] Tsou P. (1989) Proposal to Space Station Attached comets, have been sampled. In establishing the core program,the
PayloadProgram.[26]TsouP.etal.(1993)LPSXXIV.[27]Sekanina SSEC of NASA Advisory Council has argued cogently for the
7. (1993) Astron. Astrophys., 271,630-644. inclusion of a comet samplereturnmission,which will "... provide

a detailed elemental and isotopic composition analysis of gases and
dust from thecoma of acomet, data complementary to that acquired
by a Comet Rendezvous mission. Ideally, the material will be

TIlE STATUS OF MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGIES returned to terrestrial laboratoriesfrom the same comet observedby
CONCERNING MICROMETER AND SUBMICROMETER the rendezvous spacecraft" (Planetary Exploration Through Year
SPACE ARTICULATE MATI'ER CAPTURE, RECOVERY, 2000, A CoreProgram, Washington IX2,1983). Unfortunately,the
VELOCITY, AND TRAJECTORY. W.M. Alexander1,W.G. nonhomogeneity of comets may not allow one to assess from the
Tanner1,R. A. McDonald 1,G. E. Schaub1,S. L Stephenson1,J.A. sample of two or even three comets at perihelion, the primordial
M. McDonnell2, and C. R. Maag3, IBaylor University, Waco TX nature of the solar system. The most often repeated scientificques-
T6798, USA, 2University of Kent at Canterbury, UK, 3Science tion arising from the investigations of primitive bodies remains:
Applications International Corporation,Glendora CA 91740, USA. What is the nature of the material that composed the early solar

system and can that material be sampled in an unaltered state, and
Overview: The return of a pristine sample from a comet if sowhere? Theprimary advantage inutilizing comets as the source

would lead to greater understandingof cometary structures,as well for samples occurs for those short-period comets that pass near the
as offering insights into exobiology. The paper presented at the orbit of the Earth in six or fewer years.
Discovery Program Workshop [3] outlined a set of measurements Comets are made up of a wide variety of substances believed to
for what was identified as a SOCCER-like interplanetarymission, have been abundantduring theoriginof our solar system. Composed
Several experiments comprised the total instrumentation. This pa- of frozen gases, refractory grains, silicates, and carbonaceous corn-
per presents a summary of CCSR with an overview of three of the pounds, comets are generally believed to be unaltered bodies con-
fourmajor instruments [4,9,11]. Detail_of themajor dust dynamics densed in the early stages of solar system formation. Near perihe-
experiment including trajectory are given in this paper.The instru- lion, the frozen gases in theouter layers of a comet sublime to form
mentproposedhereofferstheoppurtunityfortheretumofcometary the distinctive coma. Unlocked from the nucleus, neutral gases
dust particles gathered in situ. The capture process has been em- stream from the illuminated surfaces entraining cometary dust
ployed aboard the space shuttle with successful results in returning grains embedded in the frozen composite matrix. SOCCER-like
samples to Earth for laboratory analysis.In addition, the sensorswill missions will be scheduled to coincide with perihelion, in principle
measure the charge, mass, velocity, and sizeof cometary dust grains the time when the nucleus willbe most active and when gas anddust
during the encounter. Thisdata will help our understandingof dusty released from the nucleus will be maximum. Capture of the largest
plasmas, newly released grains will require a very close approach to the

Introduction: Remote observationfrom Earth up to this time nucleus. In addition, the spacecraft should fly by the cometary
has provided everything we know regarding objects beyond our nucleus on the Sunward side (subsolar point) to increase the prob-
solar system and, in fact, most of what we know about the solar ability of sampling"jets," which emanatematerial that had not been
system itself. However, experience has shown that when we move extensively exposed to the inner solar system environment.
from remote observations of cosmic objects to detailed laboratory Cometary samples shouldprovide insights into the early history
studies on F.arth of cosmic materials, we achieve far more than of the solar system and are assumedto have been altered little since
merely extending the perception of systems. Indeed, our complete the origin of the solar system. Returning even a small sample from
outlook may change and place us ona higherplateau of understand- a selected comet would provide a means to identify the properties
ing from which hitherto undiscovered pathways may lead. These of cometary grains. In principle, the percent of cometary materials
statements are paraphrased from the 1987 report "Rosetta: The presentin our current collection of meteoritesand dust is uncertain
Comet Nucleus Sample Return Mission" [1]. The issuance of the since the processes that led to the recovery of these samples has
letter of invitation from W. T. Huntress to participate ina workshop homogenized them. Cometary samples examination in terrestrial
to evaluate concepts for consideration of Discovery missions pre- laboratories, along with subsequent identification of cometary con-
sented the opportunity to consider a comet coma sample return stituents, would allow differentiation of cometary from the asteroi-
mission, whose basic background comes out of these prior studies dal particles.
and workshops. The invitation letter also encouraged "participation The return of samples of captured intact cometary dust and
in larger international missions in which the SSED costs do not volatiles drives the design of thedevice used tocapture andmaintain
exceed Discovery guidelines and are also within the scope of the the intact grains. The major concern remains the deceleration of the
program." Therefore, elements from the SOCCER [2] workshops clustersoficesandminerals.Thekeydesignfeaturesforthesystem
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must be (1) conduction of heat away from the"bum" track where the Several cometary models [6] developed prior to the in situmeasure-
grain has come to restand (2)conduction of heatmust be maintained meritshad predicted that the dust flux would have a simple inverse
once the grain has embedded in the micropore foam. square of the distance to the comet nucleus dependence. For most of

Collect cometary dust samples: Comet Coma Sample Return the Halley encounter this was an accurate model. However, five
(CCSR) experimental package. Capture intact dust and organic deviations or anomalies were found by DIDSY during the flyby.
grains in a micropore polyfoam maintained at low temperature. Two of these occurred before closest approach and the remaining
Locate the entry point for each captured grain by means of active three were noted after closest approach. This indicated an in situ
trajectory system data. Upon return to terrestrial laboratories inves- derived example of dust/plasma interaction [7].
tigators will perform an examination of the returned samples recov- Utilizing cometary dust detection data and data provided by a
ered from micropore polyfoams and maintain the recovery unit at a plasma experiment, an investigation of the interactions between
low temperature to ensure thecuration of the unexamined samples, dust and plasma in the development of cometary structures of

When samples are returned to Earthfrom the cometary environ- comets is strongly desired. Since a knowledge of the plasma envi-
merit it will be necessary to have laboratories for their analysis, ronment is necessary for an understanding of any type of dust
Planning for the establishment of curatorial facilities for returned behavior, observations will both complement and be complemented
cometary dust particles will be an integral part of the mission. This by experiments that characterize the plasma and energetic particle
facility needs to be capable of simulating certain conditions of the regimes from in situ data. CCSR can very well provide important
comet coma from which the sampleswere collected. Existing ana- information on the collective effects of interactions in dusty plas-
lytical tools will be adapted to operate in these conditions and new mas.
techniques for the curation andanalysis will be developed to ensure Investigations ofdustyplasma environment. Utilizingcometary
that the most efficient and conservatory methods are used. Ex- dust detection, capture, and plasma data, the interactions between
panded discussion of the analyses associated with the specific dust and plasma in the development of cometary structures of
instrumentations under discussion are presented in this workshop cometswill beanalyzedtostudythedynamicalaffectsonthemotion
by C. Maag et al. [4]. of charged dust grainsembedded in theplasma sheet of thecometary

However, from the comet P/Halley probe, we have learned that coma and to investigate the question of whether the number of
cometary grains also contain semivolatileorganic compounds and, charges on dust grains embedded in the plasma of a cometary coma
possibly, icy volatile inclusions. Of special and unique interest are may be a function of the separation distance between neighboring
the organic grains that were observed in the coma of Comet P/ dust grains.
Halley, the CHON particles. If we assume that these grains are The physics of dusty plasmas is an emerging field of research
common among comets, as observationalevidence suggests [5], the with broad implications for the understanding of comets and the
groundbased laboratory must have instrumentation that allows for evolutionof the early solar system protoplanetary disk. Manysubtle
the identification, separation, and sophisticated analyses of the and often surprisingeffects have been discovered theoretically [8],
individual CHON grains (micrometer to submicrometer sizes) for but very little experimental work has been done. Previous measure-
an overall chemical and physical characterization. The survival of ments of dust in the vicinity of planets andcomets havebeen limited
organic molecules in the grains returned after a hypervelocity im- by their low sensitivity and lack of ability to measure grain veloci-
pact should strengthen theoretical assertions concerning the pos- ties, charges, and masses. An in situ determination of all these
sible role of comets in the genesis of life. Therefore, biological and quantities is crucial before further progress in the understanding of
chemical contamination issues areof extreme importance sothat the dusty plasmas can be made. All these quantities will be measured
purity of the comet samples can be ensured. Based on the P/Halley by the Dust Particle Dynamics and Environment Experiment
experiences, the characterization of organic grains is an area that is (DPDEE).
expected to have considerable impact on laboratory activity. Comet targets. The primary comet target can be Kopff in 2002;

Investigate dust environment in the comet coma. Establishing additional targets to be considered are Finlay in 2002, Wirtnaen in
the charge, mass, and velocity vector of cometary dust, the flux of 2002,andChuryumov-Gerasimenko in2002.The selectionof comet
cometary grains on the capture cells will be determined so that one targets will be made based on the activity of the comet, the quality
may delineate the major components of the total dust grain size and of Earth viewing for a particular perihelion passage, as well as the
mass distribution for the particulates in the comet's coma and use best estimate of the dust-to-gas ratio.
theknowledgeofthedustgralnsizedistributionassociatedwiththe Instrument Descriptions and Requirements: Gas Capture
regionof spacenear thenucleusof a comettocompare with the"jet" Cell (GCC). Uponimpact,aparticle (carbonaceous chondriteor icy
smactures of the active comet, grain) traveling with hypervelocity speed is vaporized. In orderto

A scientific objective of the proposed experimental package is assess, collect, and retain the evolved gases we propose to include
the investigation of a comet's dust environment to establish the a unique gas capture cell. The cell will consist of numerous devices
electrostatic charge, mass, and speed of cometary dust. With a or sensors that havebeen tested in the space environment singly, but
measure of these parameters an upper and lower bound on the heretofore, not as a collective group. The gas capture cell will
density of cometary dust grains can be established. Analysis of the consist of a cryoplate, which will be maintained at approximately
dust grain data will reveal the flux profile for cometary dust grains 150 K for theduration of themission, i.e., from just prior to the flyby
emanating from the comet nucleus and will provide an assessment of the proposed target comet through retrieval and return of the
ofthedustsizedistributionassociatedwiththevariationsincometary instrument to the laboratory and subsequent data reduction. Ap-
activity, proximately 10crn above this plate an ultrathin film (tf< 500 A) will

The flyby of Halley's comet by the Giotto probe has provided a be placed to act as both a primary sensing element and a thermal
uniqueopportunitytoincreaseourknowledgeofcometarystrncture, radiation barrier.
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Attached to the cryoplate willbe an arrayof Ge AttenuatedTotal capture. In ground tests, the foams have been successfully tested
Reflectance (ATR) crystals. These crystals will be maintained at between 1 and 11 km/s. One of the more interesting highlights of
150K by thermal conduction. Attached to the cell willbe a quadru- this program was the intact capture and retention of materials with
pole mass spectrometer capable of measuring from 1 to 50 AMU. a much lower density and material strength than AOS. Since the
The mass spectrometer will be a slightly modified version of the initial program other materials have been tested successfully, most
instrument flown four times on the space shuttle Induced Environ- notably foams of silicones, polymides, and fluorocarbons. For this
ment Contamination Monitor (IECM) [9]. activity, foams of the aforementioned polymers will be developed

Organic Foam Capture Cell (OFCC): Intact capture of a and used that have both gradients in axial density, typically 0.006-
cosmic dust particle will be accomplished by the use of micropore 0.09 g/cm3, andimbedded sensors to sense impact parameters as the
foams. The principal objectives of the original program were to particle decelerates in the foam (Fig. 1) [4]. Figures2-4 show three
develop techniques that would provide thesizedistribution of A1203 conditions of particles captured intact using organic foam capture
particles (AOS)expelledfromasolidrocket motor(SRM).Polymetric
foams, with and without deceleration films, were extensively used 2
to capture AOS intact. Aerogelmaterials were also used as a capture Mieropartiele Trajectory Area 200 cm
material. Commercial organic polymer foams were in-itially used.
Based on testing in light gas gun facilities, it was determined that
the ability of these foams to retain particles impacting at Grounded Shield

hypervelocities was marginal at best. These tests found that the ECS
more complex polymers had better stoppingability. Accordingly, it Shield
was also determined that thepolymers that had extremely small cell
sizes, higher latent heats of fusion, and very low densities (e.g., X-Grid
0.02-0.7 g/cm3) had the highest probability of providing intact X1A Y1B
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Fig. 6. Shows the detectionof an inducedelectrostaticcharge from the
approachingchargedparticle,the plasmageneratedas the particlepenetratesa
500-_,thin film andstrikesan impactplatewiththe resultingPZTsignalfrom
the impactplate.

cells on shuttle STS 61-B and STS 41-D. Figiu'e 2 depicts an inter-

V.I
captured intact in the organic foanacell, and then inFig. 4 the sarae r-- 4_4
AOS cell after the pyrolized foam has been removed using a low- _ All capaci,.ors = 470 pF
molecular concentration of HCI. Figure 5 shows a particle captured
using aerogel.

MultipleThinFflmArrayCaptureDevice(MTFA): Comet- _Charge sensitive pre-amps
ary dust grains impacting on a very thin film will experience a
pressure transient; however, when the thickness of the fdm is very Fig.8. ETCSgrid assembly and preamplifiers.
much less than the diameterof the grain, the durationof the transient
isextremely short with thedestructive effect being greatly reduced.
A succession of these films, spaced to allow nondestructive energy All the sensors havebeenpreviously developed andused insome
dissipation between impacts, significantly reduces the kinetic en- form in space. The DPDEE is depicted in Fig. 7. The system is
ergy of the grain without allowing its intemal energy to rise to the shown coupled to an OFCC. The MTFA capture device will also
point of destruction of the projectile mass ('Fig. 6). couple to the DPDEE.The signals to be derivedfrom thepassage of

Dust Particle Dynamics and Environment Experiment a grain through the unit are depicted in Fig. 8. A laboratory system
(DPDEE) [I0]: Arguments were presented above for inclusion of with these sensors (PZT impact plate instead of a capture cell) was
in situ determination of the charge and dynamics of each of the used in a hypervelocity accelerator to demonstrate allaspects of the
cometary grains that impacted a collection device. The trajectory DPDEE with the schematic and results seen in Figs. 9 and I0.
information is significant in locating the grain in the OFCC, ACC, (Figure9 shows the schematic of the system.) The bottom trace
and the MTFA capture devices. The dynamic parameters are the contains the charge measurement, which also yields aTOF. The top
scientific information derived in the investigation of each captured trace shows charge/plasma associated with the particles' passage
grain and/or residue collected, through the thin film and then the sharp negative pulse from the

The DPDEE is a group of sensors integrated into a detection plasmaoftheimpactonthelrZTplate.lntheproposedarraythislast
arraythat measures the chargepossessed by thegrains traversingthe signal will come from the plasma generated as the particle impacts
system, the trajectory of the grain within the system, the time of the capture cells. TOF and position data are obtained from the two
flight (TOF) of the grain within the system, and the kinetic energy plasma pulses while kinetic energy is derived from the second
of the grain, plasma pulse.
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lo00 ; _ Electrostatic charge and trajectory information about an inter-
I

'.. o X1AOutput(mY) planetary micrometer-sized dust particle is retrieved from two grid

8o0 _- x xla output(mv) _ systems (Fig. 11).Laboratory workhas been conducted to optimize
the sensor arraydesigned withrespect togrid spacing and separation

using both signals from charged beads traversing two grid systemso with induction from the electronically charged signals. Results_- 600 - [
° °° .... i around a single wire are seen in Fig. 12. Calibration tests of the 10-

° t wire grid system resulted in data exhibiting considerable variation

" 400 ° °° °.......° ° 0° "" ./ %"'!1] in pulse amplitudes between adjacent wires (Fig. 13). However,
O °o o o oo • _ •

° °°°oo _ . ,.. .. j whenthe ratios oftheoutputs from theelectronic systemare summed
. ooo..o_."'" °0 !l and plotted, the information obtained makes possible the determi-

200 ." ."_..'" "'" °0°* %°°°*0oo°°o _ nation of quite precise particle trajectory. Figure 14 depicts the
.,. ,,""""""'""""" °oo°oOOo°o.o0_ graph of position obtained from gridwires at 1-cmcenters connected

0 i by acapacitor divider as shown inFig. 11.Resulting "fits" to thedata
are shown in Fig. 14. These were obtained using linear regression

0 20 40 60 80 1oo techniques, having a correlation coefficient of 0.99962 and indicat-
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4s- released from a comet that would be or had been the target of a
4o- proposed rendezvous mission to the same comet. The knowledge
_" gained from the samples returned coupled with data gleaned from30-
2s- the flyby missions could set the stage for a large-scale international
20- rendezvous and sample return mission like the ESA/NASA pro-
is- posed Rosetta mission.10-

s- The many questions raised concerning the nature of primordial
o= material by previous flyby missions, analysis of stratospheric col-
= lected IDPs, and remote sensing of primitive bodies could be an-
>_" swered by analysis of intact captured cometary grains in situ and in

terrestrial laboratories. Benefits derived from comparative analysis
between material detected during the outer planet missions, i.e.,
Galileo, Ulysses, Cassini, and that collected by CCSR could help
define the nature of metamorphizing mechanisms acting on the
material in the solar system.

-50-
...... ' SenslNtty Major Accomplishments and Public Perceptions of the Mis-

o ,_ o _ o _ _ ,_ o _ _ _ o _ _ _ o _ _ _ 8 (MV/Ns) sion: A CCSR-type mission will return data on the composition
x PmnSon(ram) of the comet nucleus and the grains ejected into the coma during the

Fig.14. Momentumsensitivityconlourmapofedge-mountedPZT-IISsensor, high activity of the perihelion passage. It will allow the determina-
tion of the basic properties of the nucleus: the size distribution of
material ejected from the active areas, "jets," and the structures
arising from the interaction between the plasma and the fine dust

ing a standard deviation of less than i-0.8mm. This equates to an grains that may be analyzed later in terrestrial laboratories.
angular resolution of better than +2° as for particles entering the Cometary apparitions,once aportent of an impending cataclysm,
sensor array with 2 grid system detection units, now stimulate the imaginations of the public to wonder about the

Detection oflon and Electron Components of Plasma Within make-up of these ancient objects. As Earth-launched spacecraft
Cometary Coma (IECCC): The chargeon the cometary grain is glide through the icy sheetsof a comet's coma, the scientific experi-
an important measurement. The charge primarily results from pho- merits link us with the encounter. Now that material from these
toelectric effect and plasma interaction. Therefore, a measurement prodigious objects can be harvested and returned to Earth, the final
ofthemagnitudeoftheplasmapriortocometinterceptandthrough, demystiflcation of the ominous nature of comets can reveal the
out passage into the coma will be provided by standard and ion reality of the solar system's early formation and construction. For
electron spectrometers, these reasons the CCSR mission would engender the highest mea-

Benefits to the Discovery Program and Solar System Explo- sure of public support and interest.

ration: The proposed mission is designed to meet the require- References: [1]Wood J. A. (1987)ESA SP-278. [2] Uesugi K.
ments for a Discovery-class mission. The proven success of the etal.(1991)Japan-U.S.JointWorkshoponMissionstoNear.Earth
capture materials in Low F.a_rthOrbit combined with the support of Objects. [3] Alexander W. M. et al. (1992) Discovery Program
the space sciencecommunity inJapan offersaclear chance to launch Workshop. [4] Maag C., this volume. [5] Huebner W. F. (1988)
an inexpensive mission to achieve the capture of cometary material Advances in Space Science Research. [6] Gambosi T. I. et al., Rev.
in a pristine state, which has long been one of the objectives of Geophys., 24. [7] Alexander W. M. et al. (1987) GCHP-BUSSL
workers in the field of solar system exploration. Research Report, 007. [8] Huebner W. F. et al. (1988) Icarus, 76.

Utilization and Benefits to University, Industry, and NASA [9] Heppner M., this volume. [10] Alexander W. M. et al. (1992)
Community: In the workshop proposal [3], the CCSRmission is BUSSL Research Report, 82992. [11] Tanner W. G. et al., this
an example of an international consortium whose domestic partners volume.
include NASA (JSC), industry (SAIC, Perkin-Ehner), nonprofit
(SWRI), and university (Baylor, Johns Hopkins, APL). Interna-

tional cooperation includes the University of Kent at Canterbury PHYSICS OF SPACECRAFT-BASED INTERPLANETARY
(UKC) in England and the Institute of Space and Astronautical DUST COLLECTION BY IMPACT INTO LOW-DENSITY
Science (ISAS) in Japan. All of these groups have extensive expe- MEDIA. W.W. AndersonandT. J. Ahrens, Seismological Labo-
rience in cometary research, ratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91125,

Relationship to Past and Future Planetary Missions: Giotto USA.
Halley, Giotto Grigg-Skjellerup, Vegas, Sagisake, and Sushiam

cometarymissionsproduceda wealth of data concerningthemake- Introduction: A spacecraftencounteringan interplanetary
up of comets.However,thecompositionsof the diverse materials dust particle(IDP)ata relative velocityof several kilometers per
that were intercepted by these extremely high encounter velocity second may beused to capture that particle forin situ analysis or for
spacecraft could better be unraveled if material similar to that analysis upon Earth return. In this paper we study the impact of a
interceptedcould be analyzed in terrestiallaboratories. The sample dust particle into a low-density medium (i.e., a foam) such that the
returnnatureof CCSR will allow the first investigationof newly foamdissipatesthe kinetic energy of impactover a sufficient dis-
released material from an active comet, which can be analyzedin tanceto stop the particlewithoutdestroyingit.
terrestial laboratories. The CCSR mission could examine material Theoretical Treatment: In this study,we will specifically
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consider polystyrene foams but the model is applicable to other Table I givesthevahesofCo, s, ands'forpolystyrenefoamswith
materials as well. There are three regimes into which a particle- the initial densities considered in this study.
collector combination may be placed, based on the size of the IDP
relative to the characteristic microstructural lengthscales of the TABLE1. Hugoniotparametersforpolystyrenefoams.

foam. If d_ is the thickness of a cell wall in the foam, df is the Po(kg/m3) Co(m/s) s s'(s/m)

diameterof acell, andde,is the IDPdiameter,the threeregimesmay 32.1 334.7 0.9104 5.076x 10-5
be defined as f°ll°ws: (1) dP< dw;(2) dw< dP-<dr;and (3) dv > dr" 28.5 335.1 0.9093 5.092×10--5
Particles inregimes I and 2 willbehave as if the cell wallswere solid 20.0 336.0 0.9073 5.124x 10-5
blocks of the material from which the foam is made. Particles in 10.0 336.7 0.9058 5.147x 10-5
regime 3 will see the foam as a continuum. We will restrict the
present discussion to regime 3.

Because particles in regime 3 see thefoam as a very-low-density
continuum, the processes involved can be described by fluid Generally, the bulk sound speed of a material def'mes the lower
mechanics. The particle will be preceded by a bow shock wave limitonthevelocityofasteadyshockwave.Awavetravelingatthe
(Fig. 1),behind which isaflow of shocked foam around theparticle, bulk sound speed Cb of the solid polymer must travel around the
A viscous boundary layer exists at the surface of the particle, cells rather than directly across them. Even for highly distended
At some point, the flow will separate, isolating the surface of the foams, however, this only increases the path by a factor of ~p/2.
particle from the shocked material. The primary processes are drag, Thus, the effective bulk sound speed Cfof the foam, whichwe take
ablation, and fragmentation, as a lower limit on Us is Cf_,2Cb/p.For nonporous polystyrene, the

Drag. Development of a model for the drag experienced by an bulk sound speed is Cb= 1898m/s [2], so the effective bulk sound
IDP must begin with the shock wave, which precedes the particle, speed of polystyrene foams isCf - 1203m/s. For IDP velocities u >
The change in conditionsacross a steady,normal, planar shockwave Cf, decelerating forces arise from two sources: the pressure differ-
is constrained by the Rankine-Hugoniot conservation equations ence across the particle and the viscous stresses set up in the

boundary layer. Let us begin by considering the pressure effects.

Uspo - CLrs-Up)pH (I) The "ambient" pressure PHof the shocked foam is, taking Po"
PH'= UsUpP04-Po (2) O in equation (2) and setting Us equal to the velocity u of the IDP

EH- Eo+ 1/2 (Po+ PH) (Vo - VH) " l/2up2 (3) (requiredfor the shock wave to remain steady)

where UsandUpare the shockwave velocity and postshock material PH" p0=Up (5)
velocity respectively (both in the rest frame of the uushocked mate-
rial), p is the mass density, P is pressure, V is specific volume, E is Using equation (4) we can get PHsolely as a function of u. In
specific internal energy, and the subscripts 0 and H refer to the addition, to this "ambient" shock pressure, the forward-facing sur-
unshocked and shocked (Hugonio0 states respectively. Often, Usis face of the IDP experiences a dynamic pressure PD, which for a
writtenasapolynomialfunctionofup, whichwe take tosecondorder surface element whose normal makes an angle e with the velocity
for the present study vector of the IDP is

Us= CO+ SUp+ s'up2 ( 4 ) PD = lr_°H(u-Up)2c°s20 (6)

By definition,the pressureexerted on theIDPby the foam must
vanish where the flow separates.The pressure gradient that gives
rise to this phenomenonexists because of the requirementto accel-
eratethe shockedfoam, which comes to rest againstthe surfaceof

Boundary theIDP, aroundthe particle.We will assume thatseparationoccurs
at 0 - rd2. Since there is alreadya gradientbuilt into Po,we satisfy

F . Wave Layer the requirement that the surface pressure PH'associated with PH'
\ decrease to zero at 0 - x/2 by approximating PH'as

\

)

I PH'= PncosO (7)
Solid II

Projectile _ To get the component of pressure actingparallelto the velocity
t vector of the IDP, we must further multiply PH'and PD by cos0,t

, obtaining the total pressure force acting to decelerate the IDP from!
Molten 7 / the surface integral
Projectile Shocked Foam

F,= .[(Pacos20+PDCOS0)ds (8)
a b

The viscousshearstress"tsin theboundarylayeris givenby

Fig.l. Conceptualmodelforapartielepassingthroughalow-densityfoamat
highvelocity. Xs= rl(dz./dt) (9)
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where rl is the absolute viscosity and e is shear strain. We assume One important note is in order. When the IDP itself is small
that compared to _, then rd should decrease rapidly with decreasing

particle diameter. This is very important for the extrapolation of
de/dt = (U-Up)/8 (10) laboratory data to the proper size regimes for IDPs. In the present

model, we assume the limiting case of rd -_ 0 when dp < rd. The
where 8 is the characteristic thickness of the boundary layer. To deceleration resulting from S-r is
estimate al for organic polymers, we use [3]

du/dt = SruAai/m (19)
"q~ (pT/M)n(drddt)-n (11)

At very low velocities, thediscrete nature of the foam becomes
where M is the average molecular weight of a polymer chain and important, with single cell walls acting as barriers with finite
n = 1/2.For the present study, we take the quantity M/T constant to strength even at u - 0.
approximate the effect of bond breakage, thus making "flindepen- Ablation. At high velocities, the IDP may lose mass by thermal
dent of both M and T. We take 1"1as ablation as itpasses through the foam. This is limited by therate of

supply of the effective heat of ablation, I_ff, to the particle

1"1- T10(pS)lr2(u-up)-lr2 (12)
dm/dt - --QAab/H_ff (20)

where11ois empirically determined. Now, 8 ~ dv/ReV2,where Re is
the Reynolds number of the fluid flow [4], given by whereQ is the heat flux at theIDP surface and Aabis the surfacearea

being ablated. The heat that drives the ablation comes from two

Re =p_(u - up)/rl (13) sources. First is the energy deposited in the foam by passage of the
shock wave [e.g., equation (3)]. The second source of heat is the

Combining equations (12) and (13) and solving for d, we get viscous dissipation of kinetic energy inthe boundary layer.The heat
from this second source is generated and deposited directly at the

8 - 8o(dp2"qo2/p)V3(u- up)-1 (14) surface, but theheat from the "ambient" shocked foam is not, so that
we must consider the transport phenomena involved.

where So is an empirical scaling factor. The diffusive heat flux across a boundary layer of thickness 5 is
Unlike P, "qacts parallel to the surface, so the stress acting [5]

directly to decelerate the 1DPgoes as "qsin0.Additional energy is Qt_- K(1+ _r)(Tf- Ta)/8 (21)
dissipated moving this viscousfluid laterally,so that the actual total
force is simply xsA,where A is the frontal surface area of the IDP. where K is the thermal conductivity, r is the radius of curvature of
We must account for the spherical geometry of the system in our the surface, and Tf and Taare the temperature of the shocked foam
model bymultiplying by (1 +8/r)2,where r is the radiusof curvature and the ablating surface respectively. We approximate K by the
of the surface. Thus, the viscous force acting to decelerate the IDP following expression, which is derived from the Debye model for
is conduction

F ="cs(1+ 8/r)2A (15)
K = Ko(Pp)_r2/T (22)

The total deceleration, then, is
where Ko is chosen to fit laboratory impact data.

du/dt - -.[[Pncos20 + PDCOS0+ "q(1+ 8/r)2]ds/m (16) Heat transfer also occurs by radiative transport, although this
phenomenon is important only at the highest velocities we will be

where m is the mass of the IDP. considering. The radiative flux at the particle surface is
At velocities u < Ct, the foregoing treatment is invalid because

there is no shock wave and the properties of the material surround- Qr = oc[T_(l + _Jr)2- T_] (23)
ingthe IDP arevery different from those of the shockedfoam. Under
these circumstances, the IDP is decelerated by overcoming the where x_is the photon mean free path, _ is the emissivity (assumed
crashing strength, ST,of the foam. The available data [5] show that to be frequency independent), and o is the Stefan-Boltzmann con-
S-r is typically proportional tou for polymer foams. Expecting _r to stunt.
also be proportional to the foam initial density, we model Sr as Calculation ofT/. Equations (21) and (23) require the calcula-

tion of Tf. Normally, this is fairly simple. Because of the nature of
Sr-S.rr(Po/Pr)U (17) thematerial making upthe foam, however, we expect that chemical

reactions, namely decomposition,could have a significant effect on
where the reference value Srr for density Pr isdetermined from data. the value of Tf. We model these reactions using a unimolecular
This strength is expected to operate over some finite radius of decomposition model inwhich thekinetic timescale for bond break-
deformation ra, which we take to be the cell size dr, so that the IDP age is the bond vibration frequencyof the lowest energy bond in the
has an effective cross-sectional area, Acf_, which is given by system. This model approximates "Ifby

Aef f _ l/4n(dp+ 2rd)2 (18) TfmTo+ (Irlup2_fF_q)/C_ (24)
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f= exp[(uv- u)hNAexp(Eb/RTf)/(drrEb)] (25) TABLE2. Foampropertiesusedinthepresentsmdy.

Property Value Units
where Eeqis the energy difference between the intact polymer and
its decomposition products at equilibrium at "If,F_,o is the energy of rl0 1000 kglam_/:s-_a80 50 s-rs
the weakest bond in the system, the quantity (u-up)/d v is the Sr' 6558 Pax s/m
timescale for the shocked foam to be in contact with the IDP, NAis rd 2.24 x 10-4 m
Avogadro's number, h is Planck's constant, and Cpois the STP _ 100 rrP/s2
constant pressure molar heat capacity of the polymer, p, 28.5 kg/m_

Fragmentation. An IDP may fragment by one or both of two
mechanisms during impact with and passage through the foam.
First, the initial shock experienced upon impact with the foam may TABLE3. Propertiesofmaterialsassumedforimpactingpanicles.

produce stresses that exceed the dynamic crushing strength of the Material p(kg/m3) Co(m/s) s T(K) Her(MJ/kg)ReferencesIDP. Second, the nonhydrostatic stresses due to the differential
pressureacross theparticle may cause theparticle to undergo tensile Aluminum 2750 5330 1.34 1200 1.38 [2,9]

Iron 7850 3995 1.58 3133 8.65 [2,13]fracture. The main effect of fragmentation is to produce smaller
Troilite 4602 2947 1.578 3133 8.00 [2,14,15]

particles, which behave as any other particle of comparable size. Forsterite 3200 6285" 0.565" 3662 19.52 [2,9,15]
Because the stresses are greatest immediately upon the initial Organics 1046 2233 1.636 550 1.00 [2,16]
impact, that is the point at which an IDP is most likely to break up.
Many single solid mineral grains may be strong enough that they "Hugoniotparametersforenstatiteareused.
will not fragment. Fluffy aggregates of the type often collected by
high-altitude aircraft, on the other hand, probably will fragment, _" -- ' _ a ' _ ' i ' _

breaking up into their component grains. _a AluminumModel Results: We nowpresent results of calculationsusing ,--
ourmodel in comparison withexisting experimentaldata and make _o _'o_'_....__ n
specific predictions concerning interplanetary dust collection. We
assume that the impacting dust particle is spherical and that its t_ o _ _ """" _"

tO

spatial orientation is constant, so that the same side is always in _ d
contact with the shocked foam.We also assumethat the rate of mass "_ o

loss varies linearly fromamaximumat0-0to0at0-rt!2toaccount ?" a dp= 3.175 mm
for variation of 8 with 0. We have also included the effects of the
transient shock wave that is generated upon the initial impact with o dp= 1.588 mm
the foam. The primary effect of this shock wave is to slow the
particle slightly. O T I w 1 t !

Comparison with Experimental Data: Several equations in 0 2 4 6 8
the model contain empirical constants. Specifically, these are rioin
equation (12),80 inequation (14), S.rrin equation(17), rdin equation Impoet Velocity (103m/s)

(18), and Ko in equation (22). We use experimental data [6-8] to Fig.?,. CaleulationresultsforsurvivalofAlspheresimpaeting28.skg/m3
constrain these constants. STrand rdcan be obtained independent of polystyrenefoam.Theresultsarecomparedwiththeexperimentaldataof[6]
the other parameters by integrating equation(19) toget the stopping and [7].
distances measured in experiments in which the impact velocity is
lower than Cf.These values are then held constantwhile rio,8o,and

Ko are constrained simultaneously from the high-impact velocity has the properties of polystyrene. Table 3 gives the properties of
data with equations (14) and (20). Table 2 lists all the values used these materials. It should be noted that Tafor all of these materials
for polystyrenein the presentstudy, based onthe experimental data. is the vaporization temperature, with I-Ieff being the corresponding
Table 3 lists properties assumed for the impacting particles, enthalpy difference from 298 K. The reason that we use the vapor-

Most of the experimental data are for foam densities near 30 kg/ ization temperature is that the absolute viscosities of the liquid
too.The calculations for comparison wereperformed fordensitiesof phases of these materials never drop to the value for AI at 1200K,
32.1 kg/m3 and 28.5 kg/m3. Figure 2 shows the results of the so we assume that, even though the materials have melted, they
calculations for AI projectiles, along with experimental data. The cannot be stripped away by the flow of shocked foam around the
data are best modeled by using Ta ,=I200 K, with the corresponding particle. The value of I-Ieff fororganic material is the depolymeriza-
I-Ieff being the enthalpy difference for A1between Ta and 298 K. tion enthalpyof polystyrene,with an extra term for a limited amount
Aluminum melts at 933 K and vaporizes at 2791 K [9]. The inter- forfurther decomposition. It should be considered as very uncertain.
mediate value of Tais best explained by requiring the viscosity of We have considered only single solid grains, rather than aggre-
the liquid to drop to a certain threshold value before the flow of gates of smaller grains. This is based on the assumption that par-
shocked foam aroundthe particlecan strip the melted material away ticles that are aggregates of smaller grains will break up because of
from the surface, the initial shock experienced upon impact.

Calculation for Interplanetary Dust: For hypothetical dust Figure 3 shows the effects of particle composition on the sur-
particles, we consider four different materials: iron metal, troilite vival of particles during impacts, with organic particles being sig-
(FeS), olivine (Mg2SiO4),and organic material, which we assume nificantly ablated for impact velocities in excess of 4-5 km/s.
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......... "'_'_" "_',,.i..- J .... impactln°rganicparticles'°nthe°therhand'survivet°c°nsiderablyhighervelocities.

,-- \ _ "-....Olivine The results in Fig. 3 are for 100-pm-diameter particles, which

-- "..; _ "-...........-....... are relatively large. Figure 4 shows the effects of decreasing the
o _. _ . particle size for troilite, olivine, and organic materials. We see that

I,_ to "\ Iron_. the threshold impact velocity for significant survival becomes more
t_ o .. sharply defined for smallerparticles, but remains at about the samet-

•- "- 100/zm Diameter values for a given particle composition. For organic particles with
?" "<. -- dv < 100 Inn, recovery drops to <10% of the initial mass at impact
= "" Po = 28.5 kg/m 3" velocities greater than 4-5 km/s. This represents a threshold veloc-".

Organics"-..... ity for recovery. For metals, sulfides, and silicates this threshold
"'"- . increases to 8-15 km/s. Since organic chemistry is an important

0 , , , ; I I I v" I I l ="'_'"r-- aspect of interplanetary dust studies, this result is a very strong
0 5 10 15 constraint. Encounters in excess of 5 krn/smay preclude the useful

03m/¢A/_j collectionof most organic material for study.Impact Velocity(1 Figure5 showsthe resultof varying the densityof the foam.
Fig. 3. Resultsforsurvivalof ]00-pro-diameterdustparticlesimpacting While foamdensityhasaneffecton the survivalof an impacting
28.5kg/m3polystyrenefoam. particle, this effect is <10%of the initial mass. This is because of

the similarity between different Hugoniot curves for different den-
sities and the density scaling of the viscous dissipation in the

-,. j _. _ boundarylayer.
Discussion: The limit of 4-5 km/s for useful recovery of

"_.x_ _"_p =1001am_- organicmaterials is reasonable, as is a limitof 8-15 km/s for metals,c-
O

,_ -N.x,, _ sulfides, and silicates. Recovery of these materials from organic

P \ x ,dp= 101urn polymer foams would in principle be straightforward, but cos-" tq. mogenic organicmaterials may be difficult to distinguish from the
,- \ final decomposition products of such foams. Inorganic collector

_ ",,dp =1lain materials might be necessary for this application. It shouldalso be
= "'..,. remembered that the properties of the materials that actually exist
m Olivine "'-- in interplanetary dust may vary widely. I-Ieff,for instance, may vary°*,_

by a factor of several, depending on the materials involved.
o , . . , J , , , , -t , , , , The present study has concentrated on organie collector mate-, , • = , i • • • •

rials because of the wealth of data for such materials, although the

samephysical arguments shouldbe applicable to inorganic foamsas
e-

._o well. The most attractive inorganic collector materials identified to
"6 date are the silicaaerogels[10,11]. Althoughwe do not directly treato

these materials in this study, we can make some qualitative assess-
tq. \"" ments of these materials based on this model. Data for the shock

1:_0 " *- dp ,=10pm
:_ \ -, Hugoniot curves of aerogels are sparse, but the data that do exist
_ . %%

03
Troilite "\.alp= 1lain

e_

i_ i i i 4 I = * i i%=t-_f..

o .... r .... t , _ "_"_._ PO=28"5kg/m3
%\ Organics .o

"_" .. PO= 10 kg/m3 %.
e- 0o

°_ .. •%

... . .o "_< ..P..._0=20kg/m 3

._. ._ _ ..

._> ?"

=_: ! _ 1001_rn U_=

to i) dp o_m_'__ Troilitedp= lpm \ =1
0 .... "J " "_ .... I •,_, O , , , , I , , , , I , , , ,

0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15

Impact Velocity(103m/s) Impact Velocity (10am/s)

F_.4. Rcsu]tsfortzoilite,olivin¢,andorganicparticlesofdifferentdiametersFig. $. Resultsfor 10-pm-diametertzoiliteparticlesimpactingfoamsof
impacting 28.5kg/m 3polystyrene, differentdensities.
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suggest that, for mass densities similar to those considered in this Geological andPlanetary Sciences, Califomia Institute of Technol-
study, CO_ -560 m/s, s = 1.14, and s' = 0. The most significant ogy.
differences between the silica aerogels and organic polymer foams References: [1] Zel'dovich Ya. B. and Raizer Y. P. (1967)
axe the viscosities and expected shock temperatures. SiO2 is very Physics of Shock Waves and High-Temperature Hydrodynamic
viscous, even at high strain rates and very high temperatures. Thus, Phenomena, Vol. 2, Academic, New York, 452 pp. [2] Marsh S.P.
we expect the viscous drag term in the deceleration to be very (1980) LASL Shock HugoniotData, Univ. of California, Los Ange-
important in the deceleration process. The high viscosity also sug- les, 658 pp. [3] Bueche F. (1962) Physical Properties of Polymers,
gests that the shocked aerogel will not readily flow around the dust Wiley, New York, 354 pp. [4] Landau L. D. and Lifshitz E. M.
particle, but will build up in front of the particle. The formation of (1959)Fluid Mechanics, Pergamon, NewYork, 536 pp. [5] Carslaw
this viscous "cap" has two effects. Fhst it increases the effective H.S. and Jaeger J. C. (1959) Conduction of Heat in Solids, 2nd
mass and cross-sectional area of the particle, with consequent ef- edition, Clarendon, Oxford, 510 pp. [6] Tsou P. et al. (1988) LP1
fects on the pressure drag. Second, it dramatically increases the Tech.Rpt.88-O1,47--48.[7]PengS.T.J.etal.(1988)LPITech.Rpt.
boundary layer thickness, possibly substantially decreasing the 88-01, 47-48. [8] Tsou P., personal communication. [9] Chase M.
diffusion in heat across the boundary layer. This second effect is W. et al. (1985) J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, 14, Suppl. 1, 1856 pp.
offset somewhat by the high temperature of the molten SiO2in the [10] Tsou P. et al. (1989)LPSXX, 1132-1133. [11]Barrett R. A. et
cap. The other difference expected between aerogel and polymer al. (1992) Proc. LPS, VoL 22, 203---212.[12] Griffiths D. J. et al.
foams is in the shocked foam temperature "If.SiO2lacks the abun- (1991) J.Appl.Phys., 70,4790--4796.[13]BrownJ.M.andMcQueen
dance of relatively easily broken bonds found in organic polymers. R.G. (1986) JGR. 91, 7485-7494. [14] Brown J. M. et al. (1984)
These bonds serve to buffer the temperature in the shocked foams, JGR. 89, 6041-6048. [15]Weast R. C. ed. (1977) CRC Handbook
so we can expect aerogels to subject the impacting dust particle to of Chemistry and Physics, 58th edition, CRC Press, Cleveland. [16]
higher temperatures than encountered in polymer foams. These Van Krevelen D. W. (1972) Properties of Polymers; Correlations
observations axesupported by data that have recently becomeavail- with Chemical Structure, Elsevier, New York, 427 pp.
able for impacts of nonspherical monomineralic dust grains into
silica aerogels [11]. Up to the maximum impact velocity investi-
gated (-7 km/s), silicate and sulfide particles can be successfully PLASMA PRODUCED BY IMPACTS OF FAST DUST
collected, although substantially ablated and often thermally al- PARTICLES ON A THIN FILM. S. Auer, A & M Associates,
tered. The particles are usually found encased in melted aerogel 1906 Paris Court, Bowie MD 20716, USA.
after coming to rest, attesting to the formation of theviscous cap in
front of the particle. A 100-rimAI film was subjected to impacts by submicrometer

While we have not attempted to quantify the effects of the ratio iron particleshaving speedsofv = 10... 90 km/s. Electrons andions
of the dust particle diameter dv to the foam cell diameter dr, we do oftheplasmaproducedbytheimpactonthefilmwerecollectedwith
expect this ratio to have an effect onth6 survival of aparticle during a special arrangement designed to suppress the plasma produced by
impact, espeeially as d_approaches dv.Avallable data [12] showthat secondary impacts on neighboring walls. The charges (in C) of
decreasing dp/dffrom 6 to 3 significantly decreases the recovery of electrons and ions fit the formulae Q- - 5 x 10-9 my6.2 and
Alspheres impactingpolystyrene foams.We suggest thatthepresent Q+ = 2 x 10-9 m_ -2,respectively, where m - particle mass (in g).
modelmay be a limiting case for large dv/df. Introduction: The thin-film impact plasma detector was pio-

A numberof recommendationsaresuggestedbythe calculations neeredby Berg [1] for detecting small cosmic dust particles and
and by the equationspresented. These recommendations apply to measuring theirapproximatevelocities in a time-of-flight configu-
the areas of collector materials development, mission planning/ ration. While Berg's device was highly successful in establishing
spacecraftdesign, and furtherexperiments. In the areaof materials the fluxof interplanetarydust,theaccuracyof measuring theveloci-
development,both inorganic and organic foams should be devel- ties of individualparticleswas a moderate 18%in magnitude and
oped, with very small cells (ideally dr< 1lam).The best materials 27° in angle. A much greateraccuracy of <1% in determining the
would be characterizedby a large numberof low-energycovalent velocity componentsappearsdesirable in orderto associate a par-
bonds and a high specific heat to minimize the value of"If, ticle with itsparentbody [2]. Inorderto meet thatneed,researchwas

To maximize the scientific return of a collection mission, a initiated to determine if a thin-film detector can be designed to
varietyof collector materials, includingboth organicand inorganic provide suchaccuratevelocity measurements.
foams, shouldbe used.Encountervelocitiesshouldnotexceed5 kin/ Previouslaboratoryinvestigationsof the impactplasma uncov-
s if recovery of organic materials is to be attempted, but this ered two difficulties: (1) Solid or liquid spray is ejected from a
constraint relaxes to velocities of 8-15 km/s if only inorganic primary impactcraterand strikesneighboringwalls where it pro-
materialsare to be collected. Also, methods needtobe developedto duces secondaryimpactcratersandplasmaclouds; as a result, both
minimize and accountfor contaminationof spacecraft instruments quantity and time of detection of the plasma can varysignificantly
by decomposition productsfrom the foams, with the experiment configuration[e.g., 3]. (2) Particles froman

Experiments should be continued with a variety of collector acceleratorrarely have speeds v > 10-15 km/s, while cosmic dust
materials,with projectilesof variouscompositions and structures, particles typically impactat v - 10-72 km/s.
and with very small (dp< 100 Inn) particles. The purposeof the testsdiscussedin this paper was to resolve the

Acknowledgments: We would like to thankP. Tsou for much two difficulties mentioned. That is, the experiment configuration
helpful discussion and for his willingness to share his experimental was designed to reduce the contribution of plasma from secondary
data with us. This work was supported by NASA grantsNSG-7129 impacts. In addition, most particles with v_<25 km/s and allparticles
andNGL-05-002-105. Contribution number5330 of theDivision of with v < 10 km/s were eliminated from the beam.
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Experiment Configuration: Theexperimentswereperformed 1000
iron projectiles

on the 2-MV electrostatic dust accelerator [4] of the Max-Planck- ,_ usedforthiswork
Institut for Kemphysik at Heidelberg. The accelerator provides penetrationlimit _ m-v'"
positively charged particles at a rate of about 1-10/s. Each particle (Pallet&Oriin,1980) _t2"_ /

passes through two cylindrical Faraday cups, inducing a charge _"" j ._ _x_"

equal to its own charge q. The duration x I of this charge signal

corresponds to the time the particle is inside the Faraday cup,
therefore v ~ 11"£.Based upon these data, a particle selection unit =. 100
(PSU) selects particles whose q and v are within preprogrammed "_
limits. The PSU controls aparticle f'dter [5]that electrically deflects
and thus eliminates all unselected particles. As a result, only se-
lected particles proceed to the experiment chamber.

penetration li_t
Each selected particle passes through another charge/speedde- (McDonaeU&Sullivan,1992)

tector, as depicted in Fig. 1, where it induces a charge signal. Then
it enters the experiment chamber and strikes a 100-nm-thick A1 10 ............
film. During the impact on the film, plasma is ejected from both 1 '1'0 i00
front and back of the film. With the voltages shown in Fig. 1, the v[km/s]
negative ionsand theelectrons areseparated from the plasma plume
and drawn to the charge collector, while the positive ions are Fig.2. Distributionofdiameterdvs.speedv oftheprojectilesusedin the
repelled and leave the cage. A low-noise amplifier senses the experimenLNotethehorizontaldashedlineindieatingparticlediameter-film

thickness.Alsoshownarefilmpenetrationlimitscalculated[8,9]forFeprojectiles
collected charge. Both signals, from the last charge/speed detector strikinga 100-nmAIfilmatnormalincidence.
and from the chargecollector, are fed into a digital storageoscillo-

scope and displayed. Each signal is visually examined andcharac- ___ 173 _1
teristic features, such as rise time and amplitude, axe noted. --q I

Selection of Fast Particles: Most accelerated particles had
velocities of v = 2-6 kin/s; however, the accelerator also provided
some fast particles. Figure 2, in the upper righthand comer, shows
the m,v distribution of the particles used for this work (the penetra- -"x"-

don limits, also shown in Fig. 2, will be discussed later). As can be r
seen, the fastest particles were the smallest (roughly m ~ v"-3.7or | Q+
d - v-t.2). For example, the fastest particle with v = 90 km/s (see ..it..

Fig. 2) had only a charge of q = 2 t12and a mass of I fg, whereas q |
another particle with v - 10 km/s had q = 55 fC and m .- 2.2 pg. In _u

addition, they were very rare, since the dust supply in use was not "_
supposed to contain very small particles.

The PSU was programmed to select all particles having v >
25 km/s. Their rate was about 1 particle every 10-30 min. In
addition, for a short time, all particles with v __.10 km/s were
admitted. Their rate was about 1 particle every few minutes.

Since the fastest dust particles were also the smallest, they _ 25 ].IS :qcarried small charges and were generally hard to detect in the

presence of electrical interference and amplifier noise. Because of Fig.3. Oseilloseopedisplayofthesignalsfromthedetectionandimpaetofthe
particlewithv-90km/s.Lowertrace:signalfromthechargedetector:,amplitude
q - 2 fC,durationx2- 1.9lis;uppertrace:signalfromthechargecollector:.

1- '17,:12mm ' I amplitudeQ+- 253t12,delay"t3- 19.8its.Thewidthof theentiredisplay

1----160mm_ [] .......... _.,l_arbe""'_"Faraday correspondsto25IlS.
collectorcage

charge,speeddetector film

proje_le_] ] ............... _ ........... detectsmallsignalsin anoisyenvironment.

"f _ ! Figure3 is anOscillOscOpepictureOfsignalsfrOmthe detectiOn

and impactof the 90-km/s particle. The lower trace shows, near the
[] ....... lefthand edge of the picture, the negative-going induced charge

signal from the charge/speed detector with typical steep leading and
charge trailing edges and a fiat level in between. Added to it are high-
amplifier frequency interference, especially near the center of the picture, at

.loov .7oov a frequencyof about 1MHz and amplitudes (peak-to-peak) equiva-
lent to 0.5-2.0 fC, and amplifiernoise with a high-frequencycam-

Fig.1. Experimentschematies. ponent equivalent to about 0.02-0.05 fC (rms).
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To make sure that v wascorrect, aparticle's speedwasmeasured typically 0. IV (peak-to-peak)at frequencies from 50 Hz to several
or verified and documented four-fold: (1)The PSU measured and megahertz]. Another function was to contain the potential well
stored v in memory. (2) From v, the PSU calculated the time when within thevolume of thecage, such that plasmaproduced by second-
it expected the particle to enter the charge detector (Fig. 1) and ary impacts outside the cage would not be drawn toward the charge
generated a signal when that time had arrived; the signal was used collector.
to trigger the oscilloscope display. The fact that the particle was Results: The charge measured at the collector varied from
detected entering at the very time that the PSU had calculated approximately 5 x I0-is C to 5 x 10-13C. Negative charges were
verifies the correct measurement of v. (3) v - 160mm + x2, with't2 generally higher than positive charges by about a factor of 2.5. In
being theduration of thesignal from the chargedetector and 160mm most previous simple impact plasma experiments like thisone it has
being its length (see Fig. 1). (4) v - 1742mm+ "t3,with xabeingthe beenfound that the measuredchargeQ is roughlyproportional to the
time between thecharge/speed detector signaland the impact onthe mass of the impacting material [e.g., 6]. Therefore, we present the
film and 1741mmbeing thecorresponding distance (see Fig. 1). We data in the form charge normalized to particle mass, Q/m, vs. speed
considered this to be the most accurate measurement of v. v. The results are shown in Fig. 4 for negative charges and in

In these experiments the particle's charge was recorded only Fig. 5 for positive charges. The charge-to-mass ratio is a strong
once (by the last chargedetector, as mentioned) since thePSU is not function of particle speed. The highest values are reached at the
designed to accurately measure Q when a charge signal has both highest impact speed. Least-squares fitting yielded the following
small amplitude and short duration. In future experiments, how- formulae
ever, we intend to measure Q redundantly.

Reduction of the Effect of Secondary Impacts: In order to log(Q/m) ffi(-8.3 + 0.3) + (6.2 + 0.3)log v (with r2 - 0.97)
reduce the collection of plasma from secondary (and tertiary) ira- or
pacts, we (I) used a large test chamber and placedthe filmnear its Q-/mffi 5 × 10--9v6'2
center, (2) mounted the charge collector sideways to the film;
(3) generated a potential well around the charge collector, trapping for negative charges, and
the charges to be collected; (4) placed a highly transparentFaraday
cage around both fill andcharge collector andconnected it to signal log(Q+/m) = (--8.7 + 0.4) + (6.2 + 0.4)log v (with r2 = 0.96)
ground; and (5) recorded only the charge that was collected within or
0.3-1.0 lasafter the impact. Inthe following, webriefly discusseach Q+/m- 2 x 10-9v6_
item in some detail, for positive charges.

The large test chamber (inside dimensions 1.2x 0.8 x 0.5 m) and
the central mounting of the fill had the effect of separating the Discussion: The value Q./m R243 C/g for theparticle having
secondary impactsof spray particles on thechamber walls from the v., 90 km/s falls below the solid line in Fig. 5 by a factor of 10.This
primary impact of theoriginal particlebn the thinfilm in both space is not surprising considering the fact that an Fe atom at this high
and time. As aresult, such secondary impacts occurredtypically 20- speedhas akinetic energyof 2.4 keV. The temperatureof theplasma
100 lasafter the primary impact. In addition, the secondary plasma from this impact wasvery high (probably inexcess of 106K accord-
expanded into a large and essentially field-free space; thus, only a ing to Eichhom [7])with the bulk of ions having kinetic energies in
minute portion could ever reach the charge collector, the kiloelectron volt range; thus, a voltage difference between film

The charge collector was mounted on the side of the f'dm(see and charge collector of 600 V was able to draw only a small portion
Fig. 2) such that spray particles, traveling in straight lines from the of the ions, the least energetic ones, to the charge collector.
impact crater, could not strike it. Thus, only ions or electrons could
reach it, on curved paths, following the pull by the electric field.

A potential well for negative ions andelectrons wasgenerated by

applying voltages of + 100V and+700 V to the f'tlm andcollector _ ,-

respectively. As a result, the charges were trapped inside the cage _ [F_-> 100amAIfoilI oand were drawn to thecollector. Secondaryelectron emissionatthe _

charge collector is assumedtobe negligible for the energy (600 eV) t_
and materials used (mostly A1).Positive ions were pushed out of the

leaving it with an energy of 100 eV.cage,
For collecting positive ions and rejecting negative charges, the ta

polarities of both applied voltages were reversed, i.e., the film was ;>
at -100 V and the collector at -700 V. _ "

ua o.1..
The Faraday cage consisted of a cubical frame, 254 mm wide, z

_t2 omade of A1, with 229-mm-wide square openings in each face. 0.1- u,
mm-thick parallel W wires, separated by 5 ram, were stretched _ 0.01

eL.

across the six openings, providing continuous electrical shielding.
While the transparency of the openings was 98%, the transparency

tO I00
of the cage, including the frame, was about 80% on average. PARTICLESPEEDv [ki!!s]

One function of the Faraday cage was to shield the charge

collector from undesirable electric ac fields inside the chamber Fig.4. Specificnegativechargevs.particlespeed.Thesolidlineindicatesthe
[voltages, measured between opposite sides of the chamber, were least-squaresfitQ-/m-5 x 10--9v_-2.
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Fig.5. Specificpositivechargevs.particlespeed.Thesolidlineindicatesthe
least-squaresfitQ*/m- 2 x 10"0v_. Fig.6. SpecificnegativechargeQ-/mproducedontheHeliosfilm[10],solid

aluminum[12],andin thisexperiment(upperlineforQ/m, lowerlineforQ*/
m). AllexperimentsinthisfigurewereperformedwithFeprojectilesfromthe
Heidelbergdustaccelerator.

According to our results, a thin-film detector can readily sense For solid A1as a target, the productionof negative charges was
the impact of a cosmic dust particle having, for instance, a diameter measured by Griin [12] and is shown in Fig. 6. As expected, these
of 10 pm, a density of p - 1 gcm -3, and speed v >_10km/s. Even charges are significantly higher than for the thin film. However, at
with a film as thin as 30 nm, one can expect the charge signal to be higher speed the curves converge. Notice in Fig. 2 that at the highest
at least 2 orders of magnitude above the noise level of a low-noise speed, the particle diameter is less than the film thickness. Appar-
amplifier, enfly, for the smallest and fastest particles the "thin film" and the

As isevident from Fig. 2, there is a strong correlation(r2- 0.93) solid target present similar obstacles.
between m (or d) and v of the particles from the Heidelberg dust Future tests of the thin-film impact plasma detector should also
accelerator. This means that m and v are l_gely dependent vari- include particles with lower densities and should investigate the
ables. Therefore, the dependence of Q vs. m at fixed v should be response to oblique impact.
specifically measuredin future tests using the very smalland also Conclusions: The production of plasma increases strongly
some bigger particles, e.g., those available from the plasmadrag with the speed of the particle,~v6a, in the speed rangefrom 10 to
acceleratorin Munich. 90 km/s. Negative chargesare more abundant(><2.5)than positive

Fig. 2 also shows the penetrationlimit for a I00 nm AI film charges. The chargesignals are strongenough, evenwhen extrapo-
accordingto a formulaby Paller and Grfin [8] and a formula by latedtoa30-nmfilm, to assurethereliabledetectionofa 10-lamdust
McDonnelland Sullivan [9]. It can be seen that the particles used particle (atv > 10 krn/s and p > 1 g cm-3).
in ourexperirnentsareonly a factorof about 10biggerthanparticles Secondaryplasmawas suppressedby a combinationof spatial
that are barelyable to penetrate.It is very likely thatthe particles and temporal separationfromthe primaryplasma.
used here were destroyed by the impact. Therefore, future tests The results are compatiblewith previous measurementsof par-
should include thinner films and bigger particles, as mentioned, ticle impacts on a thin film and on solid AI.

The productionof negativecharges using Fe microparticleswas Acknowledgments: TheMax-Planck-InstitutflirKernphysik,
also measuredon the thin film of the Helios micrometeoroidana- Heidelberg, Germany (E. Grfin) generously provided time on the

lyzer.Results for2.5< v < 9.2 km/s [10]axeshowninFig. 6. Results dust accelerator while the author was on sabbatical leave from
for 1.4<v<4km/s [l l] are similarbut not shown. Alsopresented Applied Research Corporation,Landover, Maryland. The CDCF
in Fig. 6 are the results of this experiment.Itcan be seen that near project (F. H6rz) of the Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas,
v .. 10 km/s the Helios film producedabout five times as much supportedthe analysis of the data underPurchase OrderNo. T-
plasma(Q-/m -- 0.04 C/g) as the 1130nmAI film (Q-/m-, 0.00g C/ 8495S.
g). References: [1] Berg O. E. et al. (1973) Space Res. XIII,

Two reasons for this difference appearobvious. (1) The Helios 1057-1062. [2] Zook H. A. (1985) LPI Tech. Rpt. 86-05, 97-99.
f'dmconsistedof 300 nm Parylenewith a 75 nm AIlayer,the areal [3] Slattery J. C. (1972)Tech. Rpt. UnderContract NASW-2246for
density being 59 pg cm-2, while the density of the 100 nmA1f'dm NASAHQ, TRWSystemsGroup.[4] Fechtig H.etal. (1978) Cosmic
was only 271agcm-2.This can explaina factor of 2.2 if we assume Dust 0.A.M.McDonnell, ed.),Wiley, 607. [5]RudolphV. (1966)
the plasmaproductiontobe roughlyproportionalto thearealdensity Z. Naturforsch., 14a, 1993-1996. [6] GrfinE. (1981) ESA SP-155,
of the film. (2) In addition, when testing the Helios film, the 81. [7] Eichhorn G. (1976) Planet. Space Sci., 24, 771-781.
measured charges included contributionsfromsecondary impacts, [8] PailerN. and Griin E. (1980)Planet. Space Sci., 28, 321-331.
whereaswe suppressed them. This can accountfor the remaining [9] McDonnell J. A. M. and Sullivan K.(1992)WorkshoponHyper-
factorof 2-3. velocity Impacts in Space, Univ. of Kent. [10] Braun G. (1977)
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Doktorarbeit, Universi_t Heidelberg. [12]GriJnE. (1984)ESA SP- _, _ _ _ f \
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HIGHLY TRANSPARENT AND RUGGED SENSOR FOR _,o
VELOCITY DETERMINATIONS OF COSMIC DUST
PARTICLES. S. Auer and F. O. yon Bun, A & M Associates,

1906 ParisCourt,Bowie MD 20716, USA. R,. ..... _ . .
, RI

A sensor for naturally charged cosmic dust particles is dis- _,.
cussed. Two models of the sensor were tested, one with a free- _
falling steel ball and the other with particles accelerated to high
speed. Analytic expressions of the sensor signals are presented and Fig.1. Schematiccrosssectionofrodsensor.
compared with the test results. The errors in speed and angle were

estimated to be about 0.3% and 0.2° respectively. :,_•
Iutroductlon: In order to understand the evolution of inter- ....

planetary dust, numerous dust particles have been collected and ;_
analyzed. Ananalysisofthecomposition often provides information _ " ....
on theparticle's origin. So does its orbit. Composition andorbit data "_:_,_:,:._/.............
complement each other and should be determined together. _ s'*_

If the last orbit of a particle can be determined, its orbital history
can often be calculated backward in time and associated with its

parent body. To determine the last orbit, the velocity needs to be
measured before the particle is collected. The precision required in ...........
determiningthevelocitycomponents relative to the spacecraftshould
be 1% or better [1].

The thin-film impact plasma detector is one of two methods
under investigation to meet that need; the charged-particle detector
is the other. While the charged-particle detector is totally non-
destructive and can, at least in principle, achieve unlimited preci-
sion, it is sensitive to solar UV radiation. In addition, shieldingfrom
external plasma and electrical interferences is mandatory but fea-
sible. On the other hand, the thin-film impact plasma detector is
much less sensitive to external interference by UV, plasma, or Fig.2. Photographoffirsttestmodel.
electric fields, but tends to damage the particle during the impact

and also to alter the velocity components that are to be measured, conductive rods mounted on an insulating frame. Each rod consists
Obviously, for measuring low-density (especially "fluffy") dust of a carbon fiber-vinylester composite and is either connected to a
particles, which are easily damaged by any thin-film penetration, a charge amplifier or grounded.
charged-particle detector must be used, whereas for the measure- Two sensor models have been built, one with a single rod
mentof dense particles, especially in thepresence of UV, a thin-film assembly, tested in the laboratory with a free-falling steel ball, and
detector may be adequate. Also, the thin-film detector is more asecond one with five rod assemblies,tested on theHeidelberg dust
sensitive to fast particles, while the charged-particle detector is accelerator.

more sensitiveto slowparticles. Thus, the two methods complement Figure 2 is a photograph of the first model that we used for drop
each other, tests in the laboratory. Figure 3 isa photographof the secondmodel,

The charged-particle detector relies on the fact that a charged mounted in the experiment chamber of the dust accelerator.
dustparticlepassingnext toaconducting rod induces achargesignal Sensor Tests: A charged steel ball, free-falling into the fast
in the rod (or wire or grid). Based on this fact, two sensors for model wasused tosimulate a moving dustparticle in space. Figure 4
position and velocity have previously been designed, built, and shows a schematic cross section of the model. The ball (diameter 2
tested,with fast particles from an electrostatic dust accelerator [2]. mm) carried acharge of about 10-12C andmoved at a speed of about
A third sensor combines the wide field of view of the first and the 6 m/s.

sensitivityof the second sensorwith a new feature, ruggedness. In Figure 5 is an oscilloscope display of thecharge signals induced
this paper we discuss the construction and some test results of this in the two rods that were closest to the path of the steel ball. In
"rod sensor" version of the charged-particle detector. Fig. 6 we have plotted how the signals of Fig. 5 should look

Brief Sensor Description: Figure 1 shows a schematic cross according to our theory (to be discussed later). Note the similarity
section (not to scale)of the sensor. Each of grids GIand G2consists of Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 7 depicts the measured (o) charge q0of rod
of thin (0.1mm) tungsten wires stretched across an aluminum frame #0 for z = 0 as a function of distance y (see also Figs. 1 and 4). The
(mesh size5 mm). These grids aregrounded. Each of rod assemblies crosses show the q0values as computed usingequation (2). Note the
R] through R 4 consists of 12 thin (1 mm), parallel, equidistant, very good agreement between theory and measurement.
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Measured Rod Signals

Fig. 4. Schematic cross sections of first test model. Fig. 6. Theoretical rod signals of charges induced by falling ball.
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Rod Signal qo as a Function of Distance y

qoO-O)

,.°\6.g _ Computed

42.

, .,,<'-..J
- (/=,=,)_, I Rod i- "

Fig. 7. Measured and calculatedamplitudeof rodsignal inducedby falling Fig.8. Oscilloscopedisplayofrodsignalsinducedbyparticlesf_vmHeidelberg
ball asa functionof roddistancey. dustaccelerator.Theparticle'sspeedis about2kngsandits charge0.1 pC.

The secondmodel of therodsensor was tested on theHeidelberg Filtering of Noisy Signals: By usingthe above equations we
dust accelerator [3]. This machine accelerates iron microspheres to demonstrated that, with a signal-to-noise ratio (SN'R)of 2.5, we
speeds of about 1-30 km/s. The particles' charges range from about were able to extract a value Yl " 120 mm with an error of about
10-15to 10-12C and their diameters vary from about 0.1 pin to +1 mm.Thiscorrespondstoanangularpatherrorofabouta.'-0.2°over
10pm. The sensor model was placed inside a test chamber at the an assumed flight distance of 300 mm. Using similar consider-
outputof the particleaccelerator.The chamberprovidedboth shield- ations, we estimated the error in v to be about :!.-0.3%.

ing from external electrical interferences and the vacuum required In order to perform our computer study, we assumed a rod/path
to form a dust beam. configuration as shown in Fig. 9. As a specific example we used

The charge-sensitive amplifiers used had an equivalent RMS p-50mm, yl- 120mm,€-40°,v-5krn/s, andt--40to+ 40ps.
noise of about 300 electrons or 5 × 10-17C. Figure 8 is an example The signal shapes (Q = 1 for simplicity) as a function of time t are
of an oscilloscope display of amplifiei:linduced charges. Note the shown in Figs. 10-13. The darker line represents the theoretical
similarity of these signals with the theoretical signals of Fig. 5. signal as given by equation (2) above.

Analytic Expressions for the Induced Charges: The charge For our test we neededa more realistic signal, that is, a signal
Q on a spherical particle with diameter d and surface potential _ is disturbed by noise as it will be in real life. We thus superimposed
known to be onto the theoretical signal white noise with a Ganssian amplitude

distribution, equivalent to a SNR of 2.5. After we had thus "dis-
Q = 2nT_oS_ (1) torted" our signal we extracted the original signal. The extraction

process is inessence the same as we plan touse for the"real" signals
The charge induced on rod i (in the f'wstapproximation [4]) is received by our sensor on the spacecraft.

The extracted signals arealso shown in Figs. 10-13 (light lines).
qi" (Q/ri)/T_,(1/rj) (2) In the extraction process, we started by assuming an arbitrary path,

i.e., arbitrary values for Yl, e, v, e, and t, and computed the four
where ri is the perpendicular distance between the particle and rod theoretical rod signals resulting from that path. We then compared
i and the sum is taken over all rods j of the sensor, these signals with the "real" signals by computing the sum of the

From thegeometry inFig. 1oneobtalnsforriasafunctionoftime squares of the deviations, point by point, i.e., by least-squares
t fitting. The entire procedure was repeated, in essence, with all

possible paths. We considered the signal with the minimum sum as
ri - {(ip - yo)[(ip - Yo)+ 2vtsinc]+ (vt)2}1/2 (3) the "filtered" or "extracted" signal and the corresponding path as

the solution.

where t = 0 and Y- Ylat z =0 (rodplane),e is the angle of incidence, By studying the shapes of the signals qi one can actually infer a
and v is the magnitude of the velocity. Similar relations can be lot about a particle's path without any analysis. Obviously, if the
derived for the distances ri to other rods in the same rod plane or to induced signal is large at a certain time compared to the others, it
the rods in other rod planes, means the particlepassed close to that rod. Atoblique incidence, the

Because the induced signals are also affected by conducting signalspeak at differenttimes, dependingontheangleofincidence.
walls and grids, especially when the particle is close to one, and Conclusions: Two simple test models have been built and
becauseof the f'mitelengthof the rods, the higher-order approxima- tested in the laboratory and on a dust accelerator. The sensor
tions for qi ale morecomplex than given in equation (2). We plan to operation iswell understood, both practically andtheoretically, and
present them in a future paper, the tests support the theoretical calculations.
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•. 1/ The rod sensorissimple and rugged,and thus well suited foruse
on the space stationor a free flyer.The requiredprecision of <_1%

_" for the velocity components is satisfied. The probability of non-
0_ destructively sensing particles is very high (70--80%).
_t2 ........................ It should be noted that oursensor can readily be combined with

-_ ._0 .20 -to o to •2o _o _o a particle capture device or with an in situ dust composition ana-
ti=_l_! lyzer.
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under contract NAS9-18368. The Max-Planck-Institut f'ttr Kern- both experiments, with a destructive capture of orbiting grains,
physik, Heidelberg, Germany (E. Grtin), generously provided time using metallic collectors, improved since the COMET-1 experi-
on the dust accelerator. R. Auer developed the computer programs, merit [3] and a nondestructive capture, using new low-density tar-
assisted with the laboratory experiments, and performed the signal gets in which the impacting grains are slowed down and stopped,
extraction tests, practically intact. The advantage of the first type of capture is

References: [1] Zook H. A. (1985) LPI Tech. Rpt. 86-05, twofold: It allowsus togain information on thesmallest sizefraction
97-99. [2] Auer S. (1975) Rev. Sci. Instrum., 46, 127-135. and to detect the presence of light elements such as C. The interest
[3] Fechtig H. et al. (1978) CosmicDust (J.A.M. McDonnell, ed.), of the secondtype of capture is to allow the extensive study of intact
607,Wiley. [4] Auer S. and yon BunF. O. (1990)Phase I Report to IDPs. Up to now, this technique has only been applied to short
NASAIJSC NAS9-18304, 21-23. flights of the NASA space shuttle for studies of orbital debris [4].

Grains a few micrometers in size can be stopped in those low-
density materials and recovered for further studies.

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COMET/COMRADE The objectives of these studies are multiple. The use of passive
EXPERIMENTS. J. BorgI,J-P. Bibdngl, andC.Maag2, qnstitut detectors gives access to the chemical and isotopical properties of
d'Astrophysique Spatiale, Bat. 121, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France, the grains in the micrometer size range, by analyzing either the
2Science Applications International Corporation, Glendora CA particle remnant mixed with the target material, or the intact par-
91740, USA. ticle captured in a specific low-density material. The particle rem-

nants of the micrometer-sized extraterrestrial grains, having im-
Introduction: Both the COMET (Collection en Orbite de pacted on purposely designed metallic collectors, are identified for

Mati6re ExtraTerrestre) and the COMRADE (Collection of Mi- complete and detailed chemical, isotopic, and organic analysis,
crometeorites, Residue and Debris Ejecta) programs are devoted to thereby determining grain composition as well as the existence of
the collection andanalysis of theparticles of variousoriginsorbiting organic and inorganic molecules, to be related with the possible
around the Earth at low altitudes (between -300 and -500 kin). cometaryoriginofthegrains.Micrometer/submicrometerdustgrains

These particles can be roughlydivided intocategories of orbital are also captured in a manner that ensures minimal particle degra-
debris resulting from manmade effects and extraterrestrial par- clarion.The captured intact particles are returned to Earth for com-
ticles. The goal is to collect the extraterrestrialparticles before they plete and detailed chemical, isotopic, spectral, mineralogical, and
are processed by the Earth's atmosphere, which can cause severe organic analysis.
alteration. The main interest in their study isbecause some of these These investigations, which will collect micrometer/submicro-
particles contain information on the origin of the solar system. In meter particles or their remnants, can at the same time measure the
particular, cometary material is likely to be the most primitive dynamic particle parameters (determination of its mass, velocity,
material accessiblefor analysis.It is thoughtthat grainsonce present trajectory, and, for some, charge) with a high degree of confidence,
in the cometary nuclei and now present as individual grains in if active detectors areexposed inparallel with the collecting passive
interplanetary space are the best candidates for still having proper- detectors. This partof the investigation is more adequately meant to
ties they acquired before or during the condensation of planetary be partof the COMRADE program, as long-term in situ dynamic
objects. A secondminor component isalso present, originatingfrom measurements of these particles, in this spatial region, do not exist
the asteroidalbelt. The smaller size fraction(grains less than 10lam reliably and are of great importance by themselves, since detailed
in diameter) is supposed to be enrichedin grainsof cometary origin trajectoryinformation is currently needed tocalibrate experimental
[l].Thegrainsweanalyzearethusofvariousoriginsfrominsidethe laboratory measurements. Such dynamic measurements, coupled
solar cavity and should reflect in their elemental, isotopic, molecu- with collection analysis, will help in advancing current theories on
lar, and mineraiogic composition the variety of components of the the evolution of the universe and the solar system.
primary solar nebula. In addition, they havebeen subject, inside the COMET Experiment: The specificity of theCOMET experi-
past and present solar cavity, to various kinds of irradiations. It is ment is to exposecollectors only during the encounter of the Earth
now well known that these different irradiations of grains can result with a given meteor stream, so that the collection is enriched in
in different physical, chemical, or isotopic properties [2]. Also grains of a known origin, related to a specific comet. For this
present is orbital debris with velocities of the same order and purpose, the collectors are installed in boxes that can be automati-
resulting from manmade activities (paint flakes, aluminium oxide cally closed and opened by the astronauts from inside the station.
spheres, etc.). The small-sized grains are the most frequent ones Such a grain collection on low Earth orbit has started with the
orbiting around the Earth, manmade debris having, for all sizes, COMET 1experiment that was designed to allow the collection of
much larger fluences than extraterrestrial grains, grain remnants by impacts on targets installed outside Salyut 7

The COMET experiment is more specifically designed to be station, orbiting at 350 km altitude [5]. The collectors were exposed
flown for a short period of time (a few days), in concordance with to space in October 1985,while the Salyut 7 station was crossing the
a meteor stream crossing the Earth.Thus, it results ina considerable Draconidesmeteor stream, in order to study the chemical properties
enrichment in the collection of grains related to a given comet, of grains originating from the Giacobini-Zinner comet. The collec-

The COMRADE experiment has been selected as a proposal for tors consisted of high-purity Au and Ni modules, of 2 cm2 area,
long-durationflights (a few months), in order to gain information on covered by an ultra:hin (100 rim) Au film, having two main func-
all sizes of particles present on low Earth orbits, including sub- tions: (1) protection against contamination and (2) identification of
micrometer grains. It has been accepted by ESA authorities for use impact positions. Modules with a total collecting area of 1152cm2
on the EURECA 2 platform, were allocated in four boxes. The boxes were opened and closed

We are concerned simultaneously, for the future exposure of throughanelectronic unit from inside the stationby the cosmonauts.
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The collectors, aftertheir exposure in space, are brought back in Such collectors are made of very-low-densitymaterial, either foam
the sealed boxes to thecleanrooms ofthe lab.There, they areopened or silica aerogel, that would provide a unique means to slow down
and a f'mstoptical scanning is performed in order to identify the all the grains with minimal destruction and thus allow their further
impact positions of the larger grains. The impact positions of the analysis, not only for elemental and isotopic composition, but also
micrometer-sizedgrainsare identified directlyon the surface of the their molecularcomposition and mineralogical and physical prop-
metallic collectors: After contaminant removal, the variousmetallic erties.
targetsare thoroughlyscanned, using a JEOL840 scanning electron In orderboth to visualize the impact hole of intact particlesat the
microscope (SEM) at 750x magnification, in order to select events surface of the low-density material and thermally protect the mate-
showing typical hypervelocity craterfeatures (roundcircularhabits, rial,the surfaceof thecollectors will be covered by 50nm of ahighly
ridge). Such a magnification allows the identification of crater reflective metal (either Al or Au) and 200 nm of evaporated silicon
features downto diameters of-0.5 I_n. We can thus analyze the size oxide. An optical survey of the surfaceallows the identification of
distribution of the impactingparticles,down to these sizes, allowing the impact positions. By following the track inside the foam, the
the evaluation of the incident microparticle flux in the near-Earth particle can be reached, picked up with a clean needle, and recov-
environment, ered on a golden microscope grid for future analysis [9]. A quick

In a second step, it is possible to determine the chemical compo- EDS identification can indicate whether the particle is an IDP
sition of the impacting particles. The JEOL SEM is equipped with (chondritic elements: Mg, Fe, Si.... ) or orbital debris (Al, Ti,
anEDS analysisTRACOR system,allowing semiquantitative analy- Zn.... ).The samehigh-resolutionanalysisprotocol (FESEM,LIMS,
sis downto Na, andqualitative detectiondown toC. Sucha chemical SIMS.... )as for grain remnants can be applied to the intactparticles
identification can be followed by ahigh-resolution analytical proto- for their further identification.
col includinginstruments such as Field Emission Scanning Electron An improved version of the COMET instrument has been de-
Microscope (FESEM)for high-resolution imagery of the impacting signed, manufactured, and tested. It will hopefully be installed in
events), Laser Induced Mass Spectroscopy (LIMS) for molecular the near futureonboard one of the two last automatic spacecraft to
identification of the carbon compounds, or Secondary Ion Mass be docked to the Russian MIR station. The results already obtained
Spectroscopy (SIMS) for isotopic identification, for a complete with the COMET 1 experiment show that such an instrument can
characterization of the impacting particles, constitute an important step toward the analysis of cometary mate-

The main results obtained up tonow from theCOMET I experi- rialand the understanding of the early evolution of thesolar system.
meritare very encouraging. By counting the number of holes in the COMRADE Experiment: As an extension of the COMET
protective films andof impact craterson thebars of the gridsholding program, and taking into account the future possibilities of Iong-
the flims anddirectly exposed to space, it is possible to estimate the duration flights, we proposed in 1991 to ESA the COMRADE
flux distribution of particles at the moment of exposure. The corre- program,which was tobe integrated as a program to be flown onthe
lations between hole and crater diameter and particle size were EUR.ECA2 carrier, devoted to the determination of themain prop-
determined from simulationexperiments that iook place at the Dust erties of the particles on LEO. Therefore, it includes a more corn-
Accelerator of the Max-Planck-Institut in Heidelberg. plete set of detectors, both passive and active, in orderto gain the

We found for the number of impacting particles smaller than maximum information on the impacting particles [10].
10 larnin diameter a cumulative flux of-8 x 10-2m-2s-I, consisting The concept underlying the proposed investigation is to conduct
of -90% orbital debris, as confirmed by chemical analysis. This a long-term investigation into micrometer/submicrometer charged
value induces a large enhancement as compared with the known dust grains in near Earth orbit. During this investigation, the pro-
estimations of the micrometeroid particle mass distribution [6]. We posed experiment will capture intact dust grains/particles andejecta
attribute this enhancement to the fact that the collection occurred as well as remnant particles for chemical analysis and at the same
during the encounter of the Giacobini-Zirmer meteor stream. The time conduct state-of-the-art insitu measurements of the fundamen-
extraterrestrial particles, supposed to be mainly of cometary origin, tal grain parameters (trajectory, velocity, mass, and charge).
showvarious proportions of the followingelements: Na, A1,Mg, Si, The specific concepts/methods underlying the various parts of
S, Ca, and Fe, associated in most cases with various proportions of the integrated instrument are quite similar to what has been de-
C and O. For some extraterrestrial particles, C and O are found scribed for the COMET experiment, concerning the passive detec-
alone. The systematic presence of low Z elements, either exclu- tors, except that it isproposed that the various collectors areexposed
sively or associated with other elements whose abundances reflect for the totality of the mission and thus donot have to be mounted in
a chondritic-type composition, can be compared to results obtained boxes to be opened and closed. Independent cells can be devoted to
by the PUMA and PIA experiments that analyzed the grains in the specific tasks, as the detectorsare conceived as independentunits
close environment of the Halley nucleus [7] or with chemical iden- that neednot sit together if needed. The use of the multiuser facility
tifications on extraterrestrial particles from the stratospheric collec- ESTEF (European Science and Technology Exposure Facility) is
tions [8]. providedonEURECA, the external faces of which couldreceive our

After the COMET 1 collection, we proceeded to improve the experiment tray of passive detectors. The exposure geometry of
collectors: The protective 100-nmf'dmhas been eliminated and the EURECA is supposed to be essentially Sun pointing; this situation
collectors axenow clean, fiat metallic surfaces, either of Au or Ni, is such that the Earth-orbital particle population component will be
on which 50 nm of Au is evaporated in order to "decorate" and randomized by opposition to the heliocentric interplanetary compo-
enlarge the impacting positions, nent. All crossing meteor streams will thus have grains impacting

Also, collectors have been conceived to recover intact grains, ourcollectors, enriching our collection in grains of cometary origin.
whatever their density and size, as the return of extraterrestrial What is specific to the COMRADE experiment, as opposed to
material to the laboratory is a primary goal of future investigations, the COMET experiment, is the possibility of having access at the
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same time to the measurement of the fundamentalparametersof the impactwill convertmore of thedust grain into plasma than thin film
particles, or PZ'I"impact plate material. If calibration studies are performed to

The reliable determination of the trajectory of each individual characterize the plasma signature, e.g., pulse width, received from
dust particle is ahigh priorityof theproposed investigation. Histori- an A1thin film and a Au--coated PZT plate, then impact plasma
tally, particle trajectories (as well as particle time of flight) have signals collected after hypervelocity impacts of less dense material
been determined using the thin film/plasma technique. This tech- could show anomalies. With these data a greatest upper bound on
nique isbased on the fact that a cosmic dustparticlethat impacts an particle density may be established, i.e., anomalous plasma signa-
extremely thin film will create a minute plasma cloud. The collec- ture with too narrow a pulse width implies low atomic number
tion of this plasma cloud then allows the analytic determination of material. With an estimate of density, r, and with mass of the grain

dynamic particleparameters. The use of multiple thin films thereby values,rg (density of the grain) may be calculated and finally bounds
yields a method whereby particle trajectoriesand time of flight can set on the ambient potential Vc.
be determined. Independent unit cells have been designed to accommodate the

In addition to the particle trajectory, it is vital that dynamic myriad subexperiments needed for the determination of thevarious
particleparameters also be measured witha high degree of reliabil- parameters described. Each unit will possess one or two thin AI
ity. The basic parameters that the proposedexperiment could mea- films (nominaltf< 50nm) stackedabove acoated substrate. Beneath
sure and/or determine are the particle's velocity, mass, and mass the thin films and above the substrate will be a network of collimat-
flux. The particle charge and time of flight can be measured by ing plates. These divisions will assure that grains whose velocity
examining the thin-film/plasma technique discussed previously, vectors make a largeangle withrespect to the surface normal of any
Also, by examining the amplitude of theplasma pulseproduced, the film will not impinge on another cell, but will impact the witness
kinetic energy of theparticle can be obtained,which in turn enables plates of a specific cell or be stopped by a thin film.
a determination of the particle's mass. Since one of the major goals Conduslons: It is in the context of the search for organic
of the proposed instrument is to capture the particlewhile causing material in extraterrestrial particles down to submicrometer sizes
minimum particle degradation, it is necessary that extremely thin that our proposal must be perceived, exposing our types of passive
f'dms be used in this sensor. The thinner the foil, the smaller the detectors (metallic collectors and low-density material)onboard the
plasma produced and the more difficult it is to capture the signal EURECA 2 flights,as well as on theMIRflight, inboxes opened for
produced. However, the experiments previously listed, along with exposure onlyduringthe encounter witha givenmeteor stream. Any
the production and collection of ions and electrons from current collection facility designed to identify particles of cometary origin
laboratory hypervelocity impact studies, haveyielded the data nee- should contain some high-purity metallic targets for chemical and
essary to optimize the collection abilityof the proposed instrument isotopical identification of particles. The coupling of metallic col-
[11]. Collection of plasma from rear-platehypervelocity impactwill lectors andlow-density material is aunique opportunity tocomplete
imply penetration of thin films by an incident dust grain. Thus a information onall sizes of grains from submicrometer sizes to afew
lower bound onparticle mass is set thafdepends on inferred density micrometers.
and the penetration mass limits established during calibration stud- All grains down to submicrometer sizes can be collected on our
ies conducted using materials with various densities, metallic targets. Because of their high relative velocity (>_.5kin/s),

In order to determine the momentum of individual particles, the impacting grains are physically destroyed, leaving a melted
piezoelectric transducers (IrZT) have been used as impact impulse remnant that is mixed with the crater material. This process is more
sensors since Explorer I. The distinctivecharacteristic of any linear favorable for the smaller grains, with sizes in the micrometer size
elastic system, like a PZT crystal, is that the maximum displace- range; the larger grains can vaporize, leaving no analyzable rem-
ment of the system is directly proportional to the impulse imparted, nant. Our previous results have shown that Au and Ni collectors are
and the displacement of the crystal produces a proportional poten- favorable for the collection and analysis of the small-sized grains
tial. Through calibration, a known impulse may be equated with a orbiting around the Earth. For the less frequent larger grains, their
specificcharge produced on the electrodes of the PZT crystal. With collection is possible in the large surfaces of low-density material
precise knowledge of the plasma collected at the FZT impact plate, we will expose.
and with accurate measurement of velocity vector, one can with The analysis of the grains, either remnants or entire, will be
calibration data from hyperveloeity impactsonPZT plates establish performed with the high-resolution instrumentswe will have access
an upper bound on the particle mass. The accuracy of this method to (optical microscopy, SEM, EDS, ion probe...). By the time the
depends on the composition of dust grains utilized in laboratory collectors will be back from space, new techniques will have been
simulation studies, developed and accessible for our analysis, for instance, IR spectros-

Therefore, bycoupling plasma collectionafterthin-film penetra- copy of individual grains, or double laser probe, promising tech-
tion and hypervelocity impact trZT measurements, one may estab- niques for eventually identifying organic molecular species present
lish a lower bound and an upper bound on themass of the dust grain inside thegrains. The possibility of recoveringparticles of cometary
encountered. If oneassumes that the incidentdust grainsare spheri- origin, in whichthe organicphase can be analyzed, isa veryexciting
cal, one can then determine the volume from the radius derived by one, as the comet grains remain privileged witnesses of the begin-
the electostatic charge measurement. The density of the dust grain ning of the solar system.
can thus be deduced using the lower and upper bound values The present COMET andCOMRADE proposals expand upon a
provided by the other sensors of the detector package, program initiated a few years ago with the COMET 1experiment.

One aspect of measurement not yet exploited is the density It concerns the collection of cometary dust and space debris by
difference of impactors. If the densityof adust grain is less than the exposing various detectors onboard spacecraft orbiting the Earth. It
thin film and/or the impact plate material then the hypervelocity takes into account not only the possibility of gaining information
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during the given flights, but also, and more importantly, the fact that arrive at the needle tip and are exposed to the potential difference
these experiments couldfit into the general perspective of proposing between the top terminal and the earthed far end of the machine.
a permanent collection facility. They thus accelerate through the hole in the top terminal base plate

References: [1] Bell J.F. (1991) Meteoritics, 26, 316. and along a flight tube that runs the length of the machine. The
[2] B6nit J. and Bibring L-P. (1990) LPS XXI, 65--66. [3] Bibring 2-MV potential difference is linear along the length of the flight
J.-P.et al. (1985) LPSXVI, 55-57. [4] Maag C. et al. (1993) Proc. tube, and is maintained by 52 equally spaced ring electrodes. Be-
ESA Conference on Orbital Debris 1st. [5] Borg J. et al. (1993) tween the top terminal and the VErStof these is a cylindrical tube
Meteoritics, in press. [6] Borg J. et al. (1993) LDEF--69 Months in maintainedat a voltage set by the machine operator. Thefield at the
Space, NASA Publication 3194, 347-356. [7] Langevin Y. et al. entranceandexitofthiscylinderservesasafocusingelementforthe
(1987) Asrron. Astrophys., 187, 761-766. [8] Rietmeijer F. J.M. beam. The mainaxis of the accelerator is horizontal, andthe flight
(1992) Asteroids, Comets, Meteors1991, 513-516. [9] Maag C. R. tube is approximately 2 m in length. While the flight tube is
and Lindner W. K. (1992) in Hypervelocity Impacts in Space maintained under a vacuum of some I0-6 mbar, the rest of the
(McDonnell, ed.), 187-195. [10] Borg J. et al. (1993) Proc. ESA accelerator is filled with a dry gas (20% CO2 and 80%N, mixed
Conference on Orbital Debris lst. [l l] Tanner W. G. etal.(1992) witha trace of SF_)at100 to150 psi. This is toprevent sparking and
in Hypervelocity Impacts in Space (McDonnell, ed.), 239-243. breakdown of the potential.

Although the potential is 2 MV, due to the mass of the micro-
particles, the acceleration is totally nonrelativistic. Thus we can

THE I-IYPERVELOCITY IMPACT FACILITIES AT THE write that the kinetic energy is simply the energy gained by accel-
UNIVERSITY OF KENT AT CANTERBURY, UK. M. eration
Burchell, J. A. M. McDonnell, M. J. Cole, andP. R. Ratcliff, Unit
forSpace Sciences, University of Kent, Canterbury,Kent C'I2 7NR, 0.5 mv2= q V
UK.

where m isparticle mass, v its final velocity, q its charge, and V the
The University of Kent atCanterbury facilities forproduction of accelerating potential. It can thus be seen that v is a function of q/

hypervelocity impacts are described. Meteoroids are simulated by m. For fully efficient charging, the charge is a surface effect, and
electrostatic acceleration of small (10-12-10 -17 kg) particles using thus (for perfectly spherical particles of a given type) q/m is fixed
a 2-MV Van de Graaff accelerator. This machine has been opera- at a given mass. So (with a small spread) there is only one velocity
tional for many years; both the machine and experimental area are for a given mass particle, and the highest velocities axe associated
currently being upgraded. Larger particles (10-10-10-4 kg) are ac- with the smallestmasses. This is shown in Fig. 1,where data for iron
celerated using a more recently installed light gas gun. The statusof particlesaccelerated in the machine are given. Note that for anormal
all hardware (including experimental areas) is given, along with dustsample(onethathasnotbeenfinelygradedforparticlesize)the
tn'ief details of recent, current, and future piojects making use of bulk of the population is at high mass, and hence low velocity.
them. Figure 1 shows that the typical mass range for iron particles is

Introduction: The Unit for Space Sciences at the University 10-13to10-_6kg, with corresponding velocities 1-25 km/s. Iron is
of Kent has an extended historyof studies of micrometeroids. The typically used in the accelerator, but other conducting materials can
design, manufacture, and calibration of micrometeroid detectors be used as required. Indeed, nonconducting materials can also be
has been one of the group's major activities. An important tool in used, provided they can be coated with a conducting surface.
this process has been the laboratory simulation of hypervelocity Theaccelerated particles (theflux above I km/s is typically 5 or
impacts on selected target materials. Traditionally the Unit has so per minute) leave the Van de Gmaff as a beam with diameter of
achieved this using electrostatic acceleration of (charged) micro- up to 2 cm. Some dispersion of the beam is present, and typically
particles in a 2-MVVan de Graaff accelerator (operational at Kent representsa maximum opening angle to the beam axis of tan 0 -
since 1974). More recently a light gas gun has been installed, 1/250. In part this can be controlled by the focusing element men-
explosively accelerating larger particles. Thisextends the projectile tioned above.
mass regime frommicro (order 10-Is kg) tomacro(10-4 kg) particle In order to improve the understanding of the machine and ensure
size. Details of these devices are given below, along with descrip- better operator control, a new top terminal monitoring system is
tions of their current use. currently being installed (summer 1993). This consists of a pro-

Van de GraaffAccelerator (2 M'V): Thishas been operational grammablecircuitboard mounted on the top terminal. Via ADCs it
at Kent since 1974.It is one of only two such installations that have cansample up toeight inputs at a frequency of 15kHz. Since the top
been continuously available for microparticle acceleration over the terminalcannotbe directly linked to Earth via an electric cable, this
years. The other is also a 2-MVmachine, at theMax-Planck-Institut monitoris read out viaa fiberoptic link connected to thebase (Earth)
fur Kemphyslk, Heidelberg, Germany [1]. (Note also that a 6-MV of the machine. Circuits to convert the electrical signals to light
machine was used at Los Alamos for similar work at the end of the pulses (and vice versa) are included at both ends of the cable. This
1980s [2].) The machine has beendescribed indetail previously [3], permitsa two-way data flow. Voltages of components inside the top
so only brief details or new information are given here. A dust terminalaxe to be monitored, as is the voltage of the focuselement
reservoir is at the high-voltage end of the machine (top terminal), and the temperature. Control of the system is via a microcomputer
This is kept at 15kV above the 2 MV of the rest of the top terminal, used by the machine operator.
and is pulsed at 1Hz to just I KVabove 2 MV. Charged dust is then The user area consists of three main elements linked by 6-era-
directed onto a needle tip positioned in front of a small hole in the diameter stainless steel tubes. Any or all of these main components
base plate of the top terminal.The most efficientlycharged particles may be present at one time. The first component is a stainless steel
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UKC 2 MV Micropanicl."Accelerator * .,).,.,,,_i¢_¢s The f'mal user component normally present is a large stainless10 .n 6.,?.x10-6

. . steel "churn."This is a cylinder 2-m long, with a diameterof 1 m.

l0-13"'----"--OO oo--_°"o 0°O0° 2.9x10.6Diameter It is positionedso thatthe main(2-m)axis ishorizontalandperpen-

"_t°"' _ ._o_*o,_...;o_ ,_,o .6 (m) dicularto the beam direction. It is equippedwith view ports and
_1o.,5 8 g'** . .7 high-vacuum flangeswith electrical feedthroughs. The vacuum is

__. e.2_,o suppliedby an oil diffusion pumpmounted directlyon the chum.o o €>

:_I0.Jc, e_°o-._ _o zgxlo-7 giving avacuumof 10--6mbar.It isplanned to replacethis pumpwith
_. , a newcry,pump. This will providea vacuum of at least 10--7mbar,

Io"71 _,__3__.._ _.,o .7 which, locally, should be free of any contaminating oil vapor.To
10._s: .8 reduce oil contamination from the rest of the system, a turbo-

to2 l0_ t(f' 1(}5 molecular pump will be mounted on the beam line just before the
Speed(m/s) chum to provide an isolating vacuum region of at least 10-s mbar.

Fig. 1. Measuredmassvs.velocityfor iron particlesacceleratedin the The specification for the cry,pump has an over-capacity on the gas
2-MVVandeGraaffFacility. compressor, so that extra cold heads can eventually be installed to

replace the other oil diffusion pumps in the experimental area.
"pot" (a cylinder of height 50 crn and diameter 30 cm). This is Other improvements to the user area axe also underway. A new,
equipped with high-vacuum flanges with electrical feedthroughs more compact velocity selection systemis being designed andbuilt.
and view ports. It is positioned in the beam line with the cylinder's The coffin will be replaced with a tube 50 cm long, and I0 cm in
main axis vertical. Itcontains a stage, which can be moved vertically diameter (slightly larger than the normal beam tubes). This will
over a distance of 10cm by an external crank. This is in the process contain one pair of kicker plates 35 cm long.This isunder construe-
of being changed, so that the new stage will be motorized, being tion. The three-element charge pickup will be replaced by a new
capable of 10cm movement vertically and 10cm horizontally along two-element device. The central element of the previous device is
an axis perpendicular to thebeam. A motorized rotatable small stage removed, and the last element used to provide not only a timing
willbemountableonthemainstageifrequired.Thissystemwillbe signal but also the measure of the charge. Again this is under
driven by the operator from a touch panel, and the position will be construction. A new electronic decision-making circuit is being
continually monitored, with the information available to the user. designed and should make the systemmore flexible. Beam position
This should be installed and operational beyond September 1993. monitors are also being installed. These consist of parallel plates

The "pot" is used as close to the accelerator as possible, and is followed by a conducting tube, all inserted into the beam line. In
connected to it via a T-shaped beam pipe. The extraoutlet from the each pair of plates, one isearthed andthe other read out via anOrtec

T junction leads to an oil diffusion pump, which providesa vacuum charge-sensitive amplifier. The passage of a charged particle be-
of 10-6 mbar in both the accelerator flight tube and the "pot." tween the parallel plates produces an output signal whose magni-

The secondmain component isa velocity selectionunit. This has tude is dependent on the particle's charge (measured by the tube)
four parts. The In'st is inserted in the beam pipe. It consists of three and its relative distance between the plates. The calibration of this
tubes positioned sequentially along the beam axis. They serve as is achieved by collimating the beam so that it passes along a known
pickups when a charged particle passes through them. The induced path between the plates, the resulting signals then being studied.
charge is amplified by an Ortec charge sensitive amplifier (type This is checked by a calculation of theexpected induced charge on
142A).The fhst and third tubes are 10cm apartand give signals, the the plates. One device, consisting of two pairs of parallel plates (the
leading edges of which serve to provide the timing information secondpair rotated by 90° around the beam relative to the first) has
necessary for determining the velocity. The central tube is used to already been installed and calibrated. It provides position informa-
provide an accurate charge measurement (necessary when corn- tion on the location of a particle in two axes perpendicular to the
bined with the velocity to obtain the particle mass). The second beamdirection goodto I mm.Ref'mementsin the calibration method
element of this system is the hardwired electronics, which takes the are hoped to improve this. Two more such devices are being con-
signals, looks for a leading edge above a threshold on the first and strutted. One feature of these beam monitors is that the signals are
third signals, and finds their time separation in units of 20 ns. This read out not just on an oscillosope, but also into an IBM-486-
is then compared to a preset velocity window and a yes/no decision compatible personal computer. The data acquisition system used is
and the particle velocity and charge are then available on outputs, a software package from National Instruments called LABVIEW
The third element is simply a 50-cm-long tube, which serves to [4]. This is interfacedeitherdirectly to the data (via a standard DAQ
introduce aparticle fiight time sufficient to permit the electronics to board) or to the osciUosope (via an IEEE 488.2 standard GPIB
reach a decision. The final element is a coffin-shaped box, 165cm board). The user writes his own application program using the
long, 13crnhigh, andamaximumof56emwide. An oil diffusion LABVIEW softwareand can not onlyaequire the data (andstore on
pump is mounted on the coffin to provide an interior vacuum of 3.5-inch disk) but also display and analyze on line. Thus in a time
10--6mbar. The coffin contains two pairs of kicker plates that can be of order I s after acquisition, the x,y coordinates are available (as is
charged and discharged to deflect the beam particle. This system a measure of the velocity). The LABVIEW language is not a text-
operates in two modes. The first is to keep the plates charged and based system, rather it is symbolic, using iconsand circuit drawing
to discharge them if the particle's velocity is acceptable (i.e., the tools topermit operations upon the datasimilar to that which occurs
chosen particles suffer no deflection and travel straight through the in a hardwired electronic circuit.
system). The second method is to charge the plates only when a Experimental Programs Using the Van de Graaff Ac-
particle is selected and to deflect it a fixed amount into a new, off- celerator: The Van de Graaff has been used for many years to
axis, beam line. support the activities of the Unit for Space Sciences at Kent. During
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the 1980s, data from the machine was used in the calibration or 0usr ANALYSER PULCI[DIAGRAM

interpretationof data from the space shuttle STS 3 microabrasion _ ,.,_,)_,sfoil experiment, the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) ............
microabrasion foil experiment, the Giotto Dust Impact Detector ...... c,.,. ,u.tQ.
SystemandParticulate ImpactAnalyzer, andfor prototypework for V
severalotherprojects.TherecentlyretrievedESAsatelliteEURECA, ,uL,,,_,,Rs,0,,,_.
carded an experiment (TICCE) built at Kent, the analysis of data ,, _,,€_°,, !_;11''.."

....... "7-" _ _'-'-.............
from which will owe much to studies made using the accelerator. \_ "J/

Indeed, the studies of thin foil penetration and crater sizeand depth , \_"""_\'_'.._.._'.:"*,
t "b_"i¢ NCOtLilt011

in semi-infinite (thick) targets, which has been carried out at Kent , "'"' ,°, ,,0"',°,, I

has been widely published and used [e.g., 5]. i

Similar programs of work arecontinuing, as is work studyingthe ,_:€,.?_ / / ,,_,,, s_,,,0c
impact processes themselves, and comparing the results with the o,,_,,,0.-........... /

i,ll_tr 0v _, ",°€
C.[MICs.. ,hNaLl|la "- ........

predictions of calculations. In particular, plasma production, the .... , ....... [
role of ejecta, the influence of oblique angle impacts, and the
energy partitioning occurring during impacts are all being studied. Fig.2. SchemafieoftheCassiniCosnflcDustAnalyzerandrepresentationof

Current detector work includes the design and testing of the signalsobtained[6].

Cosmic Dust Analyzer [6] for the Cassini/Huygensmission to Sat- 120
urnand its moons, scheduled for launchin October 1997.This is an ' " .... " ' ' ' '

elaboration of the dust detectors on the Ulysses and Galileo mis- _00

sions now operational [7]. The detector is an ionization sensing _ _xt___

device. A schematic is shown in Fig. 2. The dust enters through the 90 _ f _ _Fe_H__ C / [A1 K Aggrids at the top of the device. Any charge is detected as apulse in the

electronics connected to the grids.The dust particle then impacts an -_ 80
ionization target (a curved surface made of gold) or a chemical -_
analyzer target (a curved surface made of rhodium). The ions liber- ._ 70
ated in the impact are attracted to an ion detector (a discrete dynode
electron multiplier) mounted at the focus of the curved surfaces. 6o

Over the 3 mm just above the chemical analyzer target surface an 50
intense field of 1 kV is applied. There is a further potential differ-
enceof 350 V between the entire target surfaceand the iondetector. 4o , r , T , T , _ , t , r , T , _ ,
For the chemical analyzerthiscombination is'sufficienttomake any 4s00 4900 50c0 5z00 5200 530o 54oo 550o 5600 s700Channelnumber
initial ion momentum negligible, thuspermitting a chemical decom-
position of the ions by the time-of-flight method. After subtraction Fig. 3. MassspecmtmobtainedbytheCosmicDustAnalyzerfor aniron
of the target contribution, the remaining chemical species present particleimpactingaAg-dopedAItargetat 25krn/s[6].
are a measure of the dust particle's composition. Due to the high
field and small drift length, a fastdigitization of the signal from the
ion detector is required. A 100-MHz system is under separate
development at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory CtJK).The accelerator, is a proposal to construct a dust flux analyzer for the
incident particle velocity is found by one of several methods 0isted Pakistani satellite Badr-B. This is scheduled for launch in Decem-
indecreasingaccuracy).Ifthereissuffieientchargetheshapeofthe bet 1994. It is proposed to include on the satellite a plate for
pulse on the entrance grids yields the velocity. Next, if the particle detecting dust impact. This will be multiply instrumented, includ-
impacts the ionization target (Fig. 2) the rise time of the pulses on ing PVDF coatings, which when penetrated are locally depolarized,
the target and ion collector give the velocity. If the particle hits the producing a signal proportional to the incident kinetic energy.
chemical analyzer, the rise rime of the signal is too fast to give the Piezoelectric zirconium ritanate sensors and lead zirconite trans-
velocity; however, there is a broadening of the signals in the mass ducers will also be present, allowing both a confm'nation of the
spectrum that can give velocity to a factor of 2. The particle mass is impact and, by arranging several sensors on the plate, the relative
found from the total ion yield, since this has been shown to be timing of the signals will permit a position determination for the
proportional to mass for a given velocity [6]. impact. This concept will be tested in the accelerator, making

That the detector design was feasible was demonstrated with a particular use of the new motor-driven stage and beam position
prototype used in the Van de Graaff accelerator in 1989--1990.A monitors. Although, the piezoceramic sensors require a relatively
typical mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. This was for an iron large mass impact to be fully sensitive, sufficient masses can be
particle (25 krn/s) impacting on an AI target doped with Ag. Since accelerated to make calibration and testing practical.
the velocity and mass are independently measured for accelerated A separate program ofworkis also planned toobserve the degree
particles, the calibration of the detector for measuring these quan- ofdegradationofopticalsurfaces afterexposure tothe micrometeroid
riflescan also be obtained. Testing and calibration of the project population in Earth orbit. This will involve use of both the accelera-
laboratory model of thedetector was scheduled to takeplace during tor and the light gas gun below.
late 1993. Light Gas Gun: The Light Gas Gun was installed at Kent in

A new project, which will shortly start to make use of the 1989, and has since undergone development. It is approximately
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6 m long. At one end is a gun, f'Lringa 32-g cartridge (diameter (1992)Proc. Hypervelocitylmpacts in Space (J. A. M. McDonnell,
2 crn). The volumeof powder is typically 10-13 g. The expanding ed.), 39-47, Univ. of Kent. [6] RatcliffP. R. et al. (1992) J. Brit.
combustion gasescauseapiston to advancedownashaft,compress- lnterplanet. Soc., 45, 375. [7] GSllerJ. R. and GrfinE. (1989)
ingachamberofhydrogengas(initiallyat40bar).Atthefarendof Planet. Space Sci., 37, 1197-1206.
this chamber is a pressure-sensitivedisk, which ruptureswhen a
sufficientpressurehasbeenreached.This thenpermitsthe accelera-
tionofanylonsabot(acylinder4mmlong,4mmdiameter, andmass IRAS OBSERVATIONS SHOW THAT THE EARTH IS
of 80 rag). This can serveas the projectileand reachesvelocities of EMBEDDED IN A SOLAR RING OF ASTEROIDAL DUST
up to 5.45 km/s. Alternativelyit can be precut and loaded with a PARTICLES IN RESONANT LOCK WITH THE PLANET.
chosen projectile. In this case, due to rifling in the barreldown, S.F. Dermott,S. Jayaraman,Y.-L. Xu, and J.-C. Liou, University
which it initially travels,plus the cuts, the sabot is discardedand of Florida, GalnesvilleFL 32611, USA.
flies away from the projectile leaving it free to fly to the targetby
itself. Collisionsamongthe asteroids result in the grindingdown of the

Duringthe sabot's (orprojectile's)flight itsvelocity ismeasured asteroidbelt and the productionof small dust particlesthat spiral
by the time intervalbetween itspassagethrough twolight curtains, toward the Sun due to the action of drag forces, particularly
These are from white light sources mountedperpendicular to the Poynting-Robertsonlight drag. Numericalintegrationsshow thata
directionof flight,andare50.5 cm apart.The flight througha curtain significantfraction (-23%) of theseparticlesaretemporarilytrapped
is detected from light scattered into a photomultipliertube posi- in corotationalresonances external to the orbits of each of the
tioned perpendicularto the flight directionand at 90° to the light terrestrialplanets,particularlythe Earth.The result is that theEarth
source, is embeddedina sharplydefinedringof astcroidalparticlesof width

The target is mountedin a targetchamberat the far end of the 0.4 A.U. There arelongitudinalvariationsin the numberdensityof
system. A target diameterof I0 crncan be accommodated.This the ring:inparticular,there is a well-definedcavitythatcontainsthe
chamber (as is all the system after the rupturedisk) is pumpedby planet.The actionof drag introducesa phase lag into the equation
a rotarypumpto a minimumvacuum of 10-3 mbar. of motionof these resonantparticleswith theresultthat theposition

Light Gas Gun Experhnental Progrmn: The gun is being of the Earthwithinthe cavity ismarkedlyasymmetricwiththe Earth
used for a variety of programs.Chief among these are studies of closer to the edge of the cavity in the trailing orbital direction
cratershape (in particularellipticityand depthvariationsacrossthe (oppositeto the Earth's orbital motion) than in the leadingorbital
crater)for obliqueimpacts.The distribution(in both direction and direction.We have analyzed all the infraredobservationsof the
mass) of ejecta is also being studied. Both these projectsuse the zodiacalcloud obtainedin 1983 by the InfraredAstronomical Sat-
80-mgnylon sabotas the projectile.Recent firingof thegun forthis ellite (IRAS)andshown thatwhen viewed ata constantelongation
workhas consistentlyattainedvelocities of around5 km/s, with the angle of 90°, the elliptic brighmess of the cloud is systematically
highest reliably recorded velocity being 5.45 kra/s, greaterby -3% in the trailingdirectionthan in the leadingdirection.

A separateprojectis underwaywhere the sabot is loaded with Thisasymmetryis observedat all timesof the yearand in all three
small glass beads. The sabot has been successfully discardedin of the IRAS wavebands in which the zodiacal cloud is clearly
flight and a sample target bombardedwith a cloud of the beads, observed.The orbits of cometaryparticlesarehighly eccentricand
These beads aretypicallyaround50-200 Ixrnin diameter(andthus these particlesareunlikely tobe trappedincorotationalresonances.
mass ranges from 10-9 to a few 10-7 kg). It is clear that masses Thus, the IRAS observationsare evidence that the Earthis embed-
greaterthan thoseobtainablein the Vande Graaffmachine arebeing ded in aring of asteroidalparticles.Similarringsareexpectedto be
accelerated.Fine grading of the beads by size will be carriedout associatedwith Marsand Venus.The existence of asteroidalfami-
duringthe full programof work to produceimpactsofjust a limited lies and theirassociated dust bands (alsodiscovered by IRAS) are
mass range on each target. The targets to be used correspond to evidencethatthe asteroidbelt is a significantand maybe the dotal-
materials flown on previousspace flights, where interpretingthe nant sourceof dust in the zodiacal cloud.These new observations
datahas proveddifficultdue to suspectorquestionablecalibrations, give quantitativeinformation both on the rate of transportof aste-
Thus it is hoped to recalibratethe results of micrometeoroidfluxes roidaldust to the Earth and on the rate of grindingdown of the
frompastexperiments, to check the results, andto increasethe size asteroidbelt. Withoutresonant trappingmost dust particles spiral
of usable datasets in such studies, pastthe Earthwithout striking the planet. However,most particles

Conclusion: The hypervelocityimpact(simulation)facilities trappedin resonances are released from these resonances due to
of the Unit for SpaceSciences at the University of Kenthave been close encounterwith the Earth.Thus, the ringmay act as a funnel
described.Their mainfeatureshave been given, along with indica- through which asteroidal particles are deposited in the Earth's
tions of their typicalperformance andthe useto which they areput. atmosphere.This could have implicationsfor the efficiency of the
Although the internal programof work is a vigorous one, care is transportof carbonaceousmaterial from the asteroid belt to the
taken to ensure that, where possible, time is made available to Earthand for the originoflife on the planet.One importantpredic-
externalcollaboratorsor to groupswho wish to visit. This isessen- tionis thatthenumberof IDPscollectedin near-Earthorbit from the
tial given the limited numberof such facilities, ringshould vary significantly with the time of the year reaching a

References: [1] Fechtig H. et al. (1972) Naturwiss, 59, 151. maximum in September.Furtherwork is needed to determine the
[2] Keaton P. W. et al. (1990) Int. J. Impact Eng., 10, 295-308. directionsand velocities of these particleswhen they impactthe
[3] Green S. F. et al. (1988) J. Brit. Interplanet. Soc., 41, 393. Earth. This abstractis an extended and modified version of the
[4] LABVIEW, aproductof NationalInstruments.Contactthe local abstractof a paperthatwill be read atthe DPS meetingin Boulder
sales office for details. [5] McDonnell J. A. M. and Sullivan K. (October 1993).A full paperon this discovery is beingpreparedfor
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submission to Sdence. Some of our earlier work in the area of AparticularadvantageofSXRFanalysisisitslow-energydepo-
particle dynamics is described in the references, sition in the sample, making possible the analysis of volatile ele-

References: [l]DermottS. F.etal.(1984)Nature,312,505- mentsandevenices.TheNSLSX-raymicroprobedepositsapproxi-
509. [2] Dermott S. F. et al. (1985) IAU Colloquium No. 85 (R. H. mately 10-5 cal/s into a 100-1arncube of ice/silicate aggregate [ l 0].
Giese andP. Lamy, eds.), 395-409, Reidel. [3] Dermott S. E et al. The corresponding power density is 10-6 times that of a typical
(1986) inAsteroids, Comets andMeteors II (C-I. Lagerkvist andH. electron microprobe [10].

Rickman, eds.), 583-594, Uppsala. [4] Dermott S. F. et al. (1988) SXRF also has the potential of performing in situ analyses of
inComets to Cosmology (A. Lawrence, ed.), 3-18, SpringerVeflag. particles imbedded in the collection medium, allowing preliminary
[5] Dermott S. E and Nicholson P. (1989) Highlights ofAstronomy, characterization of particles prior to extraction.
8, 259-266. [6] Sykes M. V. et al. (1989) in Asteroids II (R. Binzel Instrument Improvements: The commissioning of the Ad-
et al. eds.), 336-367, Univ. of Arizona. [7] Dermott S. F. et al. vanced Photon Source(APS) at theArgonne NationalLaboratory in
(1990)Adv.SpaceRes., 10,171-180. [8] DermottS.E etal.(1992) 1995will significantly improve the element analysis capability by
Chaos, Resonance, and Collective Dynamical Phenomena in the providing a more highly focused X-raybeam ofhigher X-ray energy
Solar System (S. Ferraz-Mello, ed.), 333-347, Kluwer. [9] Dermott [11]. The X-ray microprobe to be installed at the Advanced Photon
S. E et al. (1992)Asteroids, Cometsand Meteors (A.W. Harris,and Source is expected to be capable of analyzing individual microme-
E. Bowell, eds.) 153-156, LPI. [10] Durda D. D. et al. (1992) ter-sizedgrainswithanelementsensitivitybetterthan 100 ppb [l l].
Asteroids, Comets, Meteors 1991 (A. W. Harris and E. Bowell, The element detection limits of the present X-ray microprobe at
eds.), 161-164, LPI. [11]GustafsonB. A. S.et al. (1992)Asteroids, the NSLS is compared to the expected sensitivities of X-ray micro-
Comets, Meteors 1991 (A. W. Harris and E. Bowell, eds. ) 223- probes installedon the APS bendingmagnets and wiggler magnets
226, LPI. [12] Dermott S. F. et al. (1993) Meteroids and Their in Fig. 2.
Parent Bodies (J. Stohl and I. P. Williams, eds.) 357-366, Astro- Sample Contamination Requirements: All sample collec-
nomical Inst., Slovak. Acad. Sci. [13] Xu Y. L. etal. (1994) Proc. tion techniques requiresome contact, and possible contamination,
Chinese Acad. Sci., in press. [14] Durda D. D. and Dermott S.F. between the sample and the collector. Even in the case of the
(1993) Planet. Space Sci., submitted. [15] Xu Y. L. et al. (1993) relatively low velocity collection of interplanetary dust from the
Planet Space Sci., submitted. [16] Dermott S. F. et al. (1993) Earth's stratosphere onto impact collectors coated with silicone oil,
Science. [17] DermottS. F. etal.,Icarus. [18]DermottS.F.etal., traces of residual silicone oil (and any contaminants it contains)
Icarus.[19]DermottS.F.etal.(1993)Asteroids, Comets, Meteors. remain on the particle surface [12].
[20] Dermott S. F. et al., Icarus. [21] Dermott S. F. et al., Icarus. High-velocity collection, as proposed for in-orbit capture of
[22] Durda D. D. et al., Icarus. [23] Liou J.C. andDermott S.F., interplanetary dust or flyby capture of cometary dust, has the poten-
Icarus. tial for more severe particle contamination and alteration of the

collected samples. For example, particles impacting into aerogel
have been observed to acquire a "glassy" coating of melted aerogel

COLLECTION REQUIREMENTS FOR TRACE-ELEMENT material [13].
ANALYSES OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL SAMPLES. G.J.

Flynnl and S. R. Sutton2,1Department of Physics, State University
of New York, Plattsburgh NY 12901, USA, 2Department of 600
Geophysical Sciences, University of Chicago, Chicago IL 60637, 105
USA.

500

Trace-elementabundances and abundance patterns in meteor- 10"
ites have provento be useful indicators of (1) nebular [1] andparent 400

body [2] fractionations, (2) formation temperatures [3], (3) thermal _
metamorphism [4], and (4) cogenesis [5]. Trace-element measure- _ 300fk:_
ments on individual interplanetary dust particles have been useful _ 10_
in separatingan "igneous" subgroup from the chondritic particles
[6], identifying particles that were severely heated on atmospheric 200
entry [7], and suggesting a possibly volatile enrichment of the 10z
interplanetarydust over the most volatile-rich type of meteorite [8]. 100

Synchrotron X-Ray Fluorescence (SXRF) is a nondestructive

trace-elementanalysis technique particularly useful for the analysis 101 0
for small samples. In the present X-ray microprobe instrument 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
installed onbeamline X26 of theNational Synchrotron Light Source
(NSLS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory samples are excited

Fig. 1. SynchrotronX-rayfluorescencespectrumfora 30-prnchondritic
withf'dtered,continuumsynchrotronradiationfromabendingmagnet interplanetarydustparticle(W7027C5)obtainedduringa 30-minutedata
on a 2.5-GeV electron storage ring [9]. Flyrm and Sutton [6] have acquisitionat NationalSynchrotronLight SourcebeamlineX26Aat the
demonstrated that the present SXRF microprobe at the NSLS can BrookhavenNationalLaboratory.Energiesless than 9 keV are plotted
detect elements fromCr to Mo inconcentrations downto a fewparts logarithmicallywhilethoseabove9keVareplottedlinearly.TheKrfluorescence
per million in 10- to 30-1rot-diameter interplanetary dust particles resultsfromtheairalongthepathfromthesampletothedetector.TheFeeseape
(see Fig. 1). peakislabeled"ese."
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"_'101 - . j _ . t t , ' - chemical analysisof particles imbedded to adepth of about 100 pm
ZL in low-density material such as aerogel is possible. Small fluidZL

inclusions in quartz have been analyzed to a depth of tens of

NSLSBEND _ micrometers by SXRF [16].Thus SXRF shouldprovide atechnique
",,,,.,.,,,. for in situ classification of collected particles.10° _ Individual Grain Analyses: The availability of high X-ray

_"..... "'"- APSBEND brightness at X-ray energies up to 40 keV using the APS undulatorO ''. "%

"" '. "..... will allow efficient excitation of heavier elements than are acces-.4.. ) ".. •.................................................

.......... sible with the present NSLS microprobe. It is anticipated that rare
(D APSWIGGLERA earth andplatinumgroupelementswill bedetectableinmicroparticles

10-_ ............................. using the APS facility. Trace-element determinations on individual
particles as small as 1Inn in size should be possible with a detection

limit of about 100 ppb...., Computed Microtomography: When intact samples of

._ 10-2 , t , ! , I , _ , I , cometary material (ice and dust mixtures) are recovered, measure-
ment of the spatial relationships between mineral phases, ices, and

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 voids will be important. X-ray-computed microtomography could
Atomic Number , be used to obtain this information in a nondestructive manner with

Fig2. EstimatedminimuradetectionlimitsforelementsfromZ-12to38fora spatial resolution better than 5 Inn (see discussion in [10]). If
a 10-mg/cm2thickiee/dustsampleanalyzedusingthreedifferentsynchrotron samples are to be cored from a cometary or asteroidal parent body,
radiationsourees:theNSLSbendingmagnet(_tlyinuse),theAPSbending a coring technique that preserves the inherent structure of the parent
magnet,andtheAPSwigglerA. body is critical.

Conclusions: Trace-element abundances have proven impor-
tant in understanding the evolution of and interrelationships be-
tween different meteorites. Preliminary investigations of the trace-
element contents of interplanetary dust particles indicate that trace-
element abundanceswill prove equally important in distinguishing

We have previouslymeasured thecontent of trace elements from between micrometeorites of different types, comparing the inter-
Cr to Rb in two aerogel samples (.providedby M. Zolensky), and planetary dust to the meteorites, and assessing the degreeof thermal
found those samples to be sufficientlyclean tobe suitable for trace- alteration experienced either on the parent body or during the
element measurements at the NSLS detection limits of particles collection process.
collected at high velocities [14].However, theabundance of Fe was Sample collection, delivery, and curation must be accomplished
distinctly different in the two samples, indicating that aerogel from in a manner to avoid contamination with even trace amounts of the

different sources is likely to contain different amounts of contami- elements to beanalyzed.The present SXRF sensitivityfor microme-
nation [14].Zolenskyetal. [13]measured Fe, Sn, Br,Zn, Cr, Sb, Co, teorite analysis is of order 1 femtogram, but anticipated improve-
and Sc in an aerogel sample produced by Heuning AG, while a ments in sensitivitywill require sample contamination substantially
sample from Lawrence Livermore Laboratories contained detect- below this level. Sample collection and handling equipment should
able Rb, Na, Zn, Br, and Au. The importance of testing proposed be constructed from materials selected for ultrahigh purity, and
flight materials for contamination must, therefore, be emphasized, serious consideration should be given in selecting the particular set
In addition, the wider range of elements and increased element of elements from which the collection apparatus is composed so as
sensitivity that will become availableusing theX-ray microprobe at not to compromise useful information.
the Advanced Photon Source will necessitate retesting flight mate- References: [1]Larirner J. W. and Anders E. (1967)GCA, 31,
rials with the new instntment. 1239-1270. [2] Schnetzer C. C. and Philpotts J. A. (1969) in

It is essential that sample collection hardware be constructed Meteorite Research (P. Millman, ed.), 206-216, Reidel. [3] Keays
from high-purity materials, but it is equally important that the R.R. et al. (1971) GCA, 35, 337-363. [4] Ikramuddin M. et al.
selection of these materials be given considerable thought. For (1977) GCA, 42, 1247-1256. [5] Schaudy R. (1972) Icarus, 17,
example, one class of stratosphericparticles has a high AI content. 174-192. [6] Flynn G. J. and Sutton S. R. (1990) Proc. LPSC2Oth,
These particles are generallybelieved to be terrestrial, but Flyrm et 335-342. [7]Flyun G. J. and Sutton S. R. (1992)Proc. LPS, Vol. 22,
al. [15]have reported roughly chondaiticFe/Ni and Mg/Si ratios in 171-184.[8]FlynnG. J. andS. R. Sutton(1992)LPSXXIll, 373-
these particles, possibly suggestive ofan extraterrestrial origin. The 374. [9] Gordon B. M. (1987) X-Ray Microscopy ll, 56, 276-279.
use of AIcollection material would seriously compromise the iden- [10]FlyrmG. J. et al. (1993) Proceedings ofWorkshop onReturned
tiflcation of material of this type. Comet Nucleus Samples, in press. [11] Sutton S. R. et al. (1988) in

In Situ Characterization of Particles Imbedded in Collector Synchrotron X-Ray Sources and New Opportunities in the Earth
Material: Dust collection in low Earth orbit poses a particular Sciences, Argonne National Laboratory Technical Report ANL/
problem of discriminating betweenorbital debris and interplanetary APS-TM-3, 93--112.[12]Sandford S. A. and Walker R. M. (1985)
particles. Although particles of both types are inherently interest- Astrophys.J.,291,838.[13]ZolenskyM.E.(1990)LPSXXl, 1381-
hag, the experimental protocols for the subsequent study of these 1382. [14]Flyrm G.J. and Sutton S. R. (1990)LPS XX/, 371-372.
different types ofparticles are likely todiffer. The X-ray penetration [15] Flyrm G. J. et al. (1982) LPSCXXII [16] Vanko D. A. et al.
depths and fluorescence X-ray escape depths indicate that in situ (1993) Chemical Geology, in press.
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LABORATORY SIMULATION OF INTACT CAPTURE OF
COMETARY AND ASTEROIDAL DUST PARTICLES IN
ISAS. A. Fujiwara,A. Nakamura,andT. Kadono,TheInstituteof
Space and Astronautical Science, 3-1-1Yoshinodai, Sagamihara, a u_ll., 1 , _l_tm I _ _,_,m I _ , i_,t.
Kanagawa 229, Japan. 0

In order to develop a collector for intact capturing of cometary 10 2
dust particles in the SOCCER mission and regolith dust particles o

released from asteroidsurfacesby the impact of projectiles launched o o i {.}

from a flying-by spacecraft (Fig. I) [1], variouskinds of materials o o toas the collector candidates have been exposed to hypervelocity •
projectiles in our laboratory. Data based on the penetration charac- _ •

teristics of various materials (penetration depth, hole profile, effec- E 01 _ _jt_ i r__
tiveness for intact capturing) are greatly increased. The materials "-"
tested for these simulation experiments include various kinds of "r" ,ot---
low-density media and multisheet stacks; these are foamed plastics a_
(polystyrene 0.01 g/cc), silica aerogels (0.04 g/co), air (0.001 g/co), w • P[]: •
liquid, and multisheet stack consisting of thin AIsheets (thickness o PES
0.002 toO.1ram)orpolyethylene sheets.Projectiles used are spheres • AtF •

or cylindersof nylon, polycarbonate, basalt, copper, iron, and vola- 10° o A[$ ® _]
tile organics (e.g.,paradichlorobenzene) of size ranging from 30tun :t FPB
to 1cm launched by a two-stage light gas gun anda rail gun in ISAS
at velocity up to about7 km/s. Some results obtained by usingnylon e AI.B
projectiles of velocity less than about 5 km/s have already been ®
published elsewhere by the present authors [2-5], and two figures
from these works are reproduced here; the penetration depth vs. 10-1 , _,,md T v ltlnd I t,,,ml w llIHII
bulk density of the collector material for several kinds of materials i O- 3 1O- 2 I O- ' | 0 ° 101
(Fig. 2) and the velocity at which the projectiles begin to fragment
vs. material density for foamed polystyrene (Fig. 3).

Figure 3 shows that if we want to capture particles of velocity 8-
10km/s, the expectedrelative velocity in the SOCCERmission, the Fig.2. Theholedepthvs.thetargetbulkdensityforPEF:polyethylenefilm
density of the collector media must be as lov;,as 0.001 g/ce, which (thickness- 50 pm),PES:polyethylenesheet(thickness- 300l_m),ALE
corresponds to almost the density of air of 1 atm. Hence deceleration aluminumfoil(thickness-15lam).ALS:aluminumsheet(thickness-1001Jm),
and trapping by gas ceils followed by low-density soft material like FPB:foamedpolystyrene,ALB:aluminumblock,andPEB:polyethyleneblock.
aerogel seems to be a possible way of intact capturing very fragile
and volatile dust particles like cometary dusts. At present, efforts ,, BU LK DENS I TY (g/cm 3 )
are being made to extend the data for wider experimental param-
eters (e.g., higherprojectile velocity, variety of lower-density ma- "

terials, etc.), andaerogelsof lower density arealso being developed. _,
References: [l] Fujiwara A. et al. (1990) Proc. 12th Solar

System Sci. ISAS, 167-172 (in Japanese). [2] Fujiwara A. and T. tOO
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Fig.3. Fragmentationvelocitiesanddepthsvs.targetdensities.Solidline
AS TER01D representsthecriticalfragmentationvelocityVc,wherethefragmentationof

projectileoccursbetweentwoimpactvelocitiesforeachtargetdensityasshown
byopenandfilledcircles.Dashedlinerepresentsthefragmentationdepth,where
thedepthscorrespondingtotwoimpactvelocitiesareindicatedbyopenand

Fig.1. Regolithdustparticlesreleasedfromasteroidsurfaces[1]. filledrectanglesrespectively.
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Kadono (1990)Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 29, 1620--1624.[3] Ishibashi T. Both coldplates maintain sample material in the condensed phase
et al. (1990) Jpn. J. AppL Phys., 29, 2543-2549. [4] Nakamura A. until the examination phase under curation laboratory conditions.
et al. (1991) Jpn. J. Appl Phys., 30, 2129-2133. Scientific Objective: The GCC supports the (CCSR) objec-

tive of characterizing the distribution and composition of both
TECHNIQUES FOR IN SITU COLLECTION AND interplanetaryand cometary dust particles. Mass spectrometer (MS)
MEASUREMENT OF VOLATILES RELEASED DURING anallysisofvolatilematerialandcryoplateoollectionofsemivolatiles
HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT. R.A. Heppner I, W. Niut, and will complement analytical information from other CCSR experi-
C. R. Maag2, Werkin-Elmer, Applied Science Operation, Pomona ments that collect intact particles after hypervelocity impact. By
CA 91767, USA, 2ScienceApplications International Corporation, comparing QCM profiles with mass spectral data not only can the
Glendora CA 91764, USA. amount of material being deposited be determined, but thechemical

composition can be determined as well. Observationof vaporization
Introduction: The proposed Comet Coma Sample Return products in situ will aid in determining the degree to which

(CCSR) payload contains a varietyof instrumentation for character- hypervelocityimpact hasalteredamounts ofvolatileandsemivolatile
izing and collecting cometary dust [1]. In this suite of instruments material on the dust particles that are collected by other CCSR
the GasCapture Cell (GCC) isunique in that itnot onlycollects the experiments and returned to Earth for analysis. These analyses and
vaporization products resulting from the dust particle impacts, but comparisons will provide new insights into the detailed composition
also provides chemical characterization informationprior to return of gases and dust within the coma of a comet and on the makeup of
of the dustparticles for analysis on Earth. The GCC providesnear interplanetary dust particles.
real-time characterization of the volatile species, such as low- and Gas Collection Cell Concept: GCC configuration. _gure 1
medium-molecular-weight organic compounds that evolve from shows theproposed gascollection cellconcept. Thecell hasnominal
dust particles on impact withmetal targets. Instrumentsensitivity is dimensions of 10× 10x 10cm3to provide an expansion volume of
sufficient for analyzing the volatile impact products resulting from approximately I liter for the vaporizationproducts. Dust particleso

single, individual dust particles. This capability will enable charac- enter the cell by penetrating a thin (500-1000 A) vapor-deposited
terization of near-pristine dust particles, including the CHON par- AIfilm. The film is thin compared toparticle diameter, and previous
titles, to be performed at a level not previously possible, work [2] has shown that the briefparticle/film encounter has very

Collection of interplanetary dust particles has been performed little effect onparticle composition or integrity. A 90% transmission
since themid 1970s when U2 and ER2 flights at high altitudes were screen backs the film to provide structural support during launch
utilized for this purpose. Numerous particles were collected; how- and return phases of the mission. Once inside the cell, particles
ever, the degree to which particle nature was changed by the rela- travel unimpeded to the target plate on the floor of the cell. The
tively long residence time in the Earth's reactive upper atmosphere target is a polished Ni plate with a vapor-deposited Au coating to
was unknown. Recent shuttle experiments have collected particles provide a clean, specular, well-characterized surface. Upon impact
in space, enabling gross particle con_position to be determined, with the plate, volatile and semivolatile dust components are re-
However, the capability to detect the potential presence of more leased into the cell where they axe sampled by the MS and axe
volatile, organic species was lost because of the nature of the collected on the coldplates and the temperature-controlled quartz
hypervelocity impact. The question as to whether primordial seed crystal microbalance (TQCM). Twocoldplates are used in order to
material was contained on interplanetary and/or cometary dust provide redundancy and prevent loss of organic semivolatiles col-
grains could not be answered, letted on the surfaces should one cooler fall.

In the GCC experiment dust particles impact on metal targets The cell is protected by a door that is closed during ground,
causing allorganic and significantamounts of the inorganic material launch, and retrieval operations through a double-seal arrangement
to vaporize. Low-volatility inorganic elements/compounds will that prevents air leakage when the cell door is closed. The volume
immediately condense on the walls of the gas collection chamber, between thedoor and the thin filmand the internal cell volumeboth
Less volatile organic/inorganic species will condense more slowly connect to a common solenoid vent valve that opens to space.
while undergoing multiple collisions with gas collection chamber Connecting bothvolumes to acommon vent valve prevents pressure
walls until finally collecting on the actively cooled surfaces within differentials from developing that couldpotentiallydamage the thin
the GCC. Volatile organic/inorganic molecules resulting from the film.
impact will not condense and are difficult, if not impossible, to GCC block diagram. The block diagram for the GCC is illus-
transport back to Earth for study. Both the volatiles and the trated in Fig. 2. The GCC interfaces with the spacecraft computer
semivolatile species will be characterized according to their m/e for instrument control and data storage. A limited set of discrete
ratios with a small mass spectrometer, digital commands control basic system functions, such as system

The combination of the actively cooled surfaces, the cell walls, power, MSpower, Peltier cooler/TQCMpower, and door actuation.
and the targets themselves serve as carriers to return dust particle Data acquisition and associated instrument control functions,
components for Earth study.These components are integrating-typo such as scanning the MS and measurement of mass spectral peak
collectors because material is collected over the full duration of the intensities and TQCM frequency shifts, are performed through the
experiment, whereas the mass spectrometer performs near real- serial bus communication interface. Monitoring of various house-
time analysis.The two coldplates are continuously maintainedat an keeping parameters, such as internal temperatures and power sup-
operating temperature of nominally 150K by small Peltier coolers, ply voltages, is also performed through this interface.
One of the plates has Ge Internal Reflection Spectroscopy (IRS) Various analog electronic modules support operation of the
crystals attached to its surface enabling IR analysis of the surface TQCM, the Peltier-cooled coldplates, and the MS. These modules
film of accumulated semivolatiles once the payloadreturns toEarth. areeither controlled directly by the discretedigital linesor commu-
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nicate with the data bus through an analog to digital converter and/
Peltler cooler and €oldplate Coldl:_ate shroud

or a digital to analog converter.
A_e_t_to_,_,o (A'm)¢,r_ GCC operational scenario. During groundtesting and prior to

Gold on Nickelramjet launchthe cell door will be closed and both the internal cell volume

andthe space between the door and the vapor-depositedfilm will be
evacuated and baked out through the solenoid vent valve. Once
evacuated, the Peltier coolers, the TQCM, and the MS can all be
exercised and their performance verified. After launch and orbital
injection are complete, the vent valve and cover can be opened to
enable the GCC to acquire dust samples.

The GCC can be activated at any point in the mission cycle.
_mon,_,oa_g_,en Although its principal purpose is the acquisition of dust samples

while in the comet coma, operation at larger distances could help
"r_4 determine whether the features observed in the Halley Giotto dust

flux data [3] have corresponding compositional variations. If neces-
Doo, t_,_ sary, power can be conserved by operating the MS intermittently,

otherwise keeping it ina standbyconfiguration. A few seconds will
be required to scan the mass spectrum, depending upon the desired
sensitivity. Thus scans may require a longer time period when
particle fluxes and evolved gas levels are correspondingly low. At
peak particle flux levels (estimated at approximately 50/s and
perhaps higher), the scan time will be reduced. At mission comple-
tion and prior to CCSR retrieval, the door and vent valve will be
closed to prevent accumulation of shuttle-associated contaminants.
The GCC will then remain sealed, with Peltier coolers operating,

Mass,_e_aorneter until opening occurs in the controlled environmentof the curation
PettierCooler
_ =_ facilities. Here the semivolatile organic material trapped on the

_'_ coldplates will be analyzed using a variety of spectroscopic and
chromatographic techniques. Material absorbed on the IRS crystals

TOCM can be directly analyzed using FT-IR spectroscopy without exten-
sive sample preparation. Some of the dust particles trapped in the

Fig. 1. Gas collectioncell (GCC)conceptshowingthecellwith themass metal target plate will be extracted and examined for compositional
spectrometerfor analyzingvolatileimpactproductsandthePeltier-ccoled comparisonwith those particles trapped infoam- and aerogel-based
coldplatesandTQCMforcoUectionoflessvolatileproducts.AllGCCcomlx>-collectiondevices.
nentshaveprovenflightheritage. Analysis of GCC performance. A number of factors will affect

GCC performance, such as particle size andflux, GCC cellvolume,
andimpact magnitude. These factors will be fullyconsidered during
the conceptual design phase; however, preliminary performance
estimates can be made.

L- PWRtrJ A l-Inn-diameter particle having density of 1 g/cm3has a massLVPS | ZSV0C of approximately 0.5 pg. This particle impacting within the GCCtoS.!'pm._E_ will cause vaporization of a number of molecules given byCOOLER

H DOOR
Gcco_ oRr_ _.SS rc_.v

spEerRoum'ma m x vf x (l/M) x (6 x 1023molecules/mole)

_-_c_ 8tA-_. I S_RS I where m - the particle mass, vf - the vaporization factor, and
ION TEMPERATURE I

souRe__-_ _ o_._EG._-- M = themolarmass.
Fora0.5-pgparticlewithmolarmassof30,andO.Ivaporization

_Ao _ RV [ " SERt_Bus ]_z factor, approximately l x 109atoms/molecules are vaporized. As-

_,a_v-z_ [ [ _oot_ _____ _vo_V_COUMtm,e_nc_I"----" suming the cell temperature is nominally 300 K, and scaling fromL...,m_a_Acs j _us the molar volume relation (22.4 liter at STP), the 1x 109molecules
e._erRc_ I [ e_rm_D _ will producea pressurerise of

MUImTIPUER_'_ PUI..SEAMP [ , _ ,
I "m_MOm._er_tcI (1 x 109mol) x 22,400 cm3 x 760 torr- 2.8 x 10-11tort
I QUARTZCRYSTALI

I MIC_O_..ANCEI (1000 cma)x (6 x 1023mol)

A portion of the material contributing to this pressure rise will
Fig. 2. Block diagramof the GCC electronicsystem.The spacecraft be nonvolatile and will immediately deposit onchamber walls; also
microprocessorisusedforimtmmentcontrolanddataacquisition, semivolatile material will slowly be removed by the coldplates. If
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10%of the material remains as volatile species, then the resultant can be applied without modification to craters ranging from tens of
pressure rise from a single I-inn particle will be 2.8 x 10-12torr. nanometers up to millimeters in size, limited only by the thickness

The MS sensitivity under normal operating conditions is 5 x of the plate. Also, identification of C and organic material is made
10--6amp/torr, so the above pressure rise produces a current of possible, which is essential for the study of extraterrestrial material.
1.4x 10"-17amp, which, with ion counting, corresponds to approxi- A low-weight latching solenoid valve will be used for the cell
mately 100 ionsis at the detector. The MSbackground count rate is vent. A stepping motor will drive the cell cover between open and
typically 1 or 2 cts/s and thus 100 ions/s is detectable. If this count closed positions.
rate is spread over several ion masses itmay be necessary to increase Vapor deposited thinfilm. The basic approach to implementing
the sensitivity to provide sufficient signal when the mass range is an ultrathin film is shown in Fig. 3. The thin A1film of 500 ,_,or so
scanned. Increasing the MS filament emissionlevelby a factorof 10 is initially depositedonto a Cfoil overa Buckbee Meats 30-line-per-
provides a simple means to increase sensitivity by an order of inch 90% transmissivegrid [4]. After deposition, the C is removed,
magnitude. Since the MS only has to operateovera total timeperiod leaving a free-standing 500-._.A1 film for particles to transit. This
of a month or so, high emission (whichreduces filament life) could approach to film fabrication has already been expanded to the
be employed, if required, required 10 x 10 cm2 entrance area of the GCC. A film of the

The primary conductance out of the gas cellwill be the 40 cm3/ required size was recently returned from the European Retrievable
s through the MS system. This conductance provides a time re- Carrier/Timeband Capture Cell Experiment, EURECA/TICCE.
sponse of approximately 25 s for the GCC and provides sufficient Mass spectrometer (MS). The MS will be adapted from the
time for evolved gas to condense on cryoplate surfaces and be Induced Environmental Contaminant Monitor (IECM) instrument
sampledby theMS. At high particle impact rates, near coma center, design, which has flownon numerous shuttleand satellite payloads.
impact rates may be as high as 60/s of particleswith mass of 4 x On several of these missions it monitored ram and wake gas fluxes
10-1og or greater. Using the assumptions made above for particle with equivalent pressures in thel0-m to 10-13tort range [5]. Most
vaporization, this corresponds to a gas load into the cell of approxi- recently one of these instruments was refurbished and upgraded for
mately 1.3x 10-6torr-liter/s. The MS pumping speed will limit the use on the MSX Contamination Monitoring Experiment. The MS
pressure rise in the cell to approximately 3 x 10-5 tort. In the event analyzer and electronics packaging is illustrated in Fig. 4. For the
extremely high gas evolution rates are encountered, then the vent GCC application we will investigate the potential for reducing the
valve can be opened to limit the internalcell pressure rise. rod length consistent with the resolution and mass range require-

The coldplates and the TQCM will remove semivolatiles from mentsoftheGCC.ThelECMelectronicswerealsoupgradedforthe
the cell by cryogenic pumping. For each 0.5-pg particle, we calcu- MSX mission and these designs will serve as the basis for the GCC
lated earlier that approximately 0.045 pg would be semivolatile. If MS. This upgrade replaced analog current measurement with pulse
the TQCM sensor area of I cm2is approximately 10% of the total counting, which willprovide high sensitivity bydetecting single ion
cryoplate area, then it will receive approximately 4.5 fg per 0.5-pg events.
particle. A 1-Hzfrequency change from theTQCM corresponds to Temperature-controlled quartz crystal microbalance (TQCM).
approximately 1 × 10-1og/cm2mass change. Thus the TQCM will The TQCM measures material deposited on the sensing head by
be capable of sensing events resulting from individual large par- detecting the frequency shift of aquartz crystal oscillator. A cross-
ticles (10-.9g). At the high particle flux rates near coma center the
mass increase rate of the TQCM will be

60 part/s x (4 x 10-m g/part) x 0.1 (vap frac) x 0.1 (area frac) ,= top view of entire
2.4 xlO-Iogis assemblywith

aluminum thin

Using the sensitivity factor given above, this mass deposition am facing up
rate will result in a several-hertz change every second.

Instrument Description: The GCC system contains a num- I"retaining ring
ber of important elements. These are described in some detail
below. Angstrumsthick

aluminumRim held
Cell and targets. High-purity metallic surfaceswill be used for In place by adhesive

collecting gaseous species anddustparticles/grainsonthe cryoplates
30 lines per inch

and targets. During impactof a high-densityparticle, a characteris- nickel grid with
tic crater is formed with rounded edges and a depth-to-diameter 0.00171 Inch thick
ratio determined by the encountered metal andthe velocity and size mounting wiresunder the thin film

of the impacting particle. Typically the particle is destroyed andthe

remnants aremixed with target material, concentrating in the bob _ thin film holding unit

tom of the crateror on the surroundingrim.Gold and Ni aremetals producing FOV= 133"
suitable for such targets. A toplayercomposedof 50 nm of evapo-
rated Au facilitates identificationof the impactingposition, as the

tom f'timindicates impactposition. Fig.3. Anexplodedviewof thethin-filmassembly.TheBaylorUniversity
The chemical and isotopic propertiesof the impacting particle SpaceScienceLaboratoryhasflownthisassemblyonthreeshuttlemissions.

can be identifiedby analyzing the rimmaterial.The majorstrength Recendythisapproachhasbeenusedfora 10x 10cm2foilon EURECA/
of the metallic collectors lies in the fact that analytical techniques TICCE.
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PL_,_E N,IPIRF
OSC-RF

HIGH F_.5. CrosssectJoaoftbe temperature-coatroUedquar_ cryst_Imicm-_
BIASSUPPLY (TQCM)usedtomonitordepositionrateofimpactproductsfromdustpanicle

andGCCtargetcollisions.
E;MI._ION

R£GULATOR/RO0

DATA trum of a deposited fill in contact with an optically dense but
PROCF.-qS0R transparent medium (the Ge prism) can be obtained by launching

light into the denser medium. The measured reflectivity depends
upon the interaction of the evanescent wave with the sample mate-

POWERSUPPLY rial. One applicationof IRS is the measurement of material optical
w_ constantsby measuring perpendicular and parallel polarization at a

properly selected angle of incidence or, alternatively, using inci-

dent-polarizedlight and measuring reflected intensityat two angles

of incidence.Once material optical constants are known, the thick-

nessof a contaminant fill can be determined from the first term of

the series expansion of Fresnel's equation.
Conclusion: The GCC experiment has the capability to both

'"_" collect particles and semivolatile species released as a result of
particle impacts, and, in addition, characterize the noncollectable

Fig. 4. Explodedview of themassspectrometer(MS)usedon the GCC volatile species produced during impact. Every element of the
experimenttomonitorin realtimevolatileandsemivolatilespeciesresulting proposedGCC experiment has gone through proof-of-concept and
fromdustparticlecoUisiouswiththeGCCtarget.Thisiusa'umentisderived flight testing. Most of the equipment has considerable flight expe-
from the Induced Environmental ConlaminantMonitor(IECM). rience andprovides mature, proven hardware. The G-CCexperiment

and the other instruments in the CCSR package will permit better
understanding of comet composition and dynamics, as well as help

sectionalviewoftheTQCMis shown inFig. 5. Two matched quartz in resolving whether comets contain and distribute the primordial
crystals, one for sensing contamination and the other operated as a organic compounds necessary for life.
reference crystal, provide abeat signal that is totally independent of References: [1] Alexander W. M. et al., this volume.
temperature and power supplyfluctuations, but shifts by 1Hzfor lx [2] Tanner W. G. et al. (1993) Int. J. Impact Eng., in press.
10-Io g/era2accretion of mass on the sensing crystal. A two-stage [3] Alexander W. M. et al. (1988) Proc. LPSC 19th. [4] Tanner
thermoelectric cooler cools the crystals to the 150 K operating W.G. et al. (1991) Proc. Workshop on Hypervelocity Impacts in
temperature. APt temperature probe sensesoperating temperature. Space (J. A. M. McDonnell, ed.), Univ. of Kent. [5] NaumarmR. J.

CryoplatellRS. Witness samples will be attachedto at least one et al. (1985) NASA TM-86509.
of the eryoplates to facilitate identification and quantification of
species that condense on the cryoplates. One potential witness
sample uses a dielectric mirror consisting of a highly polished PENETRATION EXPERIMENTS IN ALUMINUM AND
substrate (such as Ni) with an evaporated AI coating and overcoat TEFLON TARGETS OF WIDELY VARIABLE TtHCKNESS.
of aluminum oxide with 8),/4 thickness. With this plate conven- F. HiSrzl, M. Cintala1, R. P. Bernhard2, and T. H. See2, 1Solar
tionalreflectancespectroscopycouldbeusedtoobserveanychanges System Exploration Division, Mail"Code SN4, NASA Johnson
in spectral or total reflectance by observing shifts and amplitude Space Center, Houston TX 77058, USA, :Lockheed Engineering
changes in reflectance maxima or minima due to the accumulation and Sciences Company, Mall Code C23, 2400 NASA Road 1,
of vaporized material from particle impact. If a change occurs, it Houston TX 77058, USA.
indicates an absorbing layer of another substance has been depos-
ited on the surface. A 5-mm light gas gun was used to fn'espherical soda-lime glass

A second witness material uses a Ge prism to aid in analysis by projectiles from 50 to 3175 pm in diameter (Dp),at a nominal 6 km/
internal reflection spectroscopy ORS). With IRS the optical spee- s, into AI (1100 series; annealed) and Teflon (Teflonrr-E®)targets.
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Targets ranged in thickness (T) from infinite halfspace targets (T_=_ hole of diameter Dh). Both surfaces sustained innumerable,
cm) to ultrathin foils (T _ pm), yielding up to 3 orders of magnitude small-scale impacts that resulted in full-grown hypervelocity cra-
variation in absolute and relative (Dp/T) target thickness. This ters of relatively small size, the majority of Dc _ T [e.g., 6, 10].As
experimental matrix simulates the wide range in Dr,/Texperienced a consequence, interpretation of the complete bombardment record
by a space-exposed membrane of constant T that is being impacted on most space-exposed surfaces requires a detailed understanding
by projectiles of widely varying sizes, of both their cratering and penetration behavior [see also 11].

Penetration hole size (Dh) decreases systematically with de- Therefore, we devised an experimental matrix that systematically
creasing target thickness. Relative hole size (Dh/T)may be used to varied target thickness from targets thick enough to sustain full-

extract projectile diameter Dp from individual penetration holes in fledged cratering events, to foils so thin that the size of the penetra-
space-exposed surfaces, provided one assumes a constant impact tion hole approaches typical projectile dimensions.

velociity. The condition of Da - Dp mandates Dr,/T > 50 in both The above transition from cratering to penetration is tradition-
targets. The ballistic-limit thickness (Tat), at 6 km/s, occurs at Dp/ ally characterized as the "ballistic limit" (TBL)of the target. Given
T = 0°29for our A1,and at Dp/T_ 0.16 for the Teflon. While these specific initial impact conditions, the latter specifies a minimum
thicknesses define the onset of physical perforation, they are not particle mass that is capable of physically perforating the target. By
synonymous with the transition from cratering to penetration pro- definition, targets of thickness TBL will simultaneously sustain afull
cesses; this transition is gradual and occurs over a wide range of T. fledged cratering event of some characteristic, maximum depth P
Consideration of the shock-pulse duration (t) in both the projectile (P < T; e.g., [11,12-14]), as well as incipient penetration holes of
(tp) and target (tt) identifies the condition of tv/tt = 1 as the real dimensions Dh = O ([4]). Applicable cratering and penetration
transition between cratering and penetration processes. This transi- formulas must yield identical particle mass for such threshold
tion, at 6 km/s, takes place in our A1and Teflon targets at a Dp/T= craters and penetration holes, yet analysis of the Solar Max [6] and
0.83 and 0.62 respectively (i.e., at target thicknessessome factor of LDEF impact features in A1targets [14, 15]revealed that current
2-3 thinner than theballistic limit). Consideration of pulseduration cratering [e.g, 16and others] and penetration formulas [e.g, 17and
is readily extended to impact velocities beyond those simulated others] do not yield congruent results for the ballistic-limit case (see
in the laboratory; it may assist in understandingthe velocity scaling also [13]or [11]).Typically, the penetration formulas yield smaller
of penetrative impact events, particle masses than the cratering formulas for penetration holes at

Introduction: The morphologies and detailed dimensions of or close to the ballistic limit. Therefore, special emphasis was
hypervelocity craters and penetration holes on space-exposed sur- placed on the transition from cratering to penetration processes in
faces faithfully reflect the initial impact conditions. However, cur- this work.
rent understanding of this postmortem evidence and its relation to Experhnental Results: Procedures and definitions. Detailed
such fn'st-order parameters as impact velocity or projectile size and procedures of the impact experiments employing a 5-mm light gas
mass is incomplete. While considerable progress is being made in gun may be found inH6rz et al. [4]. Allexperiments were performed
the numerical simulation of impact events, continued impact simu- with spherical soda-lime-glass projectiles at normal incidence.
lations in the laboratory are needed to obtain empirical constraints Particles >0.5 mm were launched individually in serrated sabots;
and insights [e.g., 1-3]. This contribution summarizes such experi- smaller projectiles were shotgunned. Velocities were measured by
merits with A1[4] and Teflon [5] targets that were carded out in arrays of photodiodes that either sense theoccultation of an IR-LED
order to provide a better understandingof thecrater and penetration laser beam inthe free-flight chamber (four stations), or of an impact
holes reported fromthe Solar Maximum Mission(SMM [6])and the flash at the sabot separator and the target. All experiments were
Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF [7-9]) satellites. The ulti- equipped with massive witness plates of Al (1100 series, 3.2 or 6.4
mate objective of both the impact experiments and the dimensional mm thick, and 25 cm square) that were located ~ 10cm to the rear
analysis of the space-produced impact features is to obtain reliable of the penetrated target. We measured, using optical and scanning
mass-frequencies, fluxes, and other dynamic properties of natural
and man-made particles in low Earth orbit (LEO). These parameters

are of significance in their own right, yet they can also relate 15 200._..)diagnostically to properties and processes of their parent objects, -----Solar-MAX----i ___..LDEE .....
..... "(Atumhmm)-- ":- i - " - . (Teflon)

such as comets or asteroids ........ tanners,...... 160t-...... TaermalBlanketr

Figure 1 illustrates the size distribution of penetration holes in if- 10 ..... T_t_lr¢6-62.... _ .... TotaL_6_-
the double-walled thermal louvers of SMM, whichconsisted of 125- _ 120l--- -r

lam-thicksheetsof A1(>99% A1;1100series) and similardata from z
penetrations of thermal-control blankets exposed on LDEF, which _ 80_---r.
were composed largely of Teflon ~125 pm thick, and some addi- _ 5
tional 50--60larnof organic binder andthermal protective paint [7]. _ 4o_---I_
These surfaces rank among the most significant opportunities for
detailed investigations of particle populations in LEO, with the 0

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0

largest holes (and projectiles?) approachingmillimeter dimensions. RELATIVEPENETRATION-tlOLEDIAMETER(D_rr)
Clearly, these SMMand LDEF opportunitiesmotivated selection of

our target materials. Fig.1. Thefrequencydistdbutionofpenetrationholesnormalizedtotarget
It should also be obvious that Fig. 1 represents only the most thickness(DdT)in the(a)SolarMaximumlouvers[6]and(b)allpenetration

energetic impacts on these surfaces (i.e., only those that were holes>3001amindiameterthatweredocumentedinthethermal-controlblankets
capable of perforating a target of thickness T to form a penetration ofLDEF[7].
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AI AI AI Teflon
electron microscope methods, the diameters of the crater (Dc; inter- Dp 3175 1000 150 3175

cept of cavity walls with initial target surface); of the rim (Dr; _ _ D

rimcrest to rimcrest), the crater lip (Dl; average diameter of lip
periphery), the spall-zone (Ds; average extent of the lobate area of 0.s2
displaced mass), hole diameters (Dh;minimum diameterof physical

°pening)' and spall diameter °f the back surfaces (Db)[see 4]" _L_ • / O

Crater Morphology: Typical craters and penetrationholes 0.83
producedinAI (1100 series) and TeflonT_ targetsareillustratedin

Fig. 2. Target thickness variesby essentially 3 orders of magnitude, _1_._- dlI ..-.,-.

from infinite halfspace (at top of each column) to foils as thin as J !!0.8 lamthick. Target thickness is given in normalized form (DpiT) 0.76
to facilitate convenient comparison with craters and penetration
holes at different dimensional scales. The Al experiments employ-

ing projectiles of various sizes demonstrate that grossly similar _l_ 0.e6morphologies are obtained at.equivalent experimental conditions, 1" _

no matter what absolute scale. All experiments show a strong and I _._._ - Aim=

systematicrelationship betweenhole size andtarget thickness. Note _p 1.0that the penetration holes in massive targets have dimensions typi-
cal for actual cratering events, yet hole size diminishes with de- _

creasingfoil thickness and approaches projectile dimensionsat very _ !_ 2.0
thin foils, typically of DpiT > 50. []

Figure 3 illustrates representative cross sections through rela- , O 4.0
tively massive AI and Teflon targets, using the 3.2-mmprojectiles,

to specifically document the transition firompure craters to penetra- _...O. . . .6"°

rive events. Although already visible in Fig. 2, these cross sections .... O'i_
F_ 12.0best illuminate the substantially ductile deformationbehavior of AI _ ': ./ ,

as opposed to the brittle response of Teflon. Nevertheless, many _ -_'_- __.'_.'] • ' 25.0
morphologic features, not just hole size, arepart of acontinuum that 1ooooum 4°°°_ -- _'--'_"-'soo_ _I_,_,_
strongly depends on target thickness, such as the substantial, yet

gradual increase in the depth of AI craters as the ballistic limit (at Fig. 2. Cratersandpenetrationholesresultingfromsoda-lime-glasspro-
DpT_=0.3)is approached (Fig. 3a), or thedevelopment of cormective jectilesinA1andTeflon'rrr.®targetsofhighlyvariablethickness,identifiedby
fractures leading to spallation at the rear surface of Teflon targets specificDp/T.Eachcolumnillustratesaspecificseriesofexperimentsatcon-
(Fig. 3b), or the relativewidth of the crater lip or of the spall zones stantpro-jectilediameter(Dp).Notethatmostholesin the thinnestfoilsapp-
(Figs. 2, 3). roachtheconditionofDh- Dp.

The dependence of most morphologic features inFigs. 2 and 3 is
so systematically related to target thickness that their detailed
characterization and dimensionalmeasurement should lead to diag-
nostic relationships between the parameters Dp,Dh,and T. As T is zones at the target's front side remain essentially that of thestandard
knownfor any space-retrievedsurface,substantialinformation about crater into infinite halfspace targets.
projectile size may be extracted from the characterization of such All experiments employed witness plates that monitored the
quantities as hole diameter, relative rim width, distribution of evolving debris cloud towards the target's rear [see 4]. From the
fractures, spall zones at the target's front and rear surfaces, etc. cross sections it seems self-evident that most debris in massive
Note, however, that the current observations apply to some limited targets is dislodged from the target itself, and that the mass ratio of
laboratory conditions, most notably a constant impact velocity of target andprojectile residuemust vary considerably as a functionof
6 km/s. Interpretation of space-exposed surfaces requires, as a T [e.g., 19, 20]. Detailed witness-plate analysis of !! experiments
minimum, the additional understanding of the velocity dependence [4] reveals the f'LrSttraces of projectile material at Dp/T= 0.6 (at
of these relationships, and possibly other factors, such as projectile 6 km/s). This seemssurprising in view of the gaping holesproduced
density and/or shape, at all conditions of Dp/T < 0.6, including the most substantial

Returning to Fig. 3, the physical perforation of both target penetrations of the entire A1series, none of which revealed projec-
materials ispreceded by massive internal deformation andfractures tile traces on their witness plates. Not coincidentaUy, our observa-
close to the target's rear where reflection of the initial shock front tions reveal that projectile residue may exit a penetrated target only
results in a rarefaction wave andassociated tensile forces [e.g., 18]. if the target thickness is smaller than'the depth (P) of the associated
This deformation proceeds to a stage where physical removal and standard crater (i.e., if the condition of T < P applies; see Fig. 3a).
spallation of substantial mass takes place at the target's rear, yet still These observations imply that at all conditions of T > P, the projec-
without resulting in complete perforation (e.g., at Dp/T= 0.29 in AI tile is totally entrained in cratering-related material flows to even-
or at 0.149 in Teflon). Physical perforation is accomplished in Al tually emanate from the evolving crater cavity as uprange ejecta. It

(I 100series) at Dp/T= 0.3, whereas equivalent Teflon targets may is only at conditions of T < P that the cratering-related flows [e.g.,
be almost twice as thick (DI_T= 0.16). Throughout these develop- 21] are sufficiently disturbed to have parts of the crater bottoms and
ments, the diameter of the crater and its rim or the extent of spall projectile melts exit through the target's rear. This suggests that
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(a) (b) Soda Lime GlassInto Teflon
at 6.3 km/s (Dp = 1/8")

Dp/'r

Soda Lime Glass Into Aluminum
at 6 km/s (Dp = 118") 0.25
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DTI"

0.100 0.368 0.28
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0.254 _--" 0.417
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0.149
•"" "" 0.460.500
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Fig. 3, (a) Cross sections of a "standard" crater in an infmite-halfspaee A1target (upperleft) and the transition to genuine penetrations at Dp/T> 2 (V -
6kin/s; Dp- 3175pm).For scale note thatT- 3.2 ram at Do/T- 1.0 (see text fordiscussion). (b) Crosssections of Teflontargets (V- 6.3kin/s; Dp- 3175pro).

bona fide rim or spall phenomena at the target's front side should experiments at different velocities are needed to understand the
still resemble those of standard craters at these conditions, possibly effects of velocity.
at targets still thinner than P. Indeed, one may observe in Figs. 2 and Returning to Fig. 1we see that most penetrationsdocumented on
3 that thecavity diameter at the initial target surface (Dc) isapproxi- the SolarMax andLDEF surface occurred at I)h/'I"< 5. This cluster-
mately that of the crater until Dr/T = 1 is reached. Rim details and ing around relatively low Dh/T values will be typical for all pen-
spallation phenomena remain grossly similar to standardcraters as etrated membranes retrieved from space, including those that are
well. Diameters DeandDhstart to decrease measurably and signifi- substantially thinner or thicker than a few hundred micrometers.
cantly only in targets thinner than T -=Dp. The mass frequency of natural and man-made impactors is simply

Dimensional Measurements: Figure 4 illustrates measure- so dominated by "small" particles that all penetrated membranes
ments of De and Dh,which are the primary diameters and features will have a large population of genuine hypervelocity craters; pen-
to address projectile size. Figure 4 is purposely arranged such that etrationsof"massive" targetsbarely above the ballistic limit are the
it may function as a "calibration" curve to solve for the unknown next most populous group of impact features, and the relative

projectile diameter Dpon space-exposed surfaces from the readily frequency of still larger events will rapidly decline with increasing
measured parameters Dh and T. Note, however, that these curves Dh/T.The majority of penetration events will have dimensions that
only apply to .-.6km/s cases, and that corresponding penetration are truly intermediate between thegenuine crater (De= nDp)and the
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I0 3 We found that a polynomial fit of the form
(A) Aluminum 1100 (1)

lOgloy-. no+al(lOgl0x)+ a2(loglox)2+ a3(logloX)3+
•10 an(logloXYa

Op=Oh bestdescribes the experimentalresultswith y - Dp/T andx ffiDh/T.

10 _ D D h Table 1 provides the associated coefficients for both A1andp Teflon.
3175 .

looo.
10 .,2' 15o ,

r_" 50 ,, TABLE1. PolynomialfitoftheexpefimentalresultsillusWatedinFig.4.

_ ,_:_ _i ao a_ a2 a3 a,
10 _ _ _ AI(1100) -0.458 0.175 1.008 1.199 -1.131

_ 1031 (B) Teflon / Teflon_r_ "0"485 0"667 0"562 -0"2300"518as a6 , ast_ _ AI(II00) -0.800 1.152 -0.434 0.54610 2[ _ Teflonorm 0.021 -0.661 0.415 -0.075

[_" Dp=Dh _ "
10 x Dp D h

s Discussion: Aluminumalloys areamongthe best-investigated_" /- _ _o0o : materials in terms of cratering and impact behavior, due to their

I0 o wideuse asspacecraftmaterialsas summarizedbyCarey et al. [17],

[ __..g.- € CRATESG Cour-Palais [16], Hermann and Wilbeck [13], Christiansen [23],
andWatts et al. [11], yet we are not aware of corresponding experi-

10"t____ ments and data for Teflon targets. Consequently, our present com-
parison with other investigations is limited to AI. The salient results

104 100 101 10z I03 areshown inFig. 5, where we compareourdata with the penetration
RELATIVE HOLE DIAMETER (DJT) equationsof other investigators,the lattersuitablyadjusted to our

experimentalconditions (velocity, densities,compressive strengths,
Fig.4. Dimensionalmeasurementsofcraterandpenetrationholediametersetc.). We also extrapolated the equations to targets thicker than
forimpactexperimentsinto(a)AIand(b)Teflontargetsat6.0and6.3km/s suggested and intended by the original workers, for illustrative
respectively.Notethatsubstantiallymoreexperimentswereconductedand purposes;manypreviousexperimentswere notnecessarily meantto
analyzedthancouldbeillustratedinthisshortreport,andthatexperimentsof be extrapolatedto very thin targetsof Dp/T> 10.substantially different scales conform to asingle curve. Unique solutions---at
someconstantimpactvelocity--forprojectilediaraeterseempossibleforany The agreementamongthe variousapproachesis very good in the
individualpenetrationholethatischaracterizedbythemeasurementsofDhandrangeof Dp/Tof 0.5 to 10, in which most of theoriginal data were
T. gatheredand forwhich most of theequationsandapplicationswere

intended. Note, however, that we differ distinctly from all other
workers at, or close to the ballistic limit. We not only observe
experimentallythathole sizemaybe very smallclose to TBL,but we
also postulatedthatthe ballistic limitwould satisfythe conditionof

case of I3_- Dp in the ultrathinfoil. This underscores that the I_- 0. This causes a precipitousdropover a very narrowrange in
transitionfromcrateringto penetrationregimes mustbe well under- Dp/Tof ourexperimentalcurve inFig. 5. While Careyet al. [17]do
stood to correctly interpretspace-exposed surfaces.If 6 km/swere accountfor decreasing hole sizes in massive targets, they did not
indeed an applicable velocity for the data illustratedin Fig. 1, the considerDh ,-0; thiscondition constitutesa majordatumthattotally
largestpenetrationholes would be due to impactorsof-500 lainin forces and controls the curve shape over a very small interval in
diameter for Solar Max and ,-.600Inn in diameterfor LDEF sur- targetthickness. Extrapolationof existing penetrationformulas to
faces, the int'mitehalfspace case, as purposefully illustratedin Fig. 5 and

Retumingto Fig. 4 we also see that experimentsconductedwith as performed by Warrenet al. [6] orHumes etal. [15] andothers,
a wide rangeofprojectile sizes combine todef'mea single curvethat will always lead to projectilediameterssmaller than those derived
has rather similar characteristics for both target materials. This from cratering formulas. The balligtie limit obviously does not
validates thatdimensionalscaling is a suitableapproachto solvefor reflectthe transitionfrom crateringto penetrationin the context of
f'trst--orderprojectile dimensions from the measurementof Dh and projectile size characterization based on the measurement of
T [e.g., 22]. H6rz et al. [4] corroborate, however, that some penetration-holediameters.
scale-dependentbehaviorexistsat very small projectiledimensions We have emphasized throughout this report that the target's
(<100 lain)as first described by Cour-Palals [16]. front-side morphology is either identical to or strongly resembles

Wehave performedvarious curve-fittingprocedurestothe data thatof the standardcraterfor targetsas thin asDv/T- I in A1or0.6
illustratedin Fig. 4 to generalize the relationships of T, I_, and D0. inTeflon(see Fig. 3). The cratering-relatedmaterialflow at orclose
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10 We suggestthat t_=tpmarksthe transition from genuine cratering
8 ................Sawle(1960) to penetration processes when extracting projectile sizes from

_ Maidenetal, 0963) space-exposed surfaces. All penetrations of tt < tp, when inspected

_ ....... Nysmith&Denardo(1969) inplanview, mustbeinterpretedandmeasuredascraters(i.e.,aD c

6 ............ Careyet aL,(1985) reading must be taken rather than a hole diameter Dh).
THISWORK The condition of tt = tp (and other pulse durations) is readily

Z; _ 4 calculated if the equations of state (EOS) of both the projectile and
_ target are known. Using the EOS for SiO2, Al 2024, and TeflonTFE
_ [23] and the numerical method of Cintala [24], we calculated the
"< shock-wave velocities (and peak pressures) applicable to our ex-

_ 2 periments. The glass/A1 impacts at 6.0 km/s resulted in a peak
_ pressure GPa; the associated Uglass= 6.97 km/s and Ualuminumffi

of 56

_ 8.43 km/s. Teflon impacts at 6.3 km/s yielded 46 GPa at theprojectile/target interface with an associated U_ass=6.53 km/s and
Z Uteflon-- 7.35 km/s. Theratio of these velocities corresponds directly

1 to that Dp/Tatwhich tp= tt (i.e., Dp/'raluminura = 0.83 and Dp/Tteflon
0.1 1 I0 100 0.89). These relative thicknesses are in excellent agreement with

SCALED FOIL THICKNESS (Dp/T) the experimental evidence illustrated in Figs. 3a,b, as well as the
data plotted in Figs. 4 and 5.

Fig.5. ComparisonofourexperimentalAlimpactswithdiversepenetration Inprinciple,shockvelocities UpandUtmay be calculated for any
formulassuggestedbypreviousworkersformetaltargetsifnotspecificallyfor impact velocity, provided the EOS is known for both the target and

A1.Note the fundamentaldifferencebetweenthisworkand all previous projectile materials. This led H6rz et al. [4] to calculate tt/tp= 1for
generalizationsin thevicinityoftheballisticlimit, impact velocities beyond those simulated, and to determine the

associatedDrfr values, which mark the transition from cratering to
penetration for any given model velocity. Example calculations are
illustrated in Fig. 6 for the glass/Al pair. All impact features to the
left of the tp ,, t_ line must be interpreted as craters. One may use

to the target surface, as manifested by rim developments or spall applicablecratering equations and those for the ballistic limit in A1
zones and ultimately by a seemingly constant crater diameter De, [e.g., 16,23] to calculate any standard crater diameter (and associ-

does not seem to be significantly disturbed in targets thicker than ated De/Dp)and a ballistic limit thickness (expressed as DJT) as a
these threshold thicknesses. As a consequence, penetrations of such functionof velocity. All features to the leftof the ballistic-limit line
targets must be thought of as craters Whenviewed (and measured) are genuine craters, while the features between the ballistic-limit
from the front side. The measurement of a hole diameter at some
interior target location is incorrectandnonspecific for the derivation
of the projectile diameter in such massive targets. For the purposes
of projectile-size characterizations, the transition from cratering to 10
penetration occurs in targetsmuch thinner than those that character- tf8
ize the ballistic limit. This transition occurs when the feature diam-

eter D'cbecomes measurably and distinctly smaller than the start- 6
dard crater diameter Dc.

As detailed by H6rz et al. [4], each and every one of the scaled _ _
experiments reported here is uniquely characterized in terms of _' _ 4
absolute and relative shock-pulse duration [e.g., 18].Pulse duration _ _

_ km/s(t) isdef'medas the transit time for a shockfront of speedU to reach : m

the target's rear and to return as a rarefaction wave to the projectile/ _,.a_a
target interface where it will initiate decompression of the target. _ F-,
Pulse duration defines how long the compressive phase of a colli- :__ 2 km/s
sional event will last. It seems obvious that the dimensionally _
smaller member of an impacting pair is apt to control the pulse _
duration, in most cases. Cratering in infinite halfspace targets will

be to_tlly controlled by the pulse duration of the projectile (i.e., tp_< 1
tt). As long as tp< tt, the total duration of the event's compressive 0.1 1 - 10 100
phase is precisely that of a standard crater, and corresponding PROJECTILEDIAMETER/FOILTHICKNESS(Dp/T)
material flows will be initiated(andlargely sustained)by the target.

However, as targetthickness decreases, the conditionof tp= tt will Fig. 6. Possibleextrapolationof experimentalpenetrationresultsinA1
be reached at some specific Dp/T;targets thinner than this threshold targetst°prevalentvel°citiesinnearEarth°rbit'Thec°nditi°ntt't_representsthedemarcationbetweencrateringandpeneUalionregimesascalculatedfrom
value imply that tp> tt(i.e., that target pulse duration has become equationsofstatedataandassociatedshockvelocities.Relativeeraterdiameters
dominant). At all conditions where tp> tt, the material flow in the (D/Dp)andballisticlimits were calculatedfrom Cour-Palals[16]and
targe_ will not be that normally associated with a standard crater. Christiansen[23].
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line and the pulse-durationline are actual penetrations, in part, SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON VELOCITY VECTOR
substantialones that mustbe interpretedas craters;all featuresof ACCURACY IN DUST TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS. A.A.

tt>tv mustbeconsideredgenuinepenetrations.Thelattercurvesare JacksonI and H. A. Zook2, 1LockheedEngineering and Sciences
modeled,other than the experimentaldataat6 km/s. All holes will Company, HoustonTX 77058, USA, 2SolarSystem Exploration
essentiallydecrease fromcraterdiameterDe to the conditionof Dh Division, NASA Johnson Space Center,HoustonTX 77058, USA.
,=Dpatverythin foils. We assumethatthis is the caseatDp/T= I00
(Fig. 6), andthat thisconditionis essentially independentof veloc- Introduction: The relativecontributionsof cometsandaster-
ity. Both assumptionsarecriticaland the subjectof ongoing labo- oids to the reservoirof dust in the interplanetarymediumis not
ratory investigations. Nevertheless, it is suggested that consider- known.There aredirectobservationsof dustreleased from comets
ation of the shock-pulsedurationmay lead to an improvedunder- andthere is evidenceto associate the IRASdustbandswith possible
standingof some velocity-dependentaspects of crateringand pen- collisions of asteroids in the main belt [1]. A means towardsorting
etrationmechanics, outthe parentsourceshas been proposedin the establishmentof a

We considerthe agreementbetween the experimentalevidence dustcollector in orbitabout the Earth [2]. The purposeof such a
and the pulsedurationargumentsto imply that many penetrations facilitywould be to collect not only cosmicdust particlesintactbut
should be viewed andmeasuredas craters insteadof penetrations, also thestatevectors [3], as theyarriveatthedetector, the ideabeing
Furthermore, when interpretingspace-producedpenetrations,the thatone maycombine analytical laboratoryanalysis of the physics
transitionfromcrateringtopenetrationformalismsmaynot occurat and chemistryof the capturedparticleswith orbitaldata inorderto
the ballisticlimit, butatsubstantiallythinnertargets (i.e., wheretp/ help distinguish between bodies and identify parent bodies. The
tt = 1). theoreticalstudy of dust particle orbits in the solar system takes on

Acknowledgments: We wish to acknowledge the contribu- greatly more importance if we use collected trajectory data. The
tions and skills of F. Cardenas, W. Davidson, G. Haynes, and J. orbital motion of dust when radiation and forces alone are acting is
Winkler of LockheedEngineering and Sciences Company in con- well understood [4,5]. When gravitational forces due to the planets
ducting the impact experiments.We also appreciate themany useful are included, the motion can become quite complex [6-8].
discussions and exchanges with H. Zook, A. Watts, J. Warren, and In order to characterize the orbits of particles as they crossed the
M. Zolensky. Earth's orbits, a study of the long-time dust orbital evolution was

References: [1] Anderson C. E., ed. (1987)Proc. 1986 Syrup. undertaken. We have considered various parameters associated
Intl.J. lmpactEng.,5,760pp.[2]AndersonC.E.,ed.(1990)Proc, with these dustorbits tosee if one may ina general way discriminate
1989Symp.J.lntl.Impact.Eng., 10,635pp. [3] AndersonC.E.,ed. between particles evolved from comets and asteroids.
(1993) Proc. 1992 Syrup.J. Intl. Impact Eng, in press. [4] HOrzF. Preliminary Accuracy Considerations: We proceed in this
et al. (1993) Intl. J. lmpactEng., in press. [5] H6rzF. et al. (1993) studyas we have donepreviously [8].Thatis, we consideredthedust
Proc. HVIS Intl. J. Impact Eng., in press. [6] Warren J. L. et al. particlesas ideal black bodies, of density 1 gm/cc, spherical,with
(1989) Proc. LPSC 19th, 641-657. [7] SeeT. H. etal. (1990)NASA radii 10--100 I_m.Particles of this size are affected by radiation
JSC Report #24608, 561pp. [8] Levine A. E., ed. (1992) First Post forces,photonpressure,andPoynting-Robertsondrag.Accountwas
Retrieval Symposium, NASA CP-3134. [9] Levine A. E., ed. (1993) also takenof solar wind drag,which amountsto about 30%of the
LDEF--69 Months in Space. Second LDEF Post Retrieval Sympo- Poynting-Robertsondragnegligible.The gravitationalforcesdue to
slum, NASA CP-3194. [10]McDonnell J. A. M. (1991) Proc. LPS, theplanets areincluded, unlike in ourpreviousstudy;the planetary
Vol. 22, 185--193.[I 1]Watts A. et al. (1993) Contract Report by orbits are those of true n-body interactionso that the possibilityof
POD Associates, Albuquerque,NM to LockheedEngineeringand secular resonance is included.Ourmethod was to calculateexplic-
SciencesCompany,Houston,Texas, 84 pp.[12]PailerN. andGrfin itly by a numericalprocedurethe orbits of dust particlesafterthey
E. (1980) Planet. Space Sci., 28, 321-331. [13] HermannW. and left theirparentbodies. The motion is determinednumericallywith
Wilbeck J. (1986) Sandia National Laboratories Report, the implicit Runge-Kuttaintegratorusing Gauss-Radau spacings
SAND-86-1884C, 29 pp. [14] McDonnellJ. A. M. and Sullivan K. [9].
(1992) in Hypervelocity Impacts in Space (J. A. M. McDonnell, Particlesareejected fromcomets orasteroidsat perihelion.This
ed.), 39-2,8,Univ. of Kent. [15]Humes D. H. (1992) inLDEF---69 willhappenduetosomeoutgassingprocessonthecometormeteoric
Months in Space. First Post Retrieval Symposium (A. E. Levine, impacton an asteroid.Particles thenfeel the immediateeffect of
ed.), 399-419, NASA CP-3134. [16]Cour-Palals B. G. (1987) Intl. radiationpressureand move on radiation-modifiedorbits thathave
J. Impact Eng., 5, 681-692. [17] Carey W. C. et al. (1985) in new semimajoraxis and eccentricity. Then the particleorbit was
Properties andlnteractions oflnterplanetaryDust(R. H.Gieseand followed until it was well inside Mercury'sorbiL
P. Lamy, eds.), 131-136, Reidel. [18] Gehring LW. (1970) When the ascending or descending node of a test particlefalls
High-Velocity Impact Phenomena (R. Kinslow, ed.), 105-156, withintherangeof 0.983 to 1.017AU from theSun,a collisionwith
Academic.[19]PietkutowskyA.J.(1990) Intl. J. Impact Eng., l O, a spacecraftin the same orbitas the Earth's becomes possible. The
453-472.[20]StilpA.J.etal.(1990)lntLJ.ImpactEng.,10,543- Earthis nota targetforrightnowsincewe did notincludetheeffects
554. [21]Maxwell D.E. (1977) in Impact andExplosion Cratering of its gravitational acceleration. Two orbital parametersproved
(D. J. Roddy et al. eds.), 1003-1008, Pergamon. [22] Holsapple useful forthe characterizationof parentbodyorigin, orbitaleccen-
K. A. and Schmidt R. M. (1990) JGR, 87, 1849-1870. [23] Marsh tricitye, and magnitudeof relative velocity u, of intersectionat the
S. P., ed. (1980) Univ. of California, 658 pp. [24] Cintala M.J. node
(1992) JGR 97, 947-973. [23] Ch_ristiansenE. L (1992) A/A.4 Forillustrationweplotu vs.einFig. 1 for30-Imaparticles.The
Space Programs and Technologies Conference, Huntsville, Ala- circles are particles from asteroids and the squares are particles
bama, A1AA 92-1462, 8 pp. from comets. As might be expected, dust from the comets retain
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their high eccentricities, while asteroidal grains are of low eccen-

tricity. 140 [

However, there is some overlap in eccentricity and velocity. 130 "
Figures2 and 3 showhistograms of themagnitudeof thevelocity and 120

eccentricity of the particleorbits from comets andasteroids at nodal 110 --Asteroids

crossing. 100 11

We considered as a measure of accuracy the following quantity 90 -- Comets q> 1
_, 80

Ace = (SVr2+ 8vt2+ 8va2)lr_/Iv I Et 70
60

where 8vr is the magnitude of the difference between the relative 50
radial velocities of the asteroid and comet, 8vt is the magnitude of
thedifference between velocities tangential to theEarth's orbit, and 40
8v, is the magnitude of thedifference betweenthe velocities normal 30 __ -]
to the Earth's orbit. Relative here means the relative velocity be- 20 i rq.

tween the dust particle and a hypothetical spacecraft in a circular 10. i !.._-_. _ , ,[7orbit at the Earth's orbit. 0 ' ' ' ' ' ...............

Figure4showstheresultsoftakingpairwiseforeaeh30-1undust 0 5 " 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

asteroid particle with each comet particle and keeping only the Fig.2. Magnitudeofrelativevelocityatascendingnode(km/s)301m,_
minimum value of the accuracy that results.

Error Analysis: We take the following as a simple model of
the effect of measurement error on the determination of dust orbits 70

by a detector. In order to make the problem tractable, take the dust
detector to be in a circular heliocentric orbit with dust particles 60 i [7
striking it. Such acceleration processes as the gravitationalfield of ' _ ili

the Earth (important for a spacecraft orbiting the Earth) are not 50 " _ --Aste ]

considered here. I I -- Corn q >1JWe also take the collisions to occurwith the detector spacecraft _ 40
at the dust particle orbit ascending node. Let there be a coordinate ._ _- I

system x,y,z erected at the instantaneousposition of the spacecraft = []

directionaway from the Sun, y points fangentto the velocityvector [ I ;iof thecircular spacecraft orbit, andz isalongthe angularmomentum 20
of the spacecraft orbit. Opik [10] then gives the components of n
particlesvelocity vectoru by the following 10 .r [ . I !r"_,I[ :

Ux2 ,- (2 - a(1 - e2) - l/a) 0 1'!'' ! . ._1 ,
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

30 Microns Fig.a.Eeeenm,'eityataseendingnode301am.1 o
o

0.9

0.8 uy= [(a(1-e:)] lr_cos i-I

0.7 O_o_
°_ _ o _ uz2,=a(l - e2)sin2i

._ 0.6 ..._ _"
_' @ where a (in units of the spacecraft orbit semimajor axis) is the"_ 0.5 _

o semimajor axis of the particle orbit, e is its orbital eccentricity,and

k-° I0.4 n Asteroids i is its inclination to plane of the spacecraft's orbit.
_h o_ Comets q> 1 In the above, orbital elements arecomputed relative to a"radia-

0.3 @ _ tion"-modified gravitational l_otential.That is, ifl_ = force of radia-

0.2 _ tion/force of gravity, then the potential is of the form (1 - 13)la!r,if
laand r are the usual gravitational parameter distance from the Sun.

0.1 _00 Converselyone may write
0 q9

0 5 • 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 a-(1--u2-2u)-I

Fig.1. Magnitudevelocityatascendingnode(kin/s). 1 - e2 = (2 - a-'1- ux2)a=l
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30Micronparticles,CometsandAsteroids.Atasc.node.
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Fig.4. Aeeuraeyin magnitudeofdifferenee ofvelocities.

Z u_ - usin 0 cos qb

so that

cos 0 - uy/u

tan_=Ux/Uz

Now consideranothersimplification.Taketheangularmeasure-
ments 0 and _ to be perfect. Let an error occur in themeasurement
of magnitudeof therelativevelocity, u. Holding0 and_ constantwe
have

y,
da/du - (2u + 2duy/du)/(1-u2-2_) 2 (1)

de/du ,- [(2-a-I -N2)a-2da/du + (a-2da/du +
2uxdux/du)a-1]/2e (2)

Fig.5. s2i di/du- duz/du(l + Uy)-L
uzdu_!du(l+ Uy)-2 (3)

Taking the data given at the ascending node from the computed
orbital evolution of dust particles, the dependence of da, de, and di

tan i .- u-z!(1 + uy) on du are given in Figs. 6-8 for the asteroidal particles and Figs. 9-
11 for the cometary particles.

which give orbital elements as a function of the velocity compo- Conclusions: The largest error incurred in semimajor axis
nents, determination arises in the case of 10-1xmparticles from comets,

Let the detector measure the magnitude of the particle velocity da/du, 6 (see Fig. 9). This was a particle from Comet Honda-
and two angles, 0 the angular distance from the positive y axis and Mrkos-Pajduskova that had at the t:maeof intercept a semi-major

the azimuth angle (see Fig. 5). Then the velocity components can axis of approximately 8 AU and a eccentricity of about 0.87. One
be expressed as sees from equation (1), and noting that the magnitude of u -

3-2[a(1- e2)]v2- l/a, that for large a and e ~ 1that da/du ~ a. Thus

ux - u sin 0 sin _ for particles captured from large a and high-eccentricity orbits the
error in u can be substantial.

Uy- u cos 0 A value of de/du of nearly 1.5 occurs in a 30-pro asteroidal
particle from asteroid Flora (Fig. 7). In this there is nothing unusual
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aboutthe orbitalelementsat arrival;however, theparticlehas a low
azimuth angle and high elevationof nearly 90°. In this case de/du~
U2.

The errors incurred in measured orbital inclinationwere always 20
smaller than those for the other orbital elements. The current error

budget for CDCF has candidate value of 1% [3]. In the worst case
above this would result in an error of 0.07 AU in semimajor axis
determination (can be higher for bigger cometary orbits) and 0.015 .----.
in eccentricity.

We will continue study of this problem, includingeffects of the ._ 0
Earth's gravitation and errors in the measurement angles. We will t_
present further results in a later report. "

References: [1] Dermott S. F. et al. (1984)Nature, 312,505-
509. [2] HOrzF. et al. (1990) NASA TM-102160. [3] Zook H. A.
(1986)LPI Tech. Rpt. 86-05. [4] Wyatt S. P. and Whipple F. L.
(1950) Astrophys. J., 111, 134-141. [5] Bums et al. (1979). -20
[6] Gonzci R. et al. (1982) Icarus, 51, 633--654. [7] Gustafson
B.._,. S. and Misconi N. Y. (1986)Icarus, 66, 280-287. [8]Jackson

A. A. and Zook H. A. (1992) Icarus, 97, 70--840. [9] Everhart -20 0 20
(1985). [10] 0pik E. (1976) Interplanetary Encounters, Elsevier,
New York. I COS(f))

Fig. 1. Positionsin (Icos_, I sinf_) spaceof asteroidsbetween2.5AU
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION OF EARTH-CROSSING and 3.5AU.
ASTEROID GRAINS. J.C.I.,iou and S. F. Dermott, University
of Florida, Gainesville FL 32611, USA.

20 , j , , i , j , , _ J ' ' I ' ' ' '
Introduction: We have systematically studied the evolution

• Eos Diameter= 4 & 9 #m-of 4-and 9-1un-diameterdust particles from three prominent aster-

oid families, Eos, Koronis, and Themis, until they reach the Earth. • Koronis , "'t._.,_;-'.'z
We have found that they are quitedistinguishable in their (I cos £'2, to -- Themis :_,-,
I sin _) phase space. The different distributionsin the inclination _ "__.._..
space have several important observational consequences, which "_"_: ,:.:.

canbe used t° identify the °rigins °f these dustparticles"We c°nvert _ ..._. : _. ]_

the orbital elements of these Earth-crossing dust grains into six "--" "="_,' " . ._,"g" ,z..,. .'_:""

position and velocity components. It is not so easy to distinguish ._ o _,_. ..,_. :
themby usingany one single velocity component.We conclude that to

in orderto identify the origins of the Earth-crossingdust grainswe "_'._._;,. . _._."
needall three velocity componentsto get their orbitalelements and "'.-,..:_,:;_g_.'_Lr"_"_._.7".
find their positions in the inclination space. -10 -- -

Method: We study theorbital evolution of dustparticles with
two different sizes (diameters equal to 4 lamand 9 In'n)originating
from Eos, Koronis, and Themis asteroidal families. We use the

"particles inacircle"method[1]tosetuptheinitialconditionfor -20 _ , , , I T _ _ T _ T _ _ I _ _ _ _
dustparticles from the same family. Figure 1 shows the distribution -20 - 10 t0 20

in the inclination space for asteroids between 2.5 and 3.5 AU. It is I C0 S(_])
clearthat the way we set up the initial condition is the best system-
atie way to study dust particles coming from a given asteroidal
family. We numerically integrate hundreds of particles from each Fig. 2. Positionsin (IcosD.,I sinf_)spaceof 4- and9-pm-diameterpar-
family using RADAU [2] on an IBM ES/9000. All the planetary ticlesfrornEos,Themis.andKoronisfamilieswhentheyareintheEarth-crossing
perturbations, radiation pressure, Poynting-Robertson light drag, region.
and corpuscular solar wind effect are included in our calculation.
We record the orbital elements of all the particles while they are
spirallingtoward the Sun andanalyze the data when they are in the Koronis =,1 : 0.61 : 0.12). There are more Themis and Koronis
Earth-crossing region, particles in the first andfourth quadrants thanin the other two. Thus,

Results: Figure 2 shows the positions of 4- and 9-1amparticles over the period of one year, when the Earth is moving around its
in(Icos f2, I sing2)space when they are in theEarth-crossing region, orbit, it will encounter more Themis and Koronis particles (with
The numbers of particles from these three families have been ascendingnodes) at the places corresponding to the first and fourth
adjusted to the actualdust ratios produced from them (Themis: Eos: quadrants in Fig. 2. By using the distribution in the inclination
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line), andall-asteroid background(dotted line).The all-asteroid background -- Eos
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Z
space, we calculate the relative number of panicles the Earth will cv
encounter over the course of one year (Fig. 3). The seasonal varia- .>
tion in terms of relative number is more than a factor of 8 for Themis "_ zo

particles.
We plot the relative number of particles that will encounter the

Earth in Novemberas a function of inclination in Fig. 4. Again, these

are particles at their ascending nodes. We have also put the particles 0 , tO, , , I ,
produced from the whole asteroidal population (excluding three -e -4 -2 0 2 4 6

families) in the diagram for a comparison. The low inclination Relative Vy (km/see)
regions (around 3°) are dominated by Themis particles while about
half of 12° panicles are of Eos origin. Fig. 7. Sameas Fig. 5 for yvelocity component.
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There is an one-to-one correlation between six orbital elements

and three position and three velocity components for the dust par- 0 ,,,l,,,l,,,l,,,l,,,
ticles. We calculate the relative velocity components for particles 0 .2 .4 .6 .8
from three families when they encounter the Earth in November.
The results are shown in Figs. 5--8.The gravitational effect of the X (AU)
Earth isnot included in ourcalculation. Thex component ispointing
towards the vernal equinox and y component is in the orbital plane Fig.9. Encountergeometryof the4-and9-propaniclesinNovember.The
of the Earth and perpendicular to the x direction. Thez component distancesfromthepointstotheEanhareproporfionahotheirrelativeeneounter.
is in thenormal directionof theorbital plane of theEarth. In general,
those particles have small encounter velocities (we have done a
similar calculation for Encke-type particles; the typical encounter
velocity is around 30 km/s). In the z-corriponent diagram, Eos
particlesare quite distinguishable from Themis and Koronis par- THE INTACT CAPTURE OF HYPERVELOCITY DUST
ticles. This is due to their high inclinations. In the other velocity PARTICLES USING UNDERDENSE FOAMS. C.R. Maag4
components,aswell as the totalvelocitydiagrams,we donotsee any J. Borg2, W. G. Tanner3, T. J. Stevenson'*,and J.-P. Bibring4,
clear differencebetween particles fromdifferent families. _Science Applications International Corporation, Glendora CA

Finally, we use the x andy velocity componentsof theparticles 91740, USA,2Institutd'AstrophysiqueSpatiale,914050rsay Cedex,
to show how they approachthe Earth in November(Fig. 9). (X, Y) France, 3BaylorUniversity Space Science Laboratory, Waco TX
is the Earth's orbital plane. The Earth is shown in its mean position 76798, USA, '*MareCrisium, Laurel Cottage, Silver Street,
inNovember.The relativepositionsof particlesindicatefromwhich Tetsworth, Oxon OX9 7AR, UK.
directionsthey are going to encountertheEarth.The distancesfrom

those points to the Earth are proportionalto their relativeencounter Overview: Since the firstNASA U-2flight to collect extrater-
velocities. Fromthe diagramwe can see that panicles approachthe restrial particles [1], the interest in the continued collection and
Earth fromall directions.There are no preferential directions that analysis of these panicles has increased.The main scientific inter-
can be specified fromthe diagram, est in theanalysisof extraterrestrialmicropaxticles,morecommonly

Discussion: Based on our study, we conclude that it is very called interplanetarydustparticles0DPs), is due to thefact thatpart
difficult to establish any parent-daughterrelationshipof near-Earth of these particles could be of cometary origin and thus contain
dustgrainsfrom theirvelocity components.It is, however,possible informationon the origin of the solar system. Cometarymaterial is
to f'mdthe origins of some dustparticles at certaintimeof the year likely to be the most primitivematerialaccessible for analysis. It is
if we know their orbital elements. If we can measure all three thought that grains once present in the cometary nuclei, and now
velocity components of an Earth-crossingdust grain (of course, present as individualgrainsin interplanetaryspace,arestill the best
positionvector as well), then we can find its orbital elements and candidatesforhaving propertiesacquiredbeforeorduringcondens-
place it in the inclinationspace. Andthen the task of identifyingits ing in the protosolar nebula. Also presentin the low Earth orbit
origin will become possible. (LEO)environmentare orbital debris(paintflakes,aluminumoxide

References: [1] Dermott S. F. et al. (1992) in Chaos, Reso- spheres,etc.) with velocities of the same orderas IDPs, whichhave
nance, and Collective Dynamical Phenomena in the Solar System resultedfrom the activities of man in space•
(S. Ferraz-Mello, ed.), 333-347, Kluwer. [2] Everhan E. (1985)in Many materials and techniques have been developed by the
Dynamics of Comets: Their Origin and Evolution (A. Carusiand authorsto sample the flux of panicles in LEO. Throughregular in
G. B. Valsecchi, eds.), 185-202, Boston. situ samplingof the flux in LEOthe materialsand techniqueshave
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produced data that complement the data now being amassed by the minimum of thermal modification has taken place [3].
Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) research activities. Thir- Polymer foams have been employed as the primary method of
teen flight experiments have been conducted on the space shuttle as capturing particles with minimum degradation [4]. The manufac-
part of an ongoing program to develop an understanding of the ture of extremely low bulk density materials is usually achieved by
spatial density as a function of size for particles 1x 10-6 cm and the introduction of voids into the material base. It must be noted,
larger. In addition to the enumeration of particle impacts, it was also however, that a foam structure only has a true bulk density of the
the intent that hypervelocity particles be captured and returned mixture at sizes much larger than the cell size, since for impact
intact, processes this is of paramount importance. The scale at which the

In addition to the shuttle payloads, an experimentwas developed bulk density must still be close to that of the mixture is approxi-
and flown aspart oftheTimeband Capture CellExperiment(TICCE) mately equal to the impactor. When this density criterion is met,
on the EURECA 1 payload. This experiment has provided the shockpressures during impact are minimized, which in tum maxi-
opportunity to assess a wide range of dynamics of ejecta created by mizes the probability of survival for the impacting particle.
hypervelocity impacts on various substrates. The intact capture of cosmic dust particles has been accom-

The 12years of flight experimentation has provided the under- plished by the use of micropore foams [5]. The principalobjectives
standing and experience for the intact collection, removal, and of the original program were to develop techniques that would
analysis of particles in underdense materials.This experience will providethe sizedistribution ofA1203particles (AOS) expelled from
be used in the development of the capture cells proposed for the a solid rocket motor (SRM). Polymeric foams, with and without
SOCCER-like Comet Coma Sample Return (CCSR) mission, deceleration films, were extensively used to capture AOS intact.

Background: A large body of experimental data exists con- Aerogelmaterialswere also used as acapture material.Commercial
cerning hypervelocity impacts. There are several empirical expres- organicpolymer foams were initially used. Based ontesting in light
sions relating the crater volume to the impacting particle size and gas gun facilities, it was determined that the ability of these foams
mass and many previously flown experimentshaveexamined these toretain particles impacting at hypervelocities was marginal at best.
relationships. It is also well established that a part of the projectile These tests found that the more complex polymers had better stop-
mass is deposited and detectable on the inner surface of the impact ping ability. Accordingly, it was also determined that the polymers
crater. Despite being totally disassociated, elements detected from that hadextremely small cell sizes, higher latent heats of fusion, and
these sites allow coarse categorization of the impacting particle very low densities (e.g., 0.02-0.7 g/cm3)had the highestprobability
type, particularly with regard to all the important discrimination of of providing intact capture. In ground tests, the foams have been
space debris, successfully tested between 1 and 11km!s. One of the more inter-

High-purity metallic surfaces have been used for the collection esting highlights of this program was the intact capture and retch-
of all grains down to submicrometer sizes [2]. During the impact, a tion of materialswith a much lower density and material strength
characteristic crater is formed, with rounded habits and a depth-to- than AOS. Since the initial program, other materials have been
diameter ratio equivalent to the velocity and size of the impacting tested successfully, most notably foams of silicones, polyimides,
particle and the encountered metal. During the impact, the particle and fluorocarbons. For this activity, foams of the aforementioned
is destroyed and the remnants axe mixed with the target material, polymers will be developed and used that have both gradients in
concentrating in the bottom of the crater and on the surrounding axial density, typically from 0.006---0.009g/cm3, and imbedded
rims. A major strength of the metallic collectors lies in the fact that sensors to sense impact parameters as the particle decelerates in the
analytical techniques can be applied without modification to the foam. Figures I-3 showthree conditions of particles captured intact
craters. Also, identification of carbon and organic material is quite
possible; this is essential for the study of extraterrestrial material
(C, H, O, N).

The impact of a hypervelocity projectile (>3 krn/s) is a process
that subjects both the impactor and the impacted material to a large
transient pressure distribution. The resultant stresses cause a large
degree of fragmentation, melting, vaporization, and ionization (for
normal densities). The pressure regime magnitude, however, is
directly related to the density relationship between the projectile
and target materials. As a consequence, a high-density impactor on
a low-density target will experience the lowest level of damage.

Historically, there have been three different approaches toward
achieving the lowest possible target density. The first employs a
projectile impinging ona foil or filmof moderate density, but whose
thickness is much less than the particle diameter. This results in the
particle experiencing a pressure transient with both a short duration
and agreatly reduced destructiveeffect. A succession of these films,
spaced toallow nondestructive energy dissipation between impacts,
will reduce the impactor's kinetic energy without allowing its
internal energy torise to the point where destructionof the projectile
mass will occur. An added advantage to this method is that it yields
the possibility of regions within the captured particle where a Fig.1. IDP(Cl)recoveredfromHVIexperimentonSTS61-B.
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Fig. 2. Aluminum oxide sphere, 8 lamdiameter, recovered from foam.The
encrusted pyrolyzed foamiseasily removed, leavinganundegradedspecimen.

Fig. 5. Capture cell experiment flownon STS 61-B.

using organic foam capture cells on shuttles STS 61-B and STS

41-D. Figure 1depicts an IDP recovered from the STS 61-B experi-
ment. Figure 2 shows an AOS particle captured intact in the organic
foam cell, and Fig. 3 shows the same AOS particle after the pyro-
lyzed foam has been removed using a low-molar concentration of
HCI. Figure 2 also shows aportion of the"burn track" after the foam
had been microtomed to locate the particle. Figure 4 shows a
perforation through a typical 3-pm deceleration film.

Aerogel has also been used as the capture medium in capture
ceils. Aerogel is particularly useful where extremely small cell sizes
(150 A) are necessary. This material in its siliconform is commonly
produced for the nuclear industry Cherenkov radiator and has, in
fact, been used in both space (HEOS, Ulysses) and balloon instru-

Fig.3. AOS(ref.Fig.2) aftercleanupwithHC1. mentation. In comparison with polymer foams, however, the ex-
tremely low densities (0.035 g/cm3) cannot be achieved in any
aerogel without producing great fragility. An aerogel capture cell
was first used on shuttle mission STS 61-B. Figure 5 shows the
placement on the remote manipulator system arm. While a particle
was captured essentially intact, the fragilityof this capture medium
was demonstrated by the inability to remove the particle intact. In
addition to the inherent fragility, aerogel has suffered from the
effects of the space environment. Low temperatures seem to alter
the shape of the "burn track", atomic oxygen exposure erodes the
surface; and it has been reported by the Centre National Etudes
Spatiale (CNES) that the material embrittles after exposure to the
radiation environment. Irrespective of these reported problems,
experimentation with aerogel will continue.

Shuttle Experimentation: One of the means to test the afore-
mentioned capture cells has been on the Interim Operational Con-
tamination Monitor (IOCM) developed under the auspices of the
U.S. Air Force/Space and Missile Systems Center. The IOCM
contains an array of passive and active sensors that continuously

Fig.4. FilmperforationoccurringduringSTS32flight• sample three orthogonal directions in theshuttle cargo bay (Fig. 6).
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Payload (CONCAP). Figure 7 depicts the layout of the LDCE-I
exposure plate after integration into the GAS canister. The GAS
canisters were located in Bay 13of OV-104. The samples mounted
on LDCE-3 were exposed for the entire duration of the mission.

_ 'SI_i After the door assemblies of GAS canisters open, the samples

"_.4_. _ mounted in theLDCE- 1and-2 were exposedfor 40 hr. Theexposure, occurred toward the end of the mission, near 200 km, with a
• continuous payload bay attitude into the velocity vector. The LDCE

_1I_ experiment flew principally to understand the influence of atomic
oxygen on materials. Our arrayof sensors was uniquely designedfor

\ the detection of hypervelocity impacts (HVI).
The LDCE-1 HVI package contained an Au foil (nominal Tf ~

4.0 pm) that covered a low-density micropore foam. Similar foams
- had been used on past missions to collect hypervelocity particles

intact. A similar piece of Au foil covered a highly polished A1strip
Fig.6. TheIOCMexperimentas flownonSTS44. coated with vacuum deposited Au. This aided in the understanding

of the distribution of ejecta material. Also included was a thin A1
film (nominal Tf < 500 A) stacked above a coated substrate. It was
hoped that an estimate of the trajectory of grains within the experi-
ment could be derived from the analysisof penetrations made in the

I "_ thin film and impact sites (these data have not yet been reduced).
•"_ The last groupof passive sensorswere high-purity metallic surfaces

used for the collection of grains down to submicrometer size.
The LDCE-1 and -2 A1films, with a total surface area of 3.24 x

10-'4cm2, should have experienced 5.2 particle impacts in 10days
while in LEO. This estimate was based on Pegasus data published
in 1970. Using a foil thickness of 7.24 x 10-5 cm, a density of 2.8 g/
cm3, and a velocity of 7 kin/s, the minimum mass that could pen-
etrate the thin film was calculated. The thin films could be pen-
etrated by a grain that possesses a mass greater than a picogram.

EURECA Experimentation: As aconsequence of theexperi-
mental data developed during bothrecent and earlier STS missions
and the data expected from this mission, the authors have produced
and delivered an experiment for the European Space Agency, Euro-
pean Retrievable Carder (EURECA). The HVI experiment was
flown as part of the TICCE experiment. The EURECApayload was
launched on OV-104 (Atlantis) on 31July, 1992, providing a total
mission exposure of nearly 11months.

Objectives of the TICCE/I-IVI Experiment: The primary
objectives of the experiment are to (1) Examine the morphology of
primary and secondary hypervelocity impact craters. Primary atten-
tion will be paid to craters caused by ejecta during hypervelocity

Fig.7. TheLDCE-1/HVIexperimentas mountedonSTS46. impacts on different substrates. (2) Determine the size distribution
of ejecta by means of witness plates and collect fragments of ejecta
from craters by means of momentum-sensitive micropore foam.
(3) Assess the directionality of the flux by means of penetration-

The IOCM has successfully flown on four shuttlemissions, the two hole alignment of thin films placed above the cells. (4) Capture
most recent being STS 32 and STS 44. intact the particles that perforated the thin film and entered the cell.

Although the primary objective of the IOCM on STS 32 and Capture media consisted of bothpreviously flight-tested micropore
STS 44 was to verify the effects of the space environment on the foams and aerogel. The foams had different latent heats of fusion
cargo element, a secondary objective was to sample the LEO space and, accordingly, will capture particles over a range of momenta.
debris andmicrometeoroid complex using an array of passive sensor Aerogel was incorporated into the cells to determine the minimum
experiments. An additional design goal for these experiments was diameter that can be captured intact.
to test the survivability of thin-film sensors with a thickness of less Data Analysis and Expected Results: Primary analyses will
than 750 A.. be performed using a scanning electronmicroscope (SEM) outfitted

The Limited Duration Space Environment (LDCE) Candidate witha Princeton Gamma Tech (PGT)elemental analysissystem (Be
Materials Exposure experiment was launched on STS 46. LDCE-1 window). Since each unit cell willbe ~10 mm square, samples will
and -2 were mounted in GAS canisters with door assemblies, be easily prepared for viewing in the SEM. The SEM is sufficiently
LDCE-3was mounted onthe top of the SpaceComplex Autonomous large to support the viewing of 5-cm substrate material.
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Count of hypervelocity impact craters on the witness plates with
diameters larger than 4 pmwill be accomplished by the use of SEM
photographs. Once digitized by means of a highresolution optical
scanner, these data will be analyzed using a hypervelocity impact
morphology system.

Analysis of the substrate will be of particular importance. The
same procedure outlined above to analyze thewitness plates will be
applied to the substrate. Of primary interest will be the recovery of
data concerning the effects on the substrate's optical properties,
which have been subjected to primary andsecondary hypervelocity
impacts. Also recoverable from the substrate (and perhaps the
witness plates) will be datapertaining to the fragmentation of grains
by the thin films.

Principaltheoretical analyseswillbe conductedusinghydrocodes
to establish the limiting massthat willpenetrate all, two, or only one
of the thin films. Comparisons of the computational results with
experimentally derived parameters will be carried out.

Based on the present knowledge of the space debris and mi- Fig. 9. IntactcapturedAI20sparticlewithEDSspectra(STS44).
crometeoroid fluxes, all ceils should be penetrated by grains with

the properties mp= 3.4 x 10-13g; rp =3.8 g/cm3;Vp=7.00 km/s; thus,
rp= 0.3 pm.

Since EURECA wasinorbitforapproximatelyoneyear,there
should be -50,000 impacts/m2;with 100 cm2 (1.0 × 10-2 m2), the
I-IVIexperiment should expect 3.75 impacts/cell from grains this
size and larger. In addition to the 200 unit cells, the HVI contains

high-purity metallic surfaces plus 200 cm2 of micropore foam. whereas the growth of the 10-2- to 10-1 -cm-diameter size is
Summary: The experimentation on the shuttle (1983-1993), approximately 2% per year. LDEF, unfortunately, due to its ex-

although snapshots in time, has yielded interestingdata. One of the tended stay on orbit, could not provide population growth data.
more salient results suggest that the smaller particles, 10-4 to The research program also developed/modified a family of ma-
10-2 cm diameter, have a much higher flux rate (-2 orders of terialsuseful in intactcapture particle studies. A reasonablenumber
magnitude) than previously considered. Another interesting result of particles (250) have been captured intact using micropore poly-
of the long-term study, irrespectiveof the highuncertainty, suggests meric foams. Four bonafide IDPs have been captured and returned
that the growth in this size range is approximately 6% per year, intact.
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Early examinationof theaerogel samples flown ontheEURECA
TICCE exhibit signs of shrinkage (...6% in both length and width).
Recovery as a function of time will be monitored.

Visual impacts were observed in thedeceleration films covering
the polymeric foam capture cellexperiments. Work isproceeding to
analyze the perforations and remove the grain.

Conclusion: The proposed underdense foam capture Cell ex-
periment has the capability to capture intact cometary grains. More
importantly,the techniques to removethe particles have been devel-
oped over 10 years of research. This experiment, when flown in
concert with the other instruments in the CCSR package, will permit
an in-depth understanding of cometary composition.

References: [1] Brownlee D. E. etal. (1976) NASA TMX 73,
152-168. [2]Bibring J.-P.et al. (1985) LPSXVI, 55-57. [3]Tanner
W. G. et al. (1994) Intl. J. Impact Eng., inpress. [4] Maag C. R. and
Linder W. K. (1992) Hypervelocity Impacts in Space (J. A. M.
McDonnell, ed.) 186-190, Univ. of Kent. [5] Maag C. R. (1987)
JPL Task 80-1547A.

Fig.10. A secondirregularlyshapedAI203particle(STS44).

SPICE: AN INNOVATIVE, FLEXIBLE INSTRUMENT
CONCEPT. K. NishiokaI,D. P. Cauffman2, B. Jurcevich2,D. J.
Mendez2, and J. T. Ryder2, l SETI Institute, Mt. View CA 94043,

The passive space debris/micrometeoroid sensors suggest a flux USA, 2LMSC,Palo Alto CA 94304, USA.
of 0. 2 x 102impacts/m2occurred duringthe STS 32mission (7 days
duration). The average diameter of the perforations was ~12.5 lam. Introduction: Studies andplans for orbital capture of cosmic
The largest perforation measured was 65 lain. dustand interplanetary dustparticles (IDPs) looked very bright with

STS 44has proved tobe one of the most interestingHVI experi- the advent of space station Freedom (SSF) and formal selection of
ments placed on the shuttle. During the course of the STS 44 Cosmic Dust Collection Facility (CDCF) as an attached payload in
mission, the space shuttle corrected its altitude by 26 km to evade 1990.Unfortunately it has been downhill since its selection, culmi-
a spentupper stage. The object, which wasslightly outside the given nating in CDCF being dropped as a attached payload in the SSF
collision ellipsoid, was determined to be the Kosmos 851 rocket redesign process this year. This action was without any input from
body. Kosmos 851 was launched on 27 August, 1976, into an 81° the science or cosmic dust communities. The Exobiology Intact
inclination orbit. The results of our data suggest that a cloud of Capture Experiment (Exo-ICE)as an experiment on CDCF wasalso
irregularly shaped particles, most of which were aluminum oxide, lost. Without CDCF, no facility-class instrument for cosmic dust
impacted the shuttle during the mission (Figs. 8-10). Data also studies is available or planned.
suggest that the associated debris cloud caused a nearly 2-order-of- When CDCF (and Exo-ICE) was selected as a SSF attached
magnitude increase in flux over the background flux typically expe- payload, an exercise called the small particle intact capture experi-
rienced, ment (SPICE) was started forExo-ICE to develop an understanding

Other major impacts on STS 44 were primarily due to low- andearlytestingofthenecessaryexpertiseandtechnologyforintact
velocity, low-density substances. Investigation of these sites re- capture of cosmic dust and IDPs. This SPICE activity looks to fly
vealed nohypervelocity impact features and onlyslight evidence of small, meter square or less, collection area experiments on early
residual materials left by the impactor. Shallow and wide impres- orbitalplatforms of opportunitysuch as EURECA, MIR, WESTAR,
sions in the films were seen immediatelyadjacent to theperforation andothers [1], including theshuttle. Orbital stay times ranging from
sites. The morphology of these sites suggests that low-density ma- three to six months were shown tobe adequate by a dust frequency/
terial formed the impressions. It is thought that the impacts came collection abundance analysis [1]. The necessity for uncontami- '
from water ice dumped by the shuttle. Water and waste dumping nated dust samples, and particularly organically pristine samples
fromtheorbiterhavebeenobservedcontributingsignificantamounts for exobiology, is dictated by the science community. Pristine un-
of gaseous and particle contaminants. These materials and the contaminated samples guarantee that anypresence of chemicals and
propulsion contaminant mass remain near theorbiter for some time compounds, including organics that are detected in the captured
before they disperse, dust particles, can be ascertained precisely. This precision in analy-

Very preliminary data from STS 46 suggest that nine impacts ses of abundance and format is critical to inferring their possible
and perforations occurred during the mission. One of the particles contribution to the formationofthesolarsystemortothebeginnings
captured intact has tentatively been identified as an IDP. of life. Current sample sources from the Arctic and Antarctic gla-

"Quick-Look" Results from EURECA: Data from the ciers, surviving meteorites, and stratospheric air capture have pro-
two-dimensional computer simulations of hypervelocity impact vided abundant samples; unfortunately all these samples suffer
events for the TICCE/HVI thin films conform to ahigh degree with contamination from the Earth's atmosphere, the ice, or the capture
the Carey, McDonnell, and Dixon (CMD) equation for all densities process itself.
tested. The SPICE activity has focused on developing techniques and
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 ,c onnels
ent contamination.Itbegan with a survey andscreening of available _, ,._
capture media concepts and then focused on the development of a
capture medium that can meet these requirements. Evaluation and

development of thechosen capture medium, aerogel (a silicon oxide ...........
gel), has so far lived up to the expectations of meeting the require-
ments and is highlighted ina companion paper [2] at this workshop.

as [3]. Capture Experi- A _,_,z_,_,z_'*" _',_, ,
//ment (TICCE) on EuReCa and Tsuo's [4] GAS-CAN lid experi- __ ''"-----_-.._,_.,"_ _.._ "'_'_-._..,._ /).

ments on STS 47 and 57 have flown aerogel, but without addressing / _ __ __-'__ \ =_w-...._the contamination issue/requirement, especially regarding organ- !/ ,- - <:_".-_.._-_

ics. H6_, _lensky, and others [5] have studiedand have alsobeen _ _ (_ .-,_...[.<
advocates for its development. The SPICE instrument's experiment _..-,--_ ,\ ,,..-_-_<,
design builds onthe knowledge gained from these efforts tomeet the /intact capture, noncontamination requirements. An overview of a
possible SPICE experimental instrument concept using the MIR
space station as a host platform for cosmic dust collection is pro-
vided in this paper. The SPICE concept is nonplatform-specific and
can fly on any platform that providesa mode for experiment recov- Fig.1. Scenario.
cry.

Science: As stated earlier, the SPICE instrument's design

requirements encompass the science requirements for thecapture of ence collaboration and guidance from a science working group
intact (or nearly intact) uncontaminated space particles. An addi- composed of scientists from, for example, ARC, JSC, industry, and
tionai key science requirement has to be the early and continuing theacademic community underthe PI's leadership. Once fabricated
access to space and return of samples. The SPICE concept also and flight qualified, the instrumentwill be transported by aircraft to
provides this capability. Three primary science disciplines, plan- Russia and integrated into the Soyuz capsule for transport to the
etary, exobiology, and space debris, have interest in orbital capture MIR station. Upon arrival on MIR, the instrument package will be
and study of dust particles and are expected to be the primary taken to the external attach point, and attached via quick connect/
beneficiaries of the SPICE concept. Basically the planetary science disconnect clamps to MIR; the extemal shipping container (cover)
discipline is interested in capturing pristine primitive space dust to will then be removed, the capture trays manually deployed (the
determine the prehistoric cosmic chemical makeup that will per- procedure can be automated, but for safety the initial deployment
haps help unravel the mystery of the Sun and the solar system will be manual), and the electronics for the instrument activated.
formation, whereas the exobiology science community, as stated For three to six months the instrument will passively capture and
above, is interested in investigating primitive bodies to t'mdfunda- record particulate impacts and other necessary parameters for par-
mental data on the biogenic elements and compounds, the precur- ticle identification. At theend of the exposure period the instrument
sots to the formation and beginnings of life. The space debris will be deactivated, folded, cover emplaced, secured, the external
science community's interest is the long-term detailed observations attachment clamps released, and the instrument package trans-
to determine the evolution of manmade space debris and to infer ferred to the space shuttle for transport back to KSC andultimately
their impact onthe spaceenvironment and thepotential hazards that to the science PIs.
they signify for space operations of both manned and unmanned Science Requirements: The system or instrument concept
orbital space platforms, design requirements used were flowed down from the following

Mission/Instrument Description: The mission/instrument science requirements: (1) There will be no contamination of the
conceptual design was worked out by a SE-'I'IInstitute/LMSC col- particles during capture through laboratory recovery, analysis, and
laboration where the objective was to assemble an instrument archiving; (2) particles willbe captured nearly intact, which means
concept that will meet the science requirements and also meet the that amajor part of theparticle will remain pristine andnot undergo
constraints of a typical space platform. The choice of platform for physical or chemical alteration; (3) the particles will be time- and
this exercise was the MIR space station. Also, it was required that coordinate-tagged so that each particle can be identified; (4) veloc-
the concept be low cost, technically doable, and capable of exploit- ity of impact and mass of theparticles will be inferred at least at the
ing several different space platforms with a high probability of order-of-magnitude level from the acquired data; (5) where pos-
successfully capturing and recovering uncontaminated nearly in- sible, the particle trajectories will be inferred via their tracks in
tact space particles. An innovative flexible concept, the mission the aerogel and other acquired data; (6) particles at velocities
scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1. For this exercise, the assumptions _>10km/s will be captured if possible; and (7) particles 1 Inn or
were made that the necessary arrangements to use!fly on the MIR larger, up to 1 mm, will be the primary capture sizes of interest.
platform and useof the Soyuz launchcapsule have beenworked out, These requirements were used in concert with the space platform
and that the space shuttle will dock with the MIR station and be constraints for the conceptualdesign.
available to transport the SPICE experiment back to the ground. Space Platform (blIR)Constraints: The Russian MIR space

Mission Description: The SPICE instrument package/experi- station has adequate external capability to host a 1-m-squareSPICE
merit will be developed and assembled by a SETI Institute-LMSC instrument. It is expected that the environment around the MIR
team, managed by a NASA/ARC Principal Investigator, with sci- station will be fairly high inmanned contaminants. Recovery of the
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instrument and analysis of the capture medium surface should
provide an indication of the acceptability of samples obtained from SMALLP_rrm.EI,wzr_
MIR and for its hosting futureparticulate capture missions. Practi- _._
cal constraints on the use of the MIR and Soyuz infrastructure
indicate that, if possible, the instrument shouldbe self-contained for
instrument control and data capture electronics, as well as for
power. Physical size is limited by the Soyuz capsule hatch diameter
of 75 cm, and mass must be easily handled by one astronaut.
Recovery of the instrument by the Soyuz capsule is not feasible for
two reasons: (1) The down-payload capability is limited and not
advised and (2) Soyuz lands vertically by parachute on land and
impact g's can be high, and special recovery load attenuation de-

vices for the aerogel will be required, t_aP_r
SPICE System Design Requirements: The primaryrequire-

ment is that the design be flexible so the resulting instrument will
be platform friendly, low cost, and capable of accommodating
improved or additional sensors. Design requirements will be (1) It

will be self-contained for electrical power, instrument control, and Fig..2. SPICEirtstrumentconcept.
data capture. (2) The packaged dimension of the instrument will be
no larger then 70 cm in diameter and about lm long. (3) The mass
of the integrated package will be less then 100 kg. (4) The capture Other sensors such as particle trajectory and mass sensors will be
media package will use aerogelof highpurity [organics < 1ppmand integrated into the instrument as they become available. The instru-
total carbon fI'BD)] to meet the science capture requirements of merit is made up of four nearly identical self-contained trays; each
noncontamination; particle capture parameters to be measured will tray measures approximately 48 x 48 x 20 crn (provides approxi-
include the time and location of impact, impact velocity, and mass mately 0.25 m2of capture surface)and is divided into four sections
to be inferred by the location sensors with the physical evidence of of aerogel, 24 x 24 x 15 cm. With each tray being self-contained,
the particle track. In addition, the particle trajectory will be inferred quadruple redundancy effectively results for the instrument. The
by its track in the aerogel together with other collected data. (5) The outer three trays are hinged as shown so that they fold nearly into a
instrument package during transport will be protected from con- single uniton top of the fourth tray. Hinges are spring loaded sothat
tamination by use of microsieves in the cover as ambient pressure deployment isalways assured with twoelectric drive motorsprovid-
is maintained. (6) The instrumentparticle capture area will be about ing for the slow and gentle deployment as well as for folding the
1 m:. (7) The instrument will be capable of either manual or trays slowlyfor storage and transport back to Earth. Provisions will
automated deployment and folding once attached externally to the be made to allow for manual deployment of the trays.
host platform. (8) The instrument package will be designed to All structures will be of aircraft-grade AI, probably 7075 T-6,
withstand the launch and recovery loads for the space shuttle and and the electronics will be powered by surplus Galileo batteries.
Soyuz launch loads. (9) The instrument design willcomply withall VLSI microelectronics [6]willbe usedto minimizepower consump-
NASA safety, reliability, and quality assurance requirements, as tion, mass, and size of the electronics for SPICE. This will ensure
well as thoserequired forRussian Soyuz/MIRpayloads. The overall that batteries will be feasible even for six-month missions.
schedule for design, fabrication, systemtesting, and integration will Schedule: A strawman schedule to meet the development
be no more then 18months andmay be as short as 12months. Costs time constraint for the space shuttle/MIR docking experiment was
will be minimized by using proven technology and space system developed and is shown in Fig. 3. This is an ambitious schedule
fabrication techniques, timeline and based on conducting the design, reviews, fabrication,

Conceptual Instrument: Figure 2 shows the overall instru- test, and shipment with minimum bureaucracy, and the project
merit in the deployed andtransport mode,folded andpackaged. The manager and team empowered with all decisions pertaining to the
transport container provides for pressure equalization, but with a project andworking as aunit. This schedule was reviewedby ateam
microsieve to ensure that contaminants are kept out of the instru- of senior mangers and found to be doable. The SPICE instrument as
ment and vice versa. As stated earlier, the instrument package for described here is simple, and that may be the keythat willallow this
transport is 70 ern in diameter and 1 m long. It is expected that the schedule tobe met. Effectively it allows a year to design, fabricate,
package will be attached to the orbital platform in the folded test, and ship the finished instrument.
transport configuration. Whenattached to the platform, thecylindri- Prospective Orbital Platforms: The near-term prospective
cal cover can be removed by unlocking the storage latches shown platforms are the Russian MIR space station, Germany's EURECA
and placing the latches in the stored position. The instrument free-flyer orbital platform, _d the space shuttle. Space station
contains the aerogel collection media neatly compartmentalized in Freedom is a future possibility, but it looks like it will not be
16containers packaged 4 to a tray. The electronics for data capture available before 2000 A.D. WESTAR, a commercial orbital
and the batteries for the electronicsare contained in sections in the free-flyingplatform byWestinghouse Corporation,now looksdoubt-
bottom of each tray. Sensors for the time of impact and location of ful.
impact are the two dimensional grid work seen in Fig. 2. The sensor Each of the three near-term potential platforms have issues that
grid wires for the x and y coordinates are separated by a centimeter must be resolved before they can be used to host SPICE. MIR has
from each other and the wire spacings are also a centimeter apart, two key issues associated with its utilization: (1) It is not readily
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Fig.3. SchcduleofSPICE program.

available since it use requires an international agreement and cations for sensor parameters (time of impact, location of impact,
(2) the Russians have very little down-payload capability in their trajectory, etc., and required measurement accuracies) and their
space station transportationinfrastructure. Plusesare thatMIR can priorities.
readily accommodateSPICE, and the Russians at the technical level References: [1] Swenson B. L. (1992) SAICReportNo. 92/
appear very willing to work together to make it happen [7]. 1008, Vol. II. [2] Mendez D., this volume. [3] Timeband Capture

EURECA had a very successful first flight lasting a year from Cell Experiment (TICCE) on EURECA 1, Principal Investigator
June 1992toJuly 1993. Unfortunately,due to funding shortfall, the J.A.M. McDonnell, University of Kent (UK). [4] Tsou P. et al.
German government in the spring of 1993 declared that the second (1988)LPSXXIV.[5]BarrettR.A.etaI.(1992)Proc.LPS, Vol.22,
and third flights would be shelved. The situation has not changed 203-212. [6] Voss H. D. et al. (1993) NASA Small Instrument
officially, but the community is hopeful that a second flight will be Workshop. [7]MIR Space Station Symposium (privatecommunica-
reestablished for flight in 1995 or 1996. SPICE was originally tions with L. A. Gorshkov), Herndon, VA, July 27-28, 1993.
accepted by EURECA for its second flight.

The space shuttlecould be used as an orbital platformfor SPICE CHARGE COLLECTION DURING HYPERVELOCITY
ff the science community is willing to accept collection periods of a PENETRATIONS OF THIN FOILS. R. Peterson, 3738Arnold
week to two weeks integrated over many flights to obtain the total Drive, Houston TX 77005, USA.
exposure time of three to six months. A major issue is thepotential

of not obtaining an acceptable cross-sectional sample of the space The following represents trajectory sensor development work
particulates and storage of the instrument between flights with forthespace-station-based CosmicDustCollectionFacility (CDCF).
assured integrity that the particulate samples already collected will This facility-class payload was to expose some 7 m2 of NASA-
not be compromised. A potential solution to the storage issue is to provided general-user instruments in addition to three instruments
harvest the aerogel after each flight, but this introduces another provided byformally selected principal investigators. The preferred
issue,that of additionalvolume ofmaterialhandling both for harvest trajectory sensor for this general-user instrument envisioned the
and replacement. Also, the hardware will require cleaning before detection of impact-triggeredplasma for both velocitymeasurement
new aerogel andnew sensors are integrated into the instrument,and and location instruments.

system testing will have to be performed. This will add cost. Space station developments in late 1992/early 1993 lead to
Future Tasks: As already stated and inferred, the science cancellation of this potential flight project, for both technical and

requirements are substantially det-medand an instrument can be fiscal reasons. This precipitated terniination of all plasma detection
designed and fabricated to meet the requirements outlined in this work at JSC on behalf of CDCF's general-user instrument.
paper. Once the instrument is designed and fabrication begins, it The following comprises three informal reports that summarize
will be costly and probably impossible to accommodate running the CDCF efforts regarding plasma sensing for trajectorydetermin-
changes to meet changing requirements while maintaining sched- ations. The reports were initially written for internal CDCF use and
ule; thus, it willbe imperative for the science community to provide were not widely distributed. Because no formal publications are
precise requirements/specifications for organic and other contami- envisioned at present, the three reports are included in full in this
hunts (is it ppb or sub-ppb or ppt?) and also requirements/specifi- document. They not only demonstrate that substantial progress was
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300
accomplished in the development of plasma trajectory sensors dur- Chayge,! nCbm r_i40 _il
ing 1990-1992, but the results are hopefully of interest and use to io n [] !10 n_il

others who may continue these developments. The chronological o i5 mil
sequence of these three reports is reversed, with the first containing _ _ i2 mil
the latest information.

Charge Collection Near the Hypervelodty Penetration of " o iQir-1
Thin Foils--Efforts to Develop a Velocity Detector for 200 [] :_ffio
CDCF: This reportdescribes recentexperimentsusing alight gas
gun to test aprototype two-plane thin-foil velocitydetector.The goal i[]

was to determine its capabilities in measuring projectile velocity [] i
and the location of the penetration of each foil. Figure 1 shows that :=tn i
each foil plane is identical,having aset ofX andY charge collection ×:
wires (the Y wires spaced 2 mm behind the X wires to prevent [] o i
contact). The wires are spaced 1 cm apartand the first wire plane is 100 []i " i

I crn behindthe foil. The two foil planes are separated by 30 cm. In tn ,, i@ oo _i
ir7 o

most of the tests reported here, the wires were biased +40 V with [] _ i
respect to the 0.8-1gn-thickAI foil. All projectiles are l/8-in-diam- i_ ,, !
eter glass spheres (1 mm spheres are just now being successfully :i,, oo,, o = i

launchedagainwith this experimentin the target chamber).The _i_ooi:_ o _o :_ i_l_:] im'_i_ iFigi 2
projectile velocity is 6 km/s unless otherwise stated (see Fig. 3). _ ,q [_,o,._ i it°_,,, 1_,, 1,_o I_Most data have been taken using 125-1arn-diameterW collection 0 " " '"' -
wires, although one graph shows the results of varying wire diam- -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
eter from 50 to 1000 Inn (Fig. 2). Dist. from wire to projectile path, cm

Before inserting the two-plane prototype, a single plane of ver-
tical wires was used (with the same l-cm geometry) to get prelimi- Fig.?.. Chargetovariouslysizedwiresbiased+40V,Icrabehind0.8-praAI
nary data on the spatial resolution properties of this scheme. Typi- foilpenetratedby1/8-inglasssphere.Velocity:.6 km/s(CHGPLT).
tally, the current to six wires was recorded, along with the current
to the penetrated foil and the output of a photodiode looking at the
input side of the foil. The currents were indicated by the voltage creates local plasma upon impact. The largerwire wouldalso collect
across a 50-ohm load and were recorded on a set of four Tek 2232 more charge from the original projectile/foil plasma as it sweeps
2-charmel digital oscilloscopes. Records contained 4096 samples(8 throughthe region of the wires. The relative contribution from each
bits deep) taken at 0.2-ps intervals, of these two sourcesof charge is unknown. Figure 4 shows atypiczl

This single, vertical wire plane was used for many shots to event where wires farther from theprojectile path collect charge at
determine approximately what spatial resolution is possible. It was later times. The velocity of the debris/plasma is near the projectile
already known that the plasma/debris cloud produced behind the velocity (6km/shere).AcarefullookatFig.4showstinysignalsdue
foil can be quitewide. Figure 2 showsaplot of charge collected from to the impact "flash" that arealmost simultaneous with thephotom-
the wires vs. the distance from the wire to the foil penetration eter signal. These flash signals (more clearly seen with smaller
(measured perpendicularly from thepath). Thecharge wasobtained particles in accelerators) would be great for timing, but much less
by numerical integration of the current signals. Figure 2 indicates useful for spatial information. Figure 3 shows similar data as in
that the location of the penetration can be located within approxi- Fig. 2, but here the vertical scale is logarithmic and the variations
mately 1 era. This implies that the resolution can be improved by in projectile velocity are highlighted.
decreasing the distance from the wires to the foil (which would also Next, the two-foil-plane system was put in the target chamber.
require more wires). The larger-area wires collect more charge, In order to test a simplified data gathering scheme, an analog
presumably because they intercept more of the foil debris, which multiplexer (MUX)and its associated timing circuitrywas installed

near the frame, one for each of the two-foil planes. Figure 5 shows
a schematic of the integrators and the multiplexer, including all
timers and comparators. The integrators were of standard design,
the same as the very-low-noise designs used in the electrostatic
accelerator tests. One change had to be made: the l/8-in projectile
produced currents to the wires on the order of 200 ma. greatly in
excess of the current handling_capabilityof integratedcircuit ampli-
tiers (20 ma maximum). The current had to be shunted and the
current read as a voltage, which was then integrated. Figure 6 gives
the modifications. Projectiles 1 mm and below can be dealt with
using the standard integrator in Fig. 5.

A 16-channelMUX chip (DG506) was used so eachof the 8 wire_0 era --
signals was applied to two inputs and the MUX timing provided 16
outputs when triggered. This yields two samples of each integrator

Fig.1. output at times separated by 25 las.A simple short burst of charge
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1000
"Char_]e t_ wire, nCb i would be indicated by the two integrator samples being equalr-a 4 krfi/s

! " 5 km/s (seldom the case). Each foil plane had its own independentMUX
o i o 6 km/s and its output was recordedseparately. The operation of the MUX

100 ,_ ,, system can best be understood by referring to Fig. 7 where the two
o o i signals at the bottom show the front and rear multiplexer outputs.

_ The first positive-going signal is a timing mark insertedfrom the0'3 _
×0 i×

x _ comparator,which triggers the timing circuit ("inserts time mark"
o i _ o labeled in Fig. 5). These timingmarks are marked with dark arrows10 × _ ,_ O !

o x [_ B [] i _ inFig. 7. Note that the interval between these two MUX timemarks
t_ ca _ z_ i isabout 53 ps, giving a little less than 6 km/s velocity over the 300-r_ x ca : r_ × 0

ca ca o c= _ o mmspan between the foils. The MUX timing delays l0 ps and then
outputs channel 1 (wire #1), which is markedwith the light arrows1 r_

o " (the8 channels are cycled throughtwice). The projectile struckvery
closely inthe centerbetween wires 2 and 3 andone can see that these

._ two signals dominate the output. Essentially the same result is seen
× [';'1 :¢)

"1 in the rear MUX except that the wire 3 charge is comparatively less

.1 t= [ than that of wire 2. The last two channels (7 and 8) are horizontal
_ wires and will not be discussedfarther. The front MUX shows the

Figi _ second data cycle with significantly greater signal than the firsti cycle. This appears to result from low levels of charge arriving.01 Irllrtlll l_[:'illf! 1[11 flit ltll III I I'1 I during the 25 psbetween the two samples. For some reason, therear
-3 -2 -1 O 1 2 3 4 5 6 MUX shows very little change between samples (more often than

Dist. from wire to projectile path, cm not, itdrifts upward like thefront MUX). The charge coIlected at the
rear wires was consistently larger than that collected at the front and

Fig.3. Chargeto 2-ramwiresbiased+40V, I cmbehind0.8pmAIfoil averageda factor of 7 higher (inFig. 7 the integrators driving the rearpenetratedbyl/8-inglasssphere.Velocitiesasshown(456CHRG).
MUX had one-half the gain of the front; the rear charge is approxi-

8 mately 6 times larger than the front). Also note in Fig. 7 that the
Data Iro_ 'OB1084_GD'

CDCFMI._I- _ OI_IGL"_a,LZNT_TDR SCHO"IC

aUC4.iST,1993 _ _"_ THRC3_Og_)
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Fig. 4. Currenttowiresbehindfoillag asdistancetoimpact increases, acceleratorexperiments.
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BTI21S tured after penetrating the second 0.8-pm-thick foil at 6 km/s. The
'-'-q ( spatial resolution obtained in the MUX experiments appears the

0 00 1 same as seen in earlier non-MUX data (Figs. 2 and 3) and can be
summarizedas being roughly equal to the wire spacing s, when the

< 1.1'1 _ wire plane is distance s behind the foil.
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the projectile velocities mea-

L[. "_K L['OOK sured from the MUX tracesvs. the averageof thevelocities obtained

: -- target chamber (several LED arrays occulted by the projectile).For

0 _ 0 some mason, the MUX velocities are 1-2% greater than the refer-
ence values. The source of this discrepancy has not been tracked
down.

Summary: Experiments have been done using projectiles ap-
Fig.6. proximately 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than the CDCF size

range (dust accelerators: particles 0.1 to 1.0 Inn diameter iron
spheres, 30 down to 3 kin/s) and using projectiles near 2 orders of
magnitude larger (light gas gun: 50- to 3200-1ma-diameterglass

Amplitude spheres at 5 to 6 krn/s).8
Shot $ 1272 The following is a summary of the properties of signalsseen by

biased collection wires behind a penetrated foil.
1. Signal-to-biased wirehas initialUVflash, followedby slower

7 component (signal front traveling close to projectile velocity) with
re a r higheramplitude, which isdueto charge from theexpanding debris/

Current
6 to ifoils

k./ i""------Z.++_ vel. from

6.3MUX, km/s
[]

5

,ron, ill

....++j l,.i__ o.o°' °° °"
] rear MUX
_ Sept !993, +ikP

1 ,,,,,,,,,l,l,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,,,l,,,,,,,t,l,,,,,,,,, 5.8 []
110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250

u Sec 5.7

Fig.7.

5.6

current to the rear foil is significantly larger than that seen at the 5.5 ! t ! 1 t t I 1 [ I ] I
front (top two traces). Since the geometry of the two planes is the 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3
same, the only known difference is that the projectile has been vel. from LEDson gun, km/s"excited" by penetrating the first foil. This initial shock apparently
causes the second foil to produce a larger debris/plasma cloud.
Witness plates show that the projectile is significantly more frac- Fig.8.
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plasma cloud. The flash component is much more pronounced at Two Tektronix 2232 digital oscilloscopes were used to record
high velocities (seen in dust accelerator experiments), the signals from four biased wire collectors placed behind an AI

2. Charge collected at rear of foil scales with the mass of the target foil. Data records varied from a total of 20--50 laS,sampled at

exploded foil and velocity to the fourth power. At6 km/s (avelocity 25and 10megasamples per secondrespectively. Foil thicknesses of
used at both particle size extremes) collected charge/unit foil mass 200, 500, and 1000A were used. In these tests, 450 particle events
is approximately 50 Cb/kg with iron projectiles (near I lamdiam- were recorded and stored on floppy disks for later analysis.
eter) and about 6 Cb/kg with glass (1000-3000 lamdiameter) into The signal amplifiers are Amptek A-250 powered by :!:6VDC
AI foil targets. Onebig difference is that the projectile diameter/foil batteries mounted onto the experiment frame inside the vacuum, no
thickness ratiovaries from about 10 to 3000 for thesmall and large more than5 cmfrom theendof thecollector wires (stray capacitance
projectile experiments respectively, was minimal, yielding lower ultimate noise level). The integrating

3. Collected charge is not a steep function of bias voltage, amplifiers used 1pf feedback and their gain was tested in situ to be
Signals increased very little at biases above 20 V. such that 1 V out corresponded to a charge of 10-12coulomb.

4. A simple data system that measures the total collected charge The experiment arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 9.
from a crossed wire array behind a thinfoil (data from light gasgun Eight 125-pm-diameterWwires labeledwith odd integers 3through
with large glass projectiles at 6 km/s) has the following properties: 17are 10mmapart and 10mm behind the target foil. Three different
(1) Spatial resolution is approximately equal to wire spacing when sets of fourof these wires were used toprovide the data signals from
wire is one wire spacing behind the foil; (2) resolution of the time each penetration event. For the data presented here, the wires were
of flight between two foil planes is approximately 0.2 laS. biased at +190 V wrt the foil (ground). A solid Al"backstop" (same

Signals to Biased Wires Adjacent to a Thin Foil Penetrated potential as foil) was 44 mm behind the foil. Since this backstop
by a Hypervelodty Particle: These experiments began by using could not be avoided, it was used as a timing device to check the
biased planar grid structures on both entrance and exit sides of the velocity figures obtained from the accelerator operator.
target foil. This required only two signal channels and maximized One phenomenon seen inprevious testswas of particular interest
the chargecollected. However, theonlypracticable collector scheme (see Fig. 28): a sharp signal occurring almost instantaneously at all
envisioned for CDCF uses thin wires suspended behind the target collectors at a time coinciding with the particle penetration of the
foil, two perpendicular sets of wires generating the location of a foil (the "flash"). Much effort has been made to be sure that this
particle penetration. The In'stexperiments using wires were done at signal isnot an electronic artifact--it appears to be real. Because of
LANL and a second (and largely unsuccessful) experiment was the travel time differences to the various wires, it seemed that these
done at Concordia. This paper summarizes the results of the latest signals couldnot be the resultof charge from a plasma drawn to the
wire collector tests at Heidelberg, done since the December 1991 wires by electric fields. A highly self-shielded plasma could pass
report (referred to here as HB3). through the electric fields from the wires closest to the penetration

and then provide charge to a remote wire after the plasma density
dropped, allowing the local fields to penetrate.This process would
require a very measurable time delay--which is not seen. There-

17 15 13 21 9 7 5 3 fore, in thisseries ofexperiments the apparatus was designed sothat
- wires couldbe spaced a great distance from the penetration event to

o_ see just how far away the flash can be detected. If this flash signal
--- amplitudedoes not drop as the distance is increased, it must be a

o spurious signal. The most distant collector wire in the I-IB3tests is

_" ._ about 7 cm from the foil penetration (thus themaximum aspect ratio
oY _ here is 7; the largest ratio in earlier experiments was about 2).X < <

m Figure 10shows HB3 shot 260 where theparticle struck the foil
somewherebetween wires 3 and 5. These are the signals one might

_ expect if the world were as it should be: the charge collected at the
wire closest to the impact is large, and the other wires collect pro-
gressively lower charge as one moves away from the impact (see
Fig. 9 to review the wire locations). Unfortunately, things arenot so
simple, andshot 260 is the only one (in HB3data) found with these

i BACKSTOP ] simple characteristics. Figure II shows #184 where, again, the
event occurs near wire 3. The wire 3 signal does not have the fast-
rising leadingedge--the"flash" as seen onwires 7 and 9--- butdoes

_ attain higheramplitude (the largersignal beginning at around 10laS

...... into the record isdue to theplasma ejected when theparticle hits the
• solid AI backplate). The flash signal is apparently the same one seen

IFOIL in the LANLexperiments andhere it appearslarger at the wire 3 cm
away from the impact (wire 9)! This apparent increase in signal as
one moves away from the event is what prompted placing wires

Fig.9. HB3foilandcollectorwirelayout.Wiresare10mmbehindfoiland much farther from the foil impact area. Figure 12, shot 236, was
I0 mmaparuBackstopis44mmbehindfoil.Foilis imbeddedinracialplane done with thesame set of collection wires as Fig. l l,but here we see
topmviderelativelyconstantEfieldincollectionregion, that the flash signal is much lower at wire 9 (the most distant from
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Fig. 11. Fig. 13.
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Fig.14. Fig. 16.

:'.u !v| i the penetration) compared to its closer neighbor, wire 7. The arrow

inFig. 12points out a feature seen in many shots: a dip of varying
amplitude followed by a slow rise. The start of the rise occurs

OLTS/50 O HM,i LGGUN approximately at the time the particlepasses the wire. The particle
" in shot 236 travels 26 mm/ps and therefore it takes 0.38 ps to travel

.... -;.... -:.... z.......... --"X i rir""i P- i _.- the 10 mm to the wire from the foil. This time delay is more easily

1- _ i i i [/." .,-"'_-'-- _--- seen in shot 386 of Fig. 13 (some signals saturated) and in shot 356

--.+ Wl i i of Fig. 14, shots at 18and 6.4 km]s respectively. The most simple
i---_ W2 i interpretation of this is that the debris cloud from the foil and]or
i----_ W3 i i particle intercepts the wire, generating local plasma. The gradual
i.... _ W4 i i rise beforehitting the wire is charge collected from the foil penetra-

1.0 i'l-_ waW61 i tion plasma. Preliminary data fromthe JSC light gas gun is eonsis-
---_ tent with this picture, and is presented next.

Foil/wire experiments in the light gas gun. Figures 15and 16
show data from a l/8-in diameter glass sphere penetrating 0.8-pm-

SHOT 11047, _ thick AI foil in the light gas gun at JSC. Wires 10mm apart andiMILi WIRES I0 mm behind an A1foil are biased at +40 V. Thus the collection
geometry is very similarto that shown in Fig. 9. All shots are very

....................... "_.... "" _ ........... close to 6 km/s. The only significant difference in the two shots is
that shot 1047is donewith 2-ram-diameterW wire whileshot 1049

• (Fig. 16)used 20-mm wires.(Note thathere we do not integratethe
0.0 [ ' ]- _ i , 1 , [ , i-_-t--i [ _-/ 1 /--_- currentcollected; it is simply displayedas a voltage across the 50.

175 176 177 178 179 180 18"1""182 183 184 18 ohm load. I-IB3signals were integratedand displayedas charge.)
uSec The arrow in shot 1049 locates a small hump that may begin the

signal due to debris hitting the 20-rhm-diameter collection wire.
Fig.15. Shot 1047,with the much smaller 2-mm-diameter collection wires,

does not seem to show this effect. This appears tosupport the debris
hypothesis mentioned earlier.

The most important feature of these light gas gun data is that the
locationof the particle penetration seems to be easily locatedand the
signals not very difficult to interpret. The signals from wires fall
quickly as they are located farther from the penetration event. The
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___ Rear L_ft Shot #77 (J), 5km/sRear R_hL ooo rl:)alafrom'W32REF-J.CQD'MP1,1990, rkp

Bias Voltage
< rear of foil
<

200 - Glitches from nearby ..__, accelerator? ;_~

100 j¥"

<'_ / Particle passes-- Particle
/ thru front

,_/collector

5 10 15 20 25 30

r_ Microsecs
Fig.I7. HeidelbergexperimenL Fig. 18.

leadingedgeof the signals is a bit slower than that correspondingS h o t # 9 5 ( K), 12 k m/s

to the microparticlesfromtheelectrostaticaccelerators,but it ison 200 ]Date 'W32REF-K.OOD' MP1,1990, rkpthe same orderof magnitude(hundredsof nanoseconds). Mostof the from
previous light gas gun data have been with large ring collectors.
Effortsare now concentrated toward the CDCF wire configuration.

Charge Collected by a Biased Probe near the Hypervelocity
Penetration of Thin Foil Experiments to Develop a Vector . ._..__ ___l,,__._,h,_. _,_^
Velocity Detector for the Cosmic Dust Collection Facility
(CDCF): This reportsummarizestests done in threelocations.

Experiments at Max-Planck-lnstitut (MPI), Heidelberg, Particle passes thru
1990. Figure17is a schematicof the experiment.Chargefrom front collector
plasmaproducedin the hypervelocitypenetrationof an A1foil is
collected at positively biased grids on either side of the foil. The 100 - i1.1 t . .,_lld,

particles used are iron spheres ranging from 0.1 re~2 pm in ___[l' ,"diameter at velocities from 20down to 5 km/s. The collectorswere ,-

normally biased at +40 V (experiment showed that the signals rear], of foil
became constant at bias voltages above about +20 V). Two signals /
were acquired from either the front and rear collectors or the two " , .,, :
side-by-side collectors on the rear(in the front/rearmode, the rear !.+___Ppi'_L,,.,,'
signal was the sum from the two collectors). Charge amplifiers in
use were the same as used for the charge-sense stations on the
acceleratorpath andhadnoise levels of around 10--16Cbnns. Data
were acquiredandrecordedonatwo-channelTektrortix2232digital 0 , , _ : ; i _ _ _ T I _ ; _ _ ! _ : . • i _ = _ :
oscilloscope.No downloadcapabilitywasavailable, so26interesting 0 5 10 15 2 0 2 5
traceswere storedinthe internalscope memoryandlaterdownloaded Mic r o s e e s
at JSC. Three of these data traces are shown in this report. ..

The experimental apparatus used was similar to that used in
April 1989at MPI, but it allowed the foil and collector elements to Fig.19.
be moved (the earliermodel had fixed spacings). Most data were
taken using the minimum 7-ram spacing; theearlier experimentwas
conductedat the fixed3-ram spacing, whichcould not be reproduced
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Iog(Qfront/Qrear) on this trial. The newapparatusallowedarbitrarybiasingof all
1.0 _ elements, but this capability was not used.

Figure 18shows a typical 5-km/s shot. The large negativespike
L- MPI 1990, rkp
i m IogR,Tu is the charged particlepassingthrough the front collector grid. The

_- ,, IogR,We particle strikes the foil at almost exactly 15 psinto the mace. Theo log R,Th front charge signal consists of an initial fast component, followedby

i _ agn a slower, larger It is almost 5 after foil that
component. ps impact

x_o_ omt_ the rearsignal begins to rise; it is of one component and it is quite
0.0 _ ._, × _ slow. In this shot, the rear collector is 13mm from the foil and the

o 06oxo,,x,, _ rear screen grid is 7 mm behind the collector.x ° tl_
L _, 0 o ,,n A 12-km/s event is shown in Figure 19. The front signal is

× % ox an _ smaller (see Fig. 21 for a summary of the front/back ratio vs.
L x o velocity) and the chargedparticle is barely visible passing througho
1 _ ._ the front collector grid.The rear signal still has two components but
! o _× _n the early component is barely visible above the noise. The delay of

i o an o

an the slow rear component is about 2 ps (this delay appears to be
anm e_ related to velocity!). Figure 20 is a 16-km/s shot. Here the early-1.0 - o _>_ x anm []

0 0 ,, [] signal on the rear is easily visible. The negative slope of the early

,- _ _ " ] signal implies either that positive ions are being collected at this

[ ,< ] pointorthat the surfacecharge on theplasma ball has reversed from" " '< negative to positive (the integratingamplifier inverts).The physical• explanation of this "flash" signal is-not known.

F complex and veryslow signals indicate that a velocity
DIIIII from

All these

-2.0 t _[,_t _t_ _t Jr! _i,,_ i_ _, t [itt !ltt t :_ resolution of I% (in a 30-cm path length) could be problematic.
0.6 0.7 0.8 0._ 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 Speaking of resolution, Fig. 22 displays data that may indicate a

log V (kmls) limit to the spatial resolution capabilities of a foil/plasmavelocitydetector. In a test very similar to that done on the front of the foil in
April 1989,the two rearcollectors wereused. The coplanar collector

Fig.21. grids were 7 mm behind the foil and the particle beam center was
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moved to a point 7 mm to one sideof the gap betweenthe twogrids. k
The

two signals recorded are appropriately named "far" and "near" ,X BIAS
and the ratio of the two is plotted vs. particle velocity in Fig. 22. No
extra occulting aperture was placed inthe beam pathso theexpected _l) _
beam diameter of 3 mmallows agood deal of variation in the impact Ii >)
point; this may have contributed to the great scatter in the data of \ 1 • _k,

Fig. 22. Despite the scatter, it seems clear that, at high velocities, _N _ I _\\the charge is available over a wide area and that the ultimate spatial ,_
resolution is less than that available at low velocities. \ | ) [_

Four graphs show details of charge collected on the front _ 4 >>
(Figs"23 and 24) and therear (l=igs"25 and 26) °f the f°il"Figure 23 _ '_|shows the frontcharge per unit mass of the particle vs. velocity for \
both 0.1- and 0.02-1am-thickfoils (T). The 0. l-laindata seem to lie
above the data for the thinner foil at low velocities, but the two
merge above 10km/s. Figure 24 is the same except that the vertical
axis is now charge per unit mass of the foil biscuit cut out by the
particle (assumed tohave the same diameter as theparticle,D). Now
the 0.02-1amdata lie above the 0.1-1urndata. One would expect the
front charge to scale with particle mass (I)3) in the crateringregime
(when D is near T) and to scale with foil mass (D2--see below)
when D >T. D is approaching T for the0. l-larnfoilat highvelocities,
but I still don't have any interesting interpretation of these data. K

The rear data appear to have a simple interpretation.Figure 25
(corresponding toFig. 23on thefront) shows that thecharge/particle \
mass through the 0. l-Inn foil is about 5 times larger than that for the
0.02-1amfoil. Figure 26 shows that this difference disappearswhen
charge/foil mass is plotted. Note that the velocity dependence of the
charge signals on the front and rear are quite different. The front
goes approximately as V2 and the rear as approximately V4. t"

Experiments at Los Alamos (LANL) in late 1990. A special Fig.27. LANLprincipalconfiguration.
fixturewas builtto allow the experimentframeto be mountedin the
target chamber of the dust accelerator at the LANL Ion Beam
Facility (this fixture had to be abandoned after the experiments
becauseof tritiumcontaminationfrom the5-MeV accelerator).This
acceleratorprovidesFeparticles atvoltages to5 million V and thus
could provide slightly larger particles at any given velocity. The CHARGE

primary difference between these tests and the experiments at MPI O.08 i _ i i i
is the use of wires for charge collectors rather than electromesh q LANL shot# 4051 ,,..=._
grids. Wires are thought tobe the only practical method of covering 0.07 i
the large foil area used with CDCF. These wires, being spaced at "_ ] :.,-=7-"-tintervals many times the wire diameter, do not provide as large ;
average electric field for charge collection as doplanar gridsbiased O.OB _ ,r _.,J' .a_
at the same voltage. The initial tests had two wires infront and two -_ __N [

in the rear of the test foil. The charge collectedby the wires on front 0.05 --! __-_! ::

,r
_,.:

and back corresponded well to that collected by the grids at MPI, : !

even at rather low bias voltages of 20 V. Apparently,only very low 0.04 )

electric fields are required to collect whatever charge is available. ]
Since charge collection at the exit side of the foil seems most z.-,-.---_._m,.

--]
desirable, the front was abandonedand four verticalwire collectors 0.03
were placed at the rear. The 0.5-ram-diameter wires were 5 mm .,,7-------'-:,",_'T_ WIRE 1

O ili ......Figure 27 shows the setup. The charge amplifiers were Amptek

250-Abattery-poweredunitsprovidedbytheacceleratorgroup.The 0.0"1 -_ 20kmlsl I:)ARTICi.E, I1000A A_. F01L
amplifiers were mounted on the main flange, 10 in away from the 7 DATA _AM'IaLED AT 201qS
actual collector wires. The coaxial connections addedabout 15pf 0.00 - ' _ _ ) i ) _
stray capacitance andraised the output noise level to about 10-16Cb

0.00 1.00 2.00
rms, still a factorof 2 or 3 below that at MPI. For some unexpected MICROS ECO NDS
reason, the pulse noise environment was very quiet; this allowed
much more detail to be recorded. Two Tektronix 2232 digital Fig. 28.
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storage scopes were available, allowing four traces to be sampled uniform and consistent in sign. Plasmabetween any two rings will
and stored. The data files were downloaded to ahard disk after each provide ions to the left andelectrons to the ring onthe right. Figure
shot. For most shots, signals in a 10-1asinterval were recorded (the 30 shows signals from these electrodes obtained from a shot using
timing window was difficult to set; very small intervalscould result a 25-1am-thickA1foil, penetrated by a l/8-in glass sphere projectile.
in most events being missed). The "flash" phenomenon, seen at The earliest signal is the ion signal from the foil itself. This signal
MPI, was easily seen and this time was studied inmuch more detail, is the total from both sides ofthe foil (signals from positively biased
Figure 28 shows a20-km/s shot seen ina 2-1aswindow withsamples rings on the front of the foil are not shown here) andthe sharp rise
every20 ns. The particle hits near wire#3 of thearray of four wires, occurs within a small fractionof a microsecond of impact. The ring
Eachwire picks up a rather strong flash signal, but the wires nearest signals are shown with arrows andthe sequence isas follows: First,
the penetration have a much larger component arriving much later, anegative signal as theplasma ball approaches thering from the left.
The flash signal dips (see Fig. 20) near the impact, but apparently Then, as the plasma passes through the ring (and the ring now
dips less as thecharge is collected farther fromthe penetration. One becomes the negative electrode), the signal turns positive. This
wonders what happens as the collection point is moved even farther sequence repeats except that the last ring never collects positive
away---does the flash signal ever disappear? This two-component charge since it is the most positive electrode in the area. Note that
event will make it difficult to do both timing and measure total as the first ring signal becomes positive, the second ring goes
charge (givinga clue to thesize of theparticle). Theflash component negative; as the second goes positive, the third goes negative. The
isperfect for exact timing, but it is smaller than the slowcomponent early negative signal on the third ring is apparently due to a small
and carries little information as to the particle size or the location of jet of plasma hitting a connection wire on this shot.
the penetration event. The slow component contains the size and The relatively weak negative signal from the first ring may be
location information, but is far too slow for any use in timing, due to the fact that the plasma is very dense in its first few micro-

Experiments using the two-stage light gas gun. Although the seconds of life; the plasma iswell shieldedand the electric field can
light gasgun is limited tovelocities below Tkm!s,itcanprovidevery only attract a small charge from its small surface. As the ball
large projectiles up to several millimeters in diameter.Recently, the expands, its surface area grows and its density drops quickly_-the
gun has been made to work in the "shotgun" mode, providing debye length becomes greater and the electric field is able to
particles as small as 50 Inn. This is ideal for the size range envi- penetrate deeper into the plasma. The larger signals seen later are
sioned for CDCF (10-100 larn).Another featureof the light gas gun consistent with this simple picture.
that is unavailable with electrostatic accelerators is that it can shoot The light gas gun experiments are the only ones to date that
nonmetallic projectiles. Glass is used to simulate the chemistry of allow study of the time development of the plasma. We hope to get
cosmic dust. further information on just how long the plasma can last. CDCF

Figure 29 shows the arrangement used in recent plasma experi- plans to use two plasma detection planes; these studiescan give
merits in the gun. Three l/8-in diameter copper rings, 2 inches in
diameter, are spaced at 1-in intervals behind the target foil. The foil

is biased at ground (OV) and the three tings are biased in positive Voltsaer0ss50Ohms
20-V steps so that the electric field between the rings is relatively 40

__. , ]

o I

1o I

210 220 230
microseconds

Fig.29. RingcollectorsusedinthelightgasgunatJSC. Fig.30.
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3"5i ! MC i i/_ SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE PRIMITIVE BODY
Log 0(G/ p, b/kg SAMPLE RETURN MISSIONS.-AN APPROACH FROM

1- Heldleberg (m!sh)//7_// ! THE LIGHT.INDUCED EFFECT ON WATER VAPOR. M.Shimizu, ISAS, Sagamihara-shi,Kanagawa229, Japan.

2.5 Water is undoubtedlyone of the most crucial components of the
i solar nebula for determining planetary composition: Planets were

formed from theaccretion of the dustparticles in the nebula,and the

" J_ redox stateof Fe in the particles can be determined by the reactionof Fe with watervapordiffused into the interior of the particle in the1.5 early stage of solar system formation.

i m/_i_ _'_/_¢/L°s _lam°i (wir0s),/ core ofthe Earth may be somewhat oxidizedby thehigh pressureandIthas been discussedfrom various observations that the cores of
Mercury, Venus, and the Earth might be metallic Fe, although the

_/ Cone rdia (wires temperature reactionof liquid Fe with perovskite at the boundaryof,j'/

_"/ the mantle andthe core [1], whereas the core of Marsmay be highly0.5 _ _ + CC oxidized, as suggested by its low density.
r- . "+ RB2 Isotopic anomalies of various elements have frequently been= /"_' i --_-- LANL

k observed in the solar system (in planetary atmospheres and in/ .L i i ! meteorites) and some of them can be attributed to the injection of
i-0.5 1' I I!iv r, T[ T_ _ l_, i it ll![IllT , _ _ exotic particlesformed inother stars into the solar nebula. Hydrogen

and D anomalies inplanetary atmospheres were frequently believed
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 to correlate with the differential escape of H and D from the exo-

LOGIO V(kmls) spheres of Venus and Mars, although no one knows the primordial
Fig.31. D/H ratios before thermal escape. However, an explanation of the

decrease of the observed D/H ratios with distance from the Sun was
attempted by considering the light-induced drift effect [2] to dis-
place H2160 alone to the outside in the solar nebula.

AnO isotopic anomaly was observed in the carbonaceous mete-
orites: theratio ofI70 andJor180/160in themeteorites deviated from
those of tap water on Earth to increase 160 with distance from the

clues as to whether the first plane could c;iuse problems for the Sun [3]. The phenomenon could be explained by the contamination
second one downstream, of the solar nebula from the injection of exotic materials containing

Experimentsat ConcordiaCollege,Moorhead, Minnesota. The pure 160 alone of the supernova, but the tendency of the increase
Concordia microparticle accelerator was used to provide sub- could also be interpreted in terms of the light-induced effect, since
micrometer Fe sphere projectiles at velocities up to 10km/s. Paral- I-I2160alone would be moved outside, as well as the variation of the
lel W collector wires, 125 pm in diameter, were placed behind a redox state of Fe in the cores of the terrestrial planets.
1000-,_ A1foil. The wires were 1cm apart, 1 cm from the foil, and The light-induced effect was first advocated by Gel'muldaanov
biased up to +200 V. Four adjacent wireswere sensed with Amptek and Shalagin [4] and its photomechanical parameters were mea-
A250 charge amplifiers (mounted in the vacuum, within centime- sured byBloemink et al. [2] to suggest that transport distance of H20
ters of the wire ends). Although the amplifier noise was quite low, during the solar nebula phase would be 3.5 x 107 m, 3 times the
the ambient noise level was very high and the very small flash diameter of Venus, by assuming 2500 K black-body radiation from
signatures could not be seen. However, it was apparent that thewide the protosolar envelope. The effect is isotopically selective, addi-
spacing allowed the primary signals from only two adjacent wires rive, and uses particle momentum instead of light momentum.
to be seen (the LANL tests with wires at closer spacing showed a Therefore the effect could cumulatively be rather strong, although
much wider pattern; see Fig. 28). It was found that wire diameter is it is based on the very weak gravitational redshift of the infrared
not a significant factor. Figure 31 shows that the charge per unit radiation. However, the estimated distance is too small, since the
projectile mass is consistent with that seen at LANL. The mesh absence of water on Venus would soon be filled by water in the
collector system used at Heidelberg is a more efficient collector at vicinity of Venus at the solar side. The transported distance should
low velocities, but mergeswith thewire dataabove 10 km/s.All data be at least of the order of 0.1 AU.

in Fig. 31 represent charge collected on the exit side of the pen- We speculate that the proto-Sun would be the infrared laser star,
etmted foil. whose radiation was strong enough io cause the above three phe-

Acknowledgments: Access to the dust accelerators at MPI, nomena (in the same direction): Fe oxidization, and H and O
Heidelberg, and Los Alamos National Laboratory, including many anomalies. Millimeter emission from water vapor due to light
useful discussions with E. Grtin and G. Strandling, is gratefully pumping was observed by irradiation of large ultraviolet flux [5].
acknowledged. The JSC light gas gun experiments were supported Laser effectswere also detected at wavelengths of 28 and 33 pm [6].
byF'Cardenas'W'Davidson'J'Haynes'andJ'Winkler°fLockheed Although direct observation of water laser in the near-infrared

ESC, Houston. Many exchanges with F. HSrz, D. Grounds, and S. region in the laboratory is not yet available, we may expect that the
Auer contributed and shaped the course of this study, proto-Sun was a strong infrared laser star, pumped by violent
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molecularcollisionsin itsenvelope causedby turbulencefromthe (a) T.o,._.,.._. T.o2.....,0 (b)
interior (ultraviolet radiation would also contribute to pumping).
We hope to test it by the observation of T Tauri stars by using the f_
ISO spacecraft in the near future. The analysis of O anomalies of the ..............

mwhi'fo_l ¢lpfv_ _11

returned sample from the primitive bodies in the solar system is ,,,.............
interesting for this purpose, too. '......
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PENETRATION OF MULTIPLE THIN FILMS IN ............
MICROMETEORITE CAPTURE CELLS. C.G. Simon1_, _'_"
1McDonnellCenter for the SpaceSciences,WashingtonUniversity, c,._........ ,..... _
St. Louis MO 63130, USA, ZPresent address: Institute for Space ..........'

Scienceand Technology, 1810NW6th Street, Gainesville1=132609, Fig.1. Fivecapturecelldesigns.(a)"OS"multifoilcapturecell,1.8-mmfoil
USA. spacing,showingpositionoftwo-filmPVDFtrajectory/velocitysensor,VYNS

registrationf'dm,andeffectivedebrisdispersionangle(£2);(b)"cs-1"multifoil
As part of a continuing effort to develop cosmic dustdetectors/ capturecell, 10-20lainfoil spacing,showingpositionof wiregridplasma

collectors for use in space, we performed a series ofhypervelocity detector;(e)"CS-l"rnultifoilcapturecellwith100-1ma-thickdacronnetspacers;
impact experiments on combined sensor/capture-cell assemblies (d)"Ge"capturecellwithcoverfoil;(e)aerogelcapturecellwithAIcoverfoil.
using 10-200-1am-diameterglass projectiles and olivinecrystals at
velocities of 0.9-14.4 km/s. The design objective of the space-fight
instrument is to measure the trajectories of individual particles with
sufficient accuracy to permit identification of their parent bodies
and to capture enough impactor material to allow chemical and
isotopic analyses of samples returned to Earth. Three different through two PVDF sensor films is discussed. Impactor fragments in
multiple-f'dmsmall-particle capture cell designs(0.1-100-1am-thick selected capture cells from impacts at velocities up to 6.4 km/s were
AI foils with ~10, 100, and 1800 lgnspacing) were evaluated for identifed using scanning electron microscopy with energy disper-
their ability to capture impactor fragments and residue. Their per- sive spectroscopy (SEM/EDS).
formances were compared to two other types of capture cells, foil The five types of capture cells evaluated axeshown in Figs. 1a-
coveredGecrystals, and 0.50 and 0.120 g/cm3aerogels. Allcapture e. All cells used the same type of 2.3 x (10 x 10) cm AI cassette
cellsweretestedbehindmultifilm (1.4-6.0-1am-thick)polyvinylidene holder to mount the target assemblies. Four of the five capture cell
fluoride (PVDF) velocity/trajectory sensor devices. Several tests designs were based on fight hardware onboard the Solar Maximum
were also done without the PVDF sensors for comparison, satellite or the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF). The sue-

All capture cells collected significant amounts of impactor de- cessful recovery of impactor residue in the multilayer thermal blan-
bris behind thePVDF sensors from nominal 100-1am-diameterglass kets retrieved from Solar Max [2,3] led to the choice of AI foil
projectilesand olivine crystals that struck the sensor atvelocities up multilayer "blanket" type capture cells with either 100-1am-thick
to 6.4 km/s. At velocities >8 km/s little or no debrispenetrated the dacron net spacers, or no spacers, between thin (3-8 pm) AI foils
second PVDF f'dm. Results were inconclusive for velocities be- mounted on a 25-1ma-thickAI support foil. These were labeled
tween 6.5 and 8 km/s. Plasma detector results showed identifiable "closed stacks" (CS) because the edges of the top foils were taped
impactor residue on AIfoils for velocities up to 8.7 km/s and impact to the support foil, forming a thin (~l-2-mm-thick), closed capture
tracks with apparent debris imbedded in the aerogels for velocities cell. Another multifoil design incorporating AI films from 0.1 to
up to 12.7 km/s. Maximum foil penetration of glass spheres and 100 Inn thick with an interfoil spacing of 1.8 mm was based on the
olivine crystals were the same, but more particulate debris was capture cell design flown by McDonnell et al. [4], which also
associated with olivine crystal impacts vs. glass impacts. Capture employed multiple foils with spacing of several millimeters. Typi-
cells with 100-Imaand 1.8-mrnfoil spacing had similar total (eumu- cal foil stacks in our study had a 0.1- or 0.3-1amfoil on top for event
lative) foil-penetration values, which decreased with increasing registration, followed by oneto four 1.0-and/or 3.0-1amfoils, which
velocity. Aerogels are identified as a capture cell media that wax- were then followed by several8-prn foils andone or two 25-pm and
rants further investigation. The AI multifoil capture cell with 100- 100-1mafoils. These cells were labeled "open stack" (OS) because
lamnetspacersisidentifiedasthemosteffectiveoftheotherdesign s the individual frame-mounted foils were loaded into the slotted
andoffers theadvantages ofcompact structure, low secondaryejecta cassette holder and the sides remained open. The effect of foil
from impacts, and easy recovery of impactor debris for analysis, thickness order was investigated by varying the number and order

Summary: The results of this study were reported by Simon of the 3- and 8-1arnfoils. (Foils <3 lainthickness were made by
[1] in a comprehensive report in which the morphologyof impacts physical vapor deposition of A1onNi supportgrids. Other foilswere
andimpactor residues invarious types of capture cells after passage high-purity, cold-rolled A1.)
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A fourth capture cell design was based on our own foil-covered high specific shock imparted to the small particles, especially into
(200-pro spacing) Ge crystal wafer capture cell that also flew onthe the Ge target, which results in the loss of most structural information
LDEF [5-7]. A metal-coated, 2-pm-thick Mylar film used in the and may cause chemical, and possibly isotopic, fraetionation, as
original design to cover 0.5-mm-thick Ge crystals was replaced by well as intermixing capture cell materials with projectile material.
either a 0.1- or 1.0-pro-thickAI foil in thisseries of experiments. All X-ray maps of Na, Mg, Si, and Ca concentrations were recorded
the capture cell surfaces in these four designs could be accessed at 300x magnification over selected impact areas around penetra-
easily and inserted directly into analytical instruments such as tion holes and craters. This allowed identification of ~2-1un size
optical and scanningelectron microscopes(SEM) and secondary ion particles that had higher than background concentrations of any or
mass spectrometers (SIMS) without pretreatment of the impacted all of these elements. Processing of the X-ray maps allowed identi-
area. The fifth capture cell design consisted of an aerogel slab fication of glass and olivine projectile debris and relative element
behind a l-pm A1foil. abundances. This technique was extremely useful in identifying

A two-stage thin-film PVDF particle trajectory/velocity sensor debris deposits and segregating them from target debris and arti-
developed and tested by our co-investigators at the University of facts. It was apparent throughout the SEM/EDS analyses that debris
Chicagowas evaluated with the five typesofcapture ceils. Tuzzolino morphologyalonecould not be used toaccurately distinguish impac-
[8,9] has reported results of the velocity/trajectory detector portion tor debris from target debris.

of the current study. The sensors functionby detecting penetrations All impactors fragmented during the multiple-shock impact
in the dipole-aligned polymer. The two-film PVDF sensors caused eventsexperiencedmultifilm sensor/capture-cellassemblies.Signifi-
increasing fragmentation of particles at increasing velocities, but cant amounts of impactor debris, more than sufficient for chemical
onlydispersed the major fragments amaximum of ~5° between the and isotopic analyses, in the form of melted and embeddedglobs and
initial point of impact on the f'trst sensor Trimand the points of spatters andpartial melt rimsaround holes and craters inmost foils,
impacton the in'st capture cell foil (Fig.2). The thinnest sensor films were observed for impacts at velocities _<6.4km/s. At velocities >8
(-2 pm) caused somewhat less disruption and spread of impactor krn/s little or no debris penetrated the second PVDF film. Results
material than the two thicker types of sensor films (4.5 and 6 prn). were inconclusive for velocities between 6.5 and 8 km/s. Plasma
For glass particles <100 Inn in diameter impacting at velocities detector results showed identifiable impactorresidue on A1foils for
>8 kin/s, severe fragmentation occurred and little or no impactor velocities up to 8.7 km/s. More particulate debris was associated
debris was found in the capture cells, witholivine crystal impacts vs. glass impacts. Themaximum cumu-

The effects of intermixing capture cell and impactor materials lative foilpenetration wasnot significantly different for foilsspaced
were minimized by using high-purity A! and Ge target materials. 1800or 1001amapart, but was approximately twiceas great for foils
Impact areas on A1foils were cut out using a 2.5-cm-diameter ring spaced 10-20 pm apart (Fig. 3).
mount for SEM analysis. Germanium crystal wafers were inserted The only verified intact capture of impactors in this study was
directly into the instrument. This is a significant advantage since observed in A-120 and A-50 cells behind the plasma detector at
samples are available for immediate analysis upon return from velocities _<3.5km/s. Intact capture of similar size particles and/or
orbit. The major disadvantage to these types of capture cells is the largefragments at velocities up to7 km/s has been reported byTsou

et al. [10-12] and Zolensky et al. [13,14],and indeedthere appeared
o nominal 2 4-2 |tm sensor films X nonfinnl 5 4-5 IIm sensor films to be well-defined particles at the end of aerogel tracks at velocities

_) nominal 3 4-3 ttm sensor films dr nominal 6 4-6 lira sen._or l'ilms up tO 12.7 km/s in our experiments. Six shots were performed on
PVDF/aerogel assemblies in this study, but results were inconclu-
sive due to the difficulty in identifying small glass and olivine
fragments in the aerogel matrix. Colored projectiles could mitigateA

5 * + this problem in future studies.×
_. __ Of the five capture cell designs tested in conjunction with two-
= film PVDF velocity/trajectory sensors, the multifoil cell with 100-o

4 "_ X + prn dacron net spacers appears to be the best. This design has the

.1_ advantages of compact structure, low secondary ejecta from im-
o pacts, and easy recovery of impactor debris for analysis.The dacron

3 _ X o net spacersconfinedthe spreadof the impactor debris cloudwithout
d_ X Xo increasing total foil penetration and resulted in both front and backo
-,_ . side deposition of debris. Analysis of samples was straightforward

2 _ + since impact features on capture cell foils could be easily mountedttl o

o o in metalrings for instrumentalanalyses of both surfaces. The use of
X A1foilsand dacron nets in a flight instrument would limit theabilityo

1 to detect AI and C in manmade debris particles and in natural
o

X o particles, and would likely be replaced by a cosmologically rare
metal such as Au.

0 ......... Foil-covered Ge wafer targets behind PVDF sensors also re-
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 tained significant impactor debris at tested velocities up to 5.5 km/

lmpnctorVelocity(kin/s) S,but offered noadvantages overmultifoil cells and areappreciably
more expensive toproduce and somewhat more difficult topackage.

Fig.2. Hot ofimpactordebrisdispersionangle,D.,vs.velocity. Also, the advantage of having a pure Ge matrix for debris analysis
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is countered to some extent in this design by the presence of the ASSESSMENT OF VELOCITY/TRAJECTORY MEASURE-
sensor fills and Al registration film ahead of the Ge surface. MENT TECHNOLOGIES DURING A PARTICLE CAPTURE

Evaluation of 50 and 120 mg/cm3 aerogel targets behind PVDF EVENT. W.G. Tannerl, C. R. Maag2, W. M. Alexander], and S.
sensors was inconclusive due to the limited number of tests, but Stephenson1, lBaylor University Space ScienceLaboratory, Waco
initial results indicated that small impactor fragments would be "IX76798 USA, 2Science Applications International Corporation,
difficulttolocateandrecover.Packagingofthefriablematerialalso Glendora CA 91740, USA.
needs further development. The aerogels performed well behind a
simple plasma detector, and intact nominal 100-1maglass projec-
tiles were recovered from low-velocity impacts (<3.5 km/s). There The creation of the system composed of specific components
were visual indications that significant impactor debris may have described in several presentations of this workshop [1-3] has been
survived impacts intoaerogels at velocitiesup to 12.7km/s (behind conducted in a manner that will produce an integrated package for
aplasma sensor), but these tentative results were not verified. Metal flight onEURECA2 as COMRADE [4], onSOCCER,and onLDEF
or colored ceramic/glass projectiles should be used in future impact II. The function of each component of the integrated package has
tests with aerogels to enhance impactor debris identification. The been described in general [1] and in detail [2,3], but one other
superior capture characteristics of the aerogels justifies further component to be described in detail, i.e., ultra-thin-fill time-of-
testing of these capture cell candidates in conjunction with the flight determination, may be mated with any capture package envi-
PVDF sensors. A standard method of containment and mounting sioned.
and better microparticle location techniques need to be developed The authors have been involved for many years in the develop-
for the friable aerogel materials, meritand application of thin-film sensors to detect a hypervelocity

Acknowledgments: The author would like to thankthe many penetrationby a dust grain. The major electronic circuit design has
collaborators involved in this study: A. Tuzzolino, E. LaRue, and G. beenconducted over the span of several decades, but the utilization
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of ultrathin metallic films as charge generation media has only
recently reached an acceptable level. Since the penetration event of
ahypervelocity dust grain willbe dominatedby thematerial strength
and thickness of the target surface, the most efficient sensor would
be that for which both parameters have been minimized. The mini-
mization of density and material strength is most appropriate for
intact capture; therefore, results of the variation of that parameter
will be discussed in other papers [cf. 2].

The primary parameter of a thin metallic f'flm that has been
systematically altered in this investigation was the film thickness
while holding constant film density, i.e., p = 2.70 g/cm3(2024 AI).
Recently the thickness of the films hasbeen made sufficientlysmall
to assure perforation, and only partial fragmentation of the dust
grain while providing a significant charge liberation media.Numer-
ous experiments have shown the repeatabilityof penetrations and
perforations with minimal fragmentationof the projectile. That the
projectiles have both been simulated in the laboratoryand through
computer simulations allows for the repeatedvariation of param- Fig. 1. DesignVerificationUnit('DVU),whichteststheelectrostaticsensor,

eters of the hypervelocity interaction, thin-filmplasmasensor,andfoamcapturesystemin thedustacceleratorat
Through this research an optimized thin-film sensor has been UniversityofKentatCanterbury,UnitforSpateScience(UKC-USS).

produced that presents a sufficient amount of matter to detect the

charge liberated during perforation while providing a significant array and (2) data provided from plasma generated by a dust grain
support structure for the survivability of the sensor. Combinations passing throughvery thinfilms within an experiment arraydesigned
of thin-film substances, thicknesses, and support structures have to accurately determine the path of the grain within the array. The
beentested in the laboratory, on many STSflights, andduringan 11- fhst method is used when theparticle velocities within the arrayare
month orbital flight onboard the EURECA spacecraft. The experi- low, i.e., between 10and 100 m/s. The second method is used for
ence gained will be utilized to develop the velocity/trajectory sys- particle velocities greater than 2 km/s. Recent laboratory studies
tern for the SOCCER-like Comet Coma Sample Return (CCSR) have also been conducted to measure the charge present during a
mission, hypervelocity impact event.

Background: Since the early 1960s, the means to measure The presence of an intenselight flash upon impact has suggested
the time of flight (TOF) of a dust grainwithin amechanicaldetection that ionization of the impact site material as well as the impactor has
array has existed, first in the laboratory andthen in space experi- occurred. The impact flash phenomenon has been studied exten-
ments. Laboratory hypervelocity dust particle accelerators have sively by several groups over the last three decades and has been
used electrostatic detection of charge on accelerated particles for attributed to the "jetting" of material near the impact site, e.g.,
TOF and particle mass determinations. These laboratory studies shaped charge explosion. Luminous matter created near the impact
have led to the development of ultra-thin-film sensors that have site has also been seen to produce a spontaneous magnetic field
been used for TOF measurements in dust particle space experi- along the axis of the impactor.Even though a complete understand-
ments. The prototypes for such devices were ultra-thin-film capaci- ing of the event still eludes researchers, the collection of charge
tors that were used in the OGO series of satellites [5]. liberated during the event has been well documented. It is that

The main goal of the experimental work to be described is the collected charge that can be utilized to establish time of flight and,
development of the capability to determine the velocity vector or consequently, the velocity vector of the penetrating particle. The
trajectory of a dust grain traversing an integrated dust detection assessment of the efficiency of a dust grain to penetrate a specific
array. The results of these studies have shown that the capability of thickness of thin film has been conducted by both theoretical and
detecting the charge liberated by hypervelocity dust grains with experimental means.
diameters in the micrometer range can be detected. Based on these The principal theoretical approach has been to perform calcula-
results, detection systems have been designed to provide a precise tions using a hydrodynamic computer code CTH [6]. This tool
analysis of the physical and dynamic properties of micrometer and provides a computational laboratory where hypervelocity impacts
submicrometer dust grains, viz., Fig. 1, design verification unit may be controlled and observed. The complete perforation of a thin
(DVU). Through unique combinations of in situ detection systems, filmwill create a significantamount of data depicting theevent. The
direct measurements of particle surface charge, velocity, momen- most useful utilization of the modeled event has been the determi-

tum, kinetic energy, and trajectory have been achieved. From these nation of the hole size generated by the penetrating dust grain.
measurements, the remaining physical parameters of mass, size, Provision must be made for the most crucial parameter controlling
and density can be determined, the simulation, i.e., time to maximum expansion of the penetration

Theheritage for the measurements providing trajectory determi- hole. That time must be commensurate with the expansion of the
nation is based on a long line of successful dust particle experi- shock front and the rarefaction wave. Pressure, density, and tem-
ments. However, laboratory research efforts have been accom- perature in the film must also be tracked to assess the progression
plished during the past decade using (1) data providedfrom sensing of the energy in the material. Of equal interest is the strain rate,
the specific charge on a dust grain traversing an experiment array which signals the relaxation of the material following the passage
designed to accurately determine the path of the grain within the of the shock front through the material. Once the strain rate has
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reduced in value near the walls of an impact site, a commensurate small particles created during a fragmentation event. Utilizationof
decrease is seen in the other extensive variables of the interaction, MD can provide a means to describe particle fragment motions.
and thus confirms that the progression of the crater's diameter has Fragmentation eventscan therefore be fully characterized using MD
been halted. Penetration mechanics suggests that the more the since particles will move under Newtonian kinematics and thus
diameter of the impactor exceeds the thin-film thickness, the less articles can be employed in the interaction to develop macroscopic
willbe the erosion of the projectile during passage through thefill. scaling rules.

Thus, Dp/Tf must be maximized in order that the fragmentationof Passage of a ParticleThrough a Thin Film: The pressure an
the dust grain may be minimized, impactingdust grainexperiencesduringahypervelocityimpactcan

Penetration Mechanics: Hydrodynamiccomputerprograms besufficient toalter thestateof matterofthe particle.However,very
have benefitedgreatlyfrom the dataprovidedby many experiments short-durationhigh-pressurepulses can be sustainedin large dust
designed to assess the effects of high-shock conditions present in grains without fragmentation or completephase change occurring.
materials. Principally, the "hydrocode"calculations possess equa- Inthis classof eventsthe cross-sectionalareaof the impingingdust
tions of state that describe both the elastic-plasticand the phase grainandthe thickness of the targetare importantcomponentsof the
transitionwith melt of the high-shock regime. For several years interaction.The surfaceareaoverwhich a forceis administeredand
research has been underway to assess the association between the length of time in which the impulse is delivered define the

specific thermodynamic propertiesof materials and the process of magnitudeand the duration of the pressure pulse that gives rise to
fragmentation, i.e., the catastrophic failureof materials, a sustained shock front in the material. The durationof the shock

Theprimary descriptionof the eventhas evolved from the study front wave is also determined by the depth of penetration and
of the very-early-stage creation of ejecta spray patterns liberated therefore the thicknessof the target,"If.If one considersthe dynam-
from the semi-infinitetargetvia hypervelocityimpactand the sub- its of an impactevent fromthe perspectiveof a penetratingparticle,
sequentshock wave disruptionof the targetand projectilematerial, theratio thatdef'mesthe aspectratioof thedust grain, i.e.,L]Dp,may
The formation of ejecta patternsseen in experimentalwork was be investigatedto determinethe residual lengthof the particleupon
utilized to test the validity of a hydrodynamic computercode de- encounterwith a thin target. In the case of a thin-film penetration
signed to track the progress of a hypervelocity cratering event, event, the ratio of interest is that between the diameterof the dust
Hypervelocityimpact experimentshave suggested aset of preferred grain,Dp, and the thickness of the film, Tf. It has been well docu-
angles, viz., 15°, 45°, 60°, 80", at which the ejecta spray size mented [7] that a projectilewith a high aspect ratio will penetrate
distributionisspread by some as-yet unexplainedprocess. Inprac- to a depthdefined by the following relationship

tice most hydrocodes will reproduce results commensurate with ( ,_o_those derivedfrom normal andoblique semi-infinite target impacts, p - L 0,. (1)kPr)
Perhapsthe mostimportantresultsof theseanalyseswill be

tested,i.e.,anglesof incidencewith surfacecontrolssizedistribu- Thepenetrationdepth,p,ofarodintoathinfill canbeequated
tionof ejecta,bydatacollectedviaEURECATICCEwhileonorbit, with the film thickness,"If, andthe residuallengthI._ of thepen-
UponreturnlastJune1993materialsexposedto 11monthsofLEO etratingrod canbeequatedwith theresidualdiameterof thedust
haveyieldeddataof obliqueimpactswithaspecificcapturematerial grain.Thechangein thediameterof the dust_ canberoughly
locatednearimpactsitesto captureejeetaparticlesfor sizeand estimatedto be
velocity distribution analysis, o_

Using CTH, many properties of hypervelocity particle thin-film LR I T_..(p, 1
capture techniqueshave been theoretically analyzed. Hypervelocity D'_"~ - Dp[,P'_'r) (2)
perforationof thin films will fragment glass spheres that have been
used to simulate Interplanetary dust particles (IDPs). Upon impact- Inthecase of aratio of Dp/Tf=30the residualdiameter of thedust
ing a thin film with hypervelocity, asmall IDP analog will fragment grainwould be greater than 90% by thisestimation. Even thoughthe
if, and only if, the f'dm thickness and the IDP analog's velocity are not-eroded nature of the materialcomposing the incident dust grain
sufficient. Hence the coupled parameters of velocity and D_Tfratio can only be assessed by other measurement means, the foregoing
will determine the degree of fragmentation the thin fill will cause analogy may serve as a metric for further analysis (Fig. 2).
in the IDP analog.With a hydrocodecalculation onecan investigate Of particular interest in these investigations isa specific empiri-
many different values for velocity and filmthickness. The fragmen- cal form that relates penetration hole size with the diameter of the
tation process arises from the activation of various fragmentation penetration hole. This experimentally derived equation for the
sites within the nonperfect crystal. The sites that axe crystaldefects descriptionof the penetration relationship for Fe projectiles impact-
can be stimulated into action by a shockwave's passage through the ing AI films of various thicknesses was developed by Carey,
sites, which willcleave the crystal along a defectboundary. Defects McDonnell, and Dixon equation (CMD) [8]. The CMD empirical
have been found to activate at a specific shock velocity andthus can equationhas been compared with theresults of computer simulation
be by size sensitive to high or low velocity (2-10 kin/s), ofhypervelocity impacts and fiasbeenplotted for various velocities

CTH has been used to investigate the penetration mechanics of of interest for surfaces flown in LEO (Fig. 3)
small particles impactingand perforating a thin f'dm. The fragmen-

tationof IDP analogs has been investigated to determine penetration (T,'_ 1

parameters of thin films. The same analysis can be applied to the Dh 1+ 1.5[_---j v°' - - "
fragmentation of targets or projectiles or even secondary impacts D p 1+ Tf_ v*
due to ejecta sprays. Molecular dynamics (MD) computerprograms [,D, ) )
can provide a means to establish the velocity distribution of the n = 1.02- 4exp (-0.9v 0-9)- 0.003(20 - v) (3)
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Fig.2. CTHoutputtodepictthemeasurementofafilmthickness,Tf,apardcl¢diameter,Dp,andaholediameter,Dhforapenetrationofthe500A EUREC_
TICCEHVIAI thinfilmatavelocityof9 km/s.

Experimental Results: Results of both two-dimensionaland with high accuracy. However, in orderto providethe highest confi-
three-dimensional computer simulations of the hypervelocity im- dence for the survival of a dust grain while penetrating a thin flm,
pact events that penetrate the STS andthe EURECA 1thin films will the thickness and the density of the material composing the film
be reported. A relationship between the particle diameter, Dp, and should be minimized. The magnitude of charge liberated by a thin-
the diameter, I_a,of the hole created in a500-._.Al thin film Of) and film perforation hasbeen assumed tobe a strong function of the film
micropore foam (Tin)for relevantparticleandtarget parameters will thickness. The use of thinner films would thus imply a degradation
be derived and will be compared with empirical equations. That in the position accuracy, especially f6r the very smallest dust grains
relationship will be used to analyze in situ data of the thin-f"rim (dp _<0.1 pm). The preliminary results of experiments conducted at
experiments flown in LEO, andto determine the size distribution of the University of Kent at Canterbury, Unit for Space Science
grains that penetrate the thin films and axe captured intact in the (UKC-USS), indicate that the charge yield hy perforation of a
micropore foam [9]. 250-,_ A1film (Fig. 4) iscommensurate with a 500-,_.film (Fig. 5).

Thin-film perforation events liberate a substantial quantity of Further testing has provided data for particle velocities ap-
chargethat canbe collected near the impact site.The collection sites proaching 40 km]s. Each of the thin-film perforation events shown
can be so subdivided that a location in a plane can be established above were verified by a charge collection immediately in front of
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Fig. 5. Thin-filmchargecollectiondataobtainedduringhypervelocity
penetrationofa500AAIthinfilmattheUniversityofKernatCanterburyduring
thesummerof 1992andspringof 1992. Fig.7. Captureddatarepresentthedetectionofaninducedelectrostaticcharge

fromtheapproach:nagcharg,edparticle,thechargeliberatedwhentheparticle
penetratesa250A or500A AIthinfilmandthechargeliberatedwhenthe
particleiscapturedinamicroporepolyfoam.SignalsdownloadedfrornLeCroy

_._:°,_._zcs..... c_, s,.,,_ c_,r_,s..... oscilloscopeusingsoftwarepackagedevelopedbyR.MillerofUKC-USS.

The charge collected reflects a jet initiationevent and thus will be
most pronounced on the front side of the thin film. Charge collected
behind the thin film ismuchmore diffuse and thus is broader in time.

It should be apparent that the impact into foam liberates charge in
excess of the charge measured at the rear of the fill. A time of flight

• hin film Klcro_o_e

"°x*.... between the thin-film perforation and the foam impact can be

'_7 _7 analyzed todeterminea change in the velocityof theperforating dust
grain. Charge liberated from the C-containing material is evidenced
by the excess of charge on thecharge collection grid immediately in
front of the foam.

Fig.6. DiagramdepictingtheconfigurationofthesystemusedtocoUectthe Conclusion: Theproposedultra-thin-fillexperirnenthasbeen
datashownin theprevioustwographs, testedin the laboratory to establish the quantityof charge liberation

duringan intactcaptureevent. The entire ultra-thin-filmsystemhas
provedto bemechanicallysoundafterexperiencingthe launchloads
of the shuttle. Also, after 11 months' exposure to the LEO space
environment the HVI/BUSSL 500-A Al fills exhibitedno penetra-

an underdense foam intact capture cell situated 5 cm behind the thin tions due tomechanical effects.Theoreticalcalculations have facili-
film. The coincidence of all sensors recorded the time of flight, tated the determination of the penetration efficiencyof the thin-fill
electrostatic charge, thin-film perforation, and impact charge lib- materials selected. Subsequent laboratory studies as well as analy-
eration, sis of the thin-film experiment flown on EURECA have demon-

Charge liberation events due to hy_ervelocity.impacts that have strated the optimization process has produced a highly successful
penetrated an ultrathin film (A1250-A and 500-A) are captured in combination of materials. These tests constitute an initial calibra-
an underdense foam. Figure 6 illustrates the configuration for the tion of the thin-film charge detection system that will provide data
experiment. Figure 7, a representative trace downloaded from the depicting the dynamics of grains that COMRADE, SOCCER, or
LeCroy scope during the experimental activity, can be interpreted LDEF II will collect.
asfollows:Eachpoint(10,000pointsperdivision)represents5.00x References: [1] Alexander W. M. et al., this volume.
10-9 s of time. Given that the separation distance between the two [2] Maag C. R., this volume. [3] Heppner W., this volume.
electrostatic charge sensors is 5 cm, the velocity of the dust grain is [4]Borg J. et al. (1993) 1st European Conference on Space Debris,
3.3 km/s. The amplitude of each pulse in the electrostatic region inpress. [5] Alexander W. M. et al. (1971) Space Research XI, 279.
measures the inherent charge on the dust grain. The velocity of the [6]McGlaunJ. M. etal.(1989)IntLJ. Impact Eng.,10. [7] Zukas
dust grain allows the determination of the mass of an assumed J.A.,ed. (1990)HighVelocitylmpactDynamics, Wiley. [8]Carey W.
sphere. Efficient charge collection immediately in front of the thin C. et al. (1985) 85th Proceedings oflAU. [9] Tanner W. G. (1992)
f'dmistheresultofafocusingpotentialof--45Vonthegddwires, lntL J. lmpact Eng., inpress.
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NONDESTRUCTIVE TIME-OF-CAPTURE, LOCATION,
AND VELOCITY SENSING IN INTACT CAPTURE. P.

Tsou, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena CA 91109, USA. 15
i

lO I

Since cometary dust, like cosmic dust, is essentially randomly _ s : !
distributed, knowing the time of the dust capture and the location of '" d_l
the capture on the collector permits the identification of the specific _ ([- "tI
dust particle captured. Velocity information helps to determine the >o j

trajectory of the dust particle. Our discovery of a very suitable -lo _ i m
acoustic sensor and fruitful experimental results have led to the -1s
realization of a flight velocity sensorwith intact capture underdense
media [I]. o 1.o 2.0

Velocity sensing of hypervelocity particles was a significant TiME(ms} ..
field of interest from the 1960s to 1970s. Generically, velocity
sensing has been approached by either of two methods: fLrst,detect- Fig.1. Typicalacousticsensorimpactsignal.
ing direct plasma or light emissions [2,3] onto a solid surface, or
second, performing time-of-flight by f'dm penetration [4], or by
detecting charged particles passing a static electric field [5]. Impact
plasma techniques required the destruction of the particles. Mul-
tiple-film penetrations were also destructive, especially for smaller POLVZ'raYLEtCrL200[28.4mg/ml]

particles. There is a need for an integrated, reliable, and simple i=
Do 2,0 -

location and velocity sensor compatible to our intact capture o_
{ato

underdense medium without contributingadditional damage to the ,%_ ',*,,'_._',',,,
captured particle. _ t.........^ t_,_ t.5.

Film Piezoelectric Sensor: Acoustic sensing was used for "__o_
micrometeoroid detection in the f'trstfree-world satellite, Explorer. "o_ _,=""

z ag.,e

However, traditional acoustic sensors (quartz or ceramic) have a _ _
zo

significant mechanical mismatch with underdense media and can • o_,

produce considerable microphonic noise. Kynar piezo fill (polar- _ _
ized polyvinylidene fluoride) is free from both mechanical mis- _
match and significant noise problems. Kynar has a very wide fre- _
quency response from 0.005 to 109Hz; a low acoustic impedance, "_n:z

which better suits underdense media; a high voltage output, 10 '_
times higherthan ceramics; good stability against oxidants and UV; _ 0.00 i _ ._ _
and good noise immunity. This sensor fill can be readily made as tNrn,_PR0:_ew_sPrr_[k=/,l
largesurface areas permitting large-scale integration with standard
photo printing techniques for intricate patterns and electrical con-
tacts.

Capture Experiments with Kynar: We have performed ex- Fig.?.. Sensorresponsevs.speedofprojectile.
periments with Kynar on the two promising underdense capture
media, polymer foam and silica aerogel [6]. Tests have ranged from
200 m/s to 6 km/s with solid 50-75-1amglass and 1.6--3.2-mmAI
projectiles. A characteristic acoustic signal from a 75-1maglass
projectile captured in aerogel at 5.5 km/s is shown in Fig. 1. The
distinct delays among sensors atdifferent distances fromthe impact
point can be seen clearly. The arrival times of the signal at sensors
are linear up to 10-eraseparation from sensor to impact point. From _,_us-nestarer

GRID (_XlO| _C11_C12_

the delay times at different sensors, the location of the specific
particle in the capture medium can be determined. ..._-_

The peakamplitude of the acoustic signal in the time domainhas ...
been related to a function of the speed of the projectile. Acoustic % ' ',,. _;1 I
experts suggestproperfrequency f'dteringof the acousticsignal will .(s,_ _._L_..,_P_u_

_m?_le,'G "PO_I. Iclarify the relationshipbetween the energy/momentum of the pro- N_-rwo_,F"_"],

jectile and acoustic signal characteristics such as rise time and s_._c._ "_-======_ O_'_S_N
amplitude. Figure 2 shows a normalized response of two Kynar _ n_,ORK
sensors on the same polyethylene foam with respect to initial pro- c_._. _osmo_o_r_
jectile speed.

A most troublesome aspect of acoustic sensing is microphonic
noise. Spectrum analyses of signals generated by hypervelocity Fig.3. Aeousticsensingsehematic.
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impact into underdense foam revealed a small characteristic band- (phase, morphology, and mineralogy) and its full chemical and
width. This allows the Kynar sensor to be mounted to the foam isotopic compositions. Reconstruction of the object would be easier
directly without coupling to surrounding structures that could pro- and carded out with more confidence.
duce microphonics. Kynar is not prone to microphonic noise as But how can intact capture of hypervelocity particles be pos-
shown by one experiment where a sensor was not attached to the sible? A gedanken experiment provided the inspiration for investi-
underdensemedium and left insuspension. Nosignal was picked up gating just such a solution. Conceptually, there exists an extremely
by the sensor from either the launch of the two-state light gas gun thin diaphragm that, when penetrated by a hypervelocity projectile,
or the mechanical reverberation of the target tank. will not affect the integrity of the projectile. The diaphragm, being

Both the timeof capture andcapture locationcan be derivedfrom extremely thin, willabsorbonlyaverysmall amountoftheprojectile's
an array of Kynar sensors. A schematic of this 10x 8 grid system is kinetic energy. However, after penetrating a very large number of
shown in Fig. 3. The second component of the velocity vector, such diaphragms at noninteracting separations, all the energy will
direction, is obtained by measuring the particlepenetration track, be absorbed, leaving the projectile intact and at rest. Since the
This track direction can be measured to better than 1%. This projectile has a t'mite initial kinetic energy, the number of alia-
accomplishment makes available a very simple and integrated non- phragms and the total separation between them may be very large,
destructive velocity sensor with intact capture underdense media, but is nevertheless finite. In actuality, the projectile need not be

Applications: For the SOCCER mission, this nondestructive 100% recovered; by sacrificing a portion of the projectile, the
sensor provides a real-time signal of dust captures as well as tern- capture can be achieved witheven thicker diaphragms and fewer of
poral and spatial distributions of captured dust.The dust velocity is them. This approach is a considerable improvement on the process
expected to be all normal to the collection surface. For Earth-orbital of atmospheric reentry of meteorites, since we can control the
cosmic dust collection, this nondestructive sensor can provide a diaphragms' material, thickness, and separation distance. The chal-
mark indicatingthe orientationof thecollector at the time of capture lenge then is one of reducing thisarrangement to a practical instru-
for a specific particle. With postflight track morphology analysis, ment by using a good energy-absorbing material and reducing the
the particles' trajectory can be ascertained, which allows the asso- number of diaphragms or size of the instrument required. This
ciation of the dust's parent sources, gedanken experiment has served as the guiding concept for design-

References: [I] Tsou P. et al. (1989) LPS XX, 1134. ing experiments and developingpractical materials to achieve intact
[2] Frichtenicht J. F. (1965) NASA Contrib. No. NASW-936. capture.
[3] Eichom G. (1975) Planet. Space Sci., 23, 1514.[4] Berg O.E. Physical Phenomena: To generate physical data on intact
et al. (1969) Rev. Sci. Inst., 40, 333. [5] Auer S. et al. (1968)EPSL, capture, systematic andexploratory capture simulation experiments
4, 178. were performed with two-stage light gas guns up to 7 km!s and

electrostatic accelerator up to 20 km/s. These simulation experi-
ments consisted of launching projectiles with known mass and

TIlE PHYSICS OF INTACT CAPTURE. P. TsouI, D.J. integrity at known speeds into capture media in a vacuum and at
Gdffiths2, and A. L. Albee3, IJet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena room temperature. The capturedprojectiles were then characterized
CA 91109, USA, :Oregon State University, Corvallis OR 97331, byobservingthemorphologyofthecapturedprojectileandamounts
USA, 3California Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91109, of mass recovery. The capture media were examined for track
USA. dimensions, mass loss, and surface composition. Analysis tools

used included optical microscope and scanning electron micro-
The ability to capture projectiles intact at hypervelocities in scope.

underdensemediaopensanewareaofstudyinphysics.Underdense Recovery ratio. One of the first obvious measures of hyper-
material behaves markedly different than solid, liquid, or gas upon velocity intact capture is theprojectile mass recovery ratio, (i.e., the
hypervelocity impact. This new phenomenon enables applications ratio of the recovered projectile mass to the original mass). Exten-
in science that would either not be possible or would be very costly sive data on metal projectiles have been presented [3]. Figure 1
by other means. This phenomenon has been fully demonstrated in shows the recovery ratios of three different diameters of glass
the laboratory [1]and validated in space [2].Even more interesting projectiles captured in polyethylene foam. Using an ablating re-
is the fact that this hypervelocity intact capture was accomplished entry vehicle typeof model formulation, a gooddescriptive fit of the
passively. A better understanding of the physics of intact capture intact mass recovery ratio data has been achieved [4].
will lead to improvements in intact capture. A collection of physical Conventional hypervelocityimpact theory, workingin thehydro-
observations of this phenomenon is presented here. dynamic limit, takes the target's bulk density to be the only target

Introduction: Since it was accepted at one time that a projec- parameter influencing solid impact into solids. Applying this rea-
tile going faster than a speeding bullet could not be captured intact, sorting, the lowest bulk density target produces lower shock levels
it was believed that the only way to stop such a particle, especially and lower temperature and thus should have the highest recovery;
at higher hypervelocities, would be to convert the particle into gas however, our data showthat pl:ojectilerecovery is more sensitiveto
and capture the vaporized condensates, i.e., the atomization pro- media structure (cell size and wall thickness) and material thermal
tess. Capturing and studying a cosmic dust particle or any hyper- properties (decomposition point) than media bulk density [5].
velocity object by atomization is not unlike first reducing the object Penetration track. Tracks or cavities produced deep in the
to atoms, and then reconstructing the object from the gas conden- underdense media and caused by hypervelocity projectile penetra-
sates. This approach proved to be very difficult, not unique, and tion arevery different from craters formed insolid-to-solid impacts.
fraught with uncertainties. By contrast, capturing a portion of a The tracks left in underdense media tend to be thin and long and
hypervelocity particle intact would preserve the object's "structure" typically carrot-shaped. A track can be characterized in terms of
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Fig.3. Hypervelocityintactcaptureefleets.
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,oo _,,_. ...... steep fall, and, finally, termination. A second derivative of this: _L:'_:',',:: genetic penetration track curve indicates three inflections or four
_ eo........ regions: an all-shear region with no projectile mass loss, a media-

melt region with minor projectile mass loss, a media-pyrolysis

eo region where significant projectile mass loss begins, and, finally, a, projectile disintegration region where the track is greatly enlarged
"\ and branched.

_ 4o ,, The physical mechanisms of projectile mass loss in underdense
media at hypervelocities are very complex and not yet well under-

o z " \\\ i\ stood. Based upon fluid dynamic formulations,drag force, and thus• \ the peak temperature, higher mass recovery for larger projectiles is
\ j favored and is indeedindicatedhere. The projectile surface-to-mass

o _ z _ _ _ 6 7 e ratio increases for smaller projectiles.
Penetration track volume. The capture medium absorbs the

t._r,,_rRo_:rttE;___o1_.,t projectile's kinetic energy as it penetrates the medium; the manner
Fig.2. Projectilerecovery. of thisenergy absorption is reflected in theshape andvolume of the

penetration track. Since the time required to produce pyrolysis
features in the media must be much greater than the projectile

three regions: initially, the trackquickly widens toa maximum, then penetration time (about 200 ps over a 100-cmdistance for a 3.2-mm
gradually narrows, and finally bores through the medium with projectile), the actual shape of the track cavity must have been
approximately the diameter of the projectile. The surface of the developed long after the projectile had come to rest. Typical track
initialregiontendstoberoughandbrokenalongthewallofthetrack profiles for the polyethylene foam (for a 3.2-mm pyrex projectile)
cavity. Following the broken region is the transition zone, typified are shown in Fig. 4.
by smoother walls. The final region of the track shows shearing of The volume of the track cavities correlates well with initial
the medium, projectile speeds. Figure 5, using the same medium as shown in

The penetration track lengths for the same set of experiments Fig. 4, plots the track volume with respect to initial projectile speed.
shown in Fig. 1 are presented in Fig. 2. Track lengths tend to be Cavity volume is also proportional to projectile size. Since projec-
longer for lower-density media if the media structures are similar, tile velocity has two components, speed and direction, this volume-
Thetotal track-length-to-projectile-diameter ratio ranges from about to-speed relationship provides the speed component; track orienta-
50 to 250, permitting the determination of the projectile direction tion gives the direction. This is another valuable feature of intact

error to less than 1o.Assuming a simple F - ma type of equation of capture by underdense medium: Not only is the projectile captured
motion and characterizing the medium erosion in three regions, a passively, but theprojectile velocity isalso recorded passively. With
descriptive model of the total track lengths was formulated for the knowledge of projectile velocity and giventhe orientation of the
various projectile speeds that fitted experimental data well [4]. capture instrument, the original projectile trajectory can be calcu-

Thecombined effectsof massrecovery, penetration track length, lated.
and track profile as functions of the projectile initial speed are Projectile deceleration profile. To ascertain the manner in
shown in Fig. 3 as one display. It can be seen that the total penetra- which the projectile loses its mass as it penetrates the underdense
tion track tends to peak in the region of 2 to 3 km/s. The general medium and the timing during which the loss occurs, the projectile's
shape of the penetration track curve seems to be invariant: a steep speed profile during capture was sought. A variety of methods to
rise (initially linear) to a peak, then a drop to a near plateau, then a accomplish this were explored. Early success was achieved with the
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pot._'r_t.m,_t2ao(zn.._mt/mtl

3_._ rtr_x€:-_- standard andsimple breakwire approach using5-pm-thick Cu laby-
0.400 rinthimprints on 25-lmaKapton film. The breakwirewas consider-

,-u _/. ably stronger thanthe capture medium; consequently,a nondestruc-0.300

:*'*.00000.00.0... tive motion sensor would be preferred. We adapted the magneticoo0

..zoo * *. pickup approachused in light gas guns to determine the passage of** the projectiles. Deceleration profiles were obtained for 2.4-mm
0.I00

__ * * * . stainlesssteel projectilesonly (the current inducedonAI projectiles
o.ooo was not sufficient for magnetic pickup); even then, signals beyond

" * * * * the second stationwere noisy.Finally, a set of X-ray shadow graphs
-0.100 o,, * captured the deceleration of the projectile in four positions. As ito

o

-oz00 , ..... *****.... turned out, the results from all three methods are comparable, as=* ** shown in Fig. 6.-0.300 - m

These profiles indicate surprisinglynear-linear initial decelera-
-0.400

-as _ z'5 ,'o 7', t_o tz5 tion. Our original hypothesis had been a muchsteeperexponential
drop followed by slow deceleration to rest. However, this near-

_A'nON[¢m] linear deceleration waspredicted by Sandia National Laboratories'
CSQII Eulerian finite-difference program for two-dimensional

Fig.4. Trackprofile, material response, with the underdense medium approximated by
porVm'arrrtcr1200[ze.4l the snowplow model. This deceleration profile provides important

insight into the mannerof energydissipation,useful for theoretical
_o developments and for developing an improved intactcapture me-

dium.

4o. Real-time dynamics. The real-time action and reaction be-
o twecn the projectile and the capturemedium is immensely imp.r-

30. tant tounderstanding thephysics of the intactcapture phenomenon.

Since a hypervelocity intactcapture event is completed inless thana fraction of a millisecond, means to provide a temporal expansion
z, of the event are desired. Efforts to ascertain the real-time dynamic

impact chemistry of the projectile and the capture media through
_0 spectroscopy [6] have proved useful in understanding dynamic

impact chemistry and makingtemperature estimates. A wide range
of wavelengths and meansof spectra acquisition were examined. To

o i _ a 4 s 6 7 determine the effectiveness of different approaches,from ultravio-
let to visible have been acquired by using prisms, reflection, and

INITIALPROJECTILESPEEDlkm/sl transmissiongratings thatare then recorded by photographicand

Fig.5. Trackvolume.
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As a check, the amount of energyabsorbed by the projectilecan

[ i be estimated from the measured mass loss of the projectile.Projec-
i i:: _i tile mass loss can be due to vaporization, melting, or mechanical
i !_ i ablation.Since the shock pressure generated at 6 km/s is much too

i i] _ low to cause vaporization of AI, the energy absorbedby the projec-

:i [ .jvv- ii[ A _._. ,. tile was assumed to have melted, an upperboundestimate. Using a
_ ,_/_-A./'-;l_-'d_-,,_^r- \ value for Al's heat of fusion of 400 Jig and a specific heat of 9 J/g,
li ii. _ _ "_, "\_ a little more than 1%of the incoming kinetic energy contributed to

! _/I i ': k/ the projectile mass loss. Compared to about 11% energy absorbedi f_ _/ i _ by the Apollo capsule in atmospheric reentry, underdense media
ii ..2"",-,2x_-.lf "t,-" i I.,tii'i .......... '",, \\
• .-- ...,, ___..._ ._..._ i _ \ \! make good intact captures.

._i-_.___.__l_,,__...._JI _......... \._ Summary: The intact capture of a hypervelocity projectile
................. would fhst punch a straight andnarrow track through an underdense

Fig.7. SpectrumorAl intomylarl " ' medium not much larger than its diameter in less than amillisecond
covering about I00 times its diameter before coming to rest. The
projectile would be in one piece, wedged at the end of the track.
Some time later, as the high-energy ejecta from the medium and
projectile deposited along the track wall have time to dissipate
thermally, the narrow track would be enlarged into a carrot shape,

electronic media. The first spectrum of an intact capture event is as shown in Fig. 3. At the medium entry, about the f'wstdozen cells,
shown inFig. 7 andwasobtained from a3.2-mm-diameter AI sphere the projectile, and the medium would not be damaged except for a
impacting multilayers of 10-promylar films with the NASA Ames clean hole left in the medium. Beyond the entry, energetic ejecta
reflection grating spectrograph. The black-body temperatures de- would build up rapidly to a peak in the medium. The projectile
termined for the different polymer underdense media are in the would decelerate in a near-linear fashion before gradually coming
range of 2500 to 3100 K [6]. to rest. Most of the projectile mass loss seems to occur before the

Momentum transfer. A characteristic of intact capture is en- point of peak diameter in the track. The actual peak shock may
ergy dissipation through momentum transfer by dragging the cap- precede the point of track peak due to the forward motion of the
ture medium with the moving projectile. For the polymer capture ejecta.

medium, densely packed and melted foam would form a shell Small cellular members in underdense media generate very low
around the forward portion of the projectile. At times, the mass shock levels to both the projectile and medium. Underdense media
detached from the capture medium can be as much as the captured readily absorb projectile energy at low thresholds, providing an
projectile. Fused glass is often found around the capturedprojectile efficient and low-threshold energy sink. As the aerogel capture
in aerogel. This accumulation must take place after the transitional medium is very porous, partialcompaction allows another means of
region and further protect the projectile by bothmomentum transfer energy dissipation by momentum transfer. Effective capture media
and heat removal, must have sufficient material strengths to hold medium members in

Medium energy absorption. One criterion that can be used to place, preventing prolonged accumulation of damaging plasma,
measure the overallperformance of acapture medium is thepercent- while not contributing added damage to the projectile. In all, under-
age of the projectile's kinetic energy that medium absorbs; the dense media emerge as a phase of material that decelerates and
unabsorbed energy produces the projectile damage. This energy preserves a hypervelocity projectile gently and efficiently.
absorption was crudely estimated by recording the mass of seg- The signature left by an intactcapture is a long, thin track in the
mented foam pieces before and after a simulation experiment, capture medium. Low bulk density would be necessary for intact
Estimates of the absorbed energy were made from the loss of foam recovery; however, within a certain range, the medium's bulk den-
mass, the track-cavity volume, and estimated thermal constants of sity tends to affect the shape of the track more than the mass
the capture medium and AI. recovery. The structure of the medium, configuration, and size of

For a 3.2-mm A1 projectile captured in 32-mg/ml expanded cells affectsmass recovery directly, bothintermsofthequantityand
polystyrene at 6 km/s (875 J total kinetic energy), the foam's net the deformation of the recovered projectile. Other sensitive pamm-
mass loss was about 1.2 g. Using listed values of specific heat and eters are the structural and thermal properties of the capture me-
heat of depolymerization of polystyrene of 400 J/g and 660 Jig dium.
respectively, all the total kinetic energy of the projectile can only As the density of a medium is lowered, the penetration track
depolymerize about 0.68 g of polystyrene. Photographsof the back tends tobecome longer. For the same density medium, but at higher
ejecta substantiated this by showing substantial amounts of solid projectile speeds, the track tends to be both wider and shorter. The
particulates.Basedonmeasurements ofthetrackvolume, theequiva- projectile entry hole varies withproj6ctile speed: At low speeds, the
lent mass loss in the track cavity was compared to the actual mass entry hole is nearly the same diameter as the projectile; for higher
loss. This difference, about 0.6 g, shouldbe the portion of the foam speeds, the entry-hole diameter increases---reaching as much as
that was melted and resolidified along the track wall. Using listed three to four times the projectile diameter.
polystyrenefoamheatoffusionof87J/g, about34%oftheincoming References: [I] Tsou P. et al. (1988) LPSXIX. [2] Tsou P.
kinetic energy would be used to melt thepolystyrene. Other compo_ etal.(1993)LPSXXlV.[3]TsouP.(1990)Intl.J.ImpactEng.,10.
nents of medium energy absorption, such as mechanical work, are [4] Peng S. T. J. et at. (1987) LPI Tech. Rpt. 88-01. [5] Tsou P. et
more difficult to estimate and assumed to be relatively small, al. (1991) APS. [6] Tsou P. et al. (1993) Intl. J. Impact Eng., 13.
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PVDF FLUX/MASS/VELOCITY/rRAJECTORY SYSTEMS

AND THEIR APPLICATIONS IN SPACE. A.J. Tuzzolino, )/1
LaboratoryforAstrophysicsandSpaceResearch,The Universityof a
Chicago, Chicago IL 60637, USA. - V-*0

The current status of the University of Chicago Polyvinylidene _ [ -"'e_ (NoExternalBias|

Fluoride (PVDF) flux/massdvelocity/trajectory instrumentation is VolumePolorizotion

summarized. The particle responseand thermal stability character- Du p /_._U
istics of pure PVDFand PVDF copolymersensorsaredescribed, as Particl• _ ___t. Fragments
well as thecharacteristics of specially constructedtwo-dimensional eao r"l

position-sensing PVDFsensors.The performance of high-flux sys- w° H [ mtvt
Depolorizotion

tems and of velocity/trajectory systems using these sensors is dis- Core Electrode
cussed, and the objectives anddesignsof aPVDFvelocity/trajectory I I
dust instrument for launch on the Advanced Research and Global 0 X---- L
Observation Satellite (ARGOS) in 1995 and of a high-flux dust PVDFFilm

summarized.instrumentforlaunchon theCassinispacecraftto Satum in 1997are b) C) 3.8 X107 e--'--"---

Introduction: Forcosmicdust,the scientific importance of in 3ti0"_ ...... I _1 ,j -V:6.2km/s.__ . . . .isituparticlevelocityltrajectorymeasurementsand, inparticular, of _t= Vffi13"Tkm/s_'1 /\ DP=9"Dp=68 pm o

particle trajectory measurement combinedwith compositionaland _ . _ _isotopic information on the captured particle residue has been

discussed in the literature and in various workshop reports [1-9]. i .... .I " .
In near-Earth space, where both cosmic dust and orbital debris
contribute to the particulateenvironment,velocity/trajectorymea- _ time (12.4 i_Idiv) time (2.5 I_dlv)
surementspermitdiscriminationbetween these twoparticleclasses

[1,3,10,1 I]. Fig.L (a)SchematicdrawingofaPVDF(orPVDFcopolyrner)dustsensor.
For regions of space where dust flux intensities may be ex- Thesensorfilm,withthicknessL,has abuilt-involumepolarization,P,as

tremely high and may coexist with backgroundsof high fluxes of shown.(b)Exarnpleofoutputpulsefora2.0-pm-thickPVDFcopolymersensor
charged nuclei as well as intense magnetic fields (i.e., cometary impactedbyaglassparticlehavingvelocityVanddiameterDpasindicated.
comae, planetarydustringswithin magnetospheres,intensecosmic (c)Exampleofoutputpulsefora6.8-1am-thickPVDFsensorimpactedbyaglass
dust, ororbitaldebrisstreams), adustinstrumentcapableof provid- particlehavingvelocityVanddiameterDpasindicated.
ing particlemass spectra as well as accurate high-flux measure-
ments in thepresenceof these possiblebackgroundswouldprovide
importantinformationregardingthe sources,sinks,anddynamicsof
the dust [12]. sensor produces rapidlocal destruction of dipoles (penetration

Development of the PVDF dust sensor at the University of hole), which resultsin a largeandfast (ns range)currentpulseat the
Chicago began in 1983and since thenthe maindesignobjectives of input to the electronics. The output pulse amplitude, in general,
our PVDF technology programhave addressed the two types of dependson impactingparticlemass andvelocity [4-7] andis sharp
measurements described above, namely: in time, as illustrated in Figs. lb,c. This fast output pulse permits

1. The ability to measure individual particletrajectories with a high counting rate capability for the sensor (up to 104impacts
sufficient accuracyto permit identificationof their parentbodies, s-1 with no, or small, corrections, and up to 105 impacts s-_ with
This, combinedwith chemicalandisotopicanalyses of the captured significantbut knowncorrections)as illustratedin Fig. 2.
material in a capturecell device (and/orreturnedsensors),permits The fast responseof thePVDF sensor,combinedwith its immu-
adirect studyof the physical,chemical, and isotopiccompositionof nity to veryhigh backgroundfluxes of chargednucleiandmagnetic
matterfroma known parentbody. fields,madeitwell suitedtocarryoutdustmeasurementsincometary

2. The abilityforaccuratemeasurementof particlemass spectra comae, and further studies of the PVDF sensor and associated
and high dust fluxes, with immunity to possible intense back- electronicsled to thedevelopmentof the Universityof ChicagoDust
groundsof charged nuclei (radiationbelts) and/orintensemagnetic Counterand Mass Analyzer(DUCMA) instrumentsthat were car-
fields, ried aboard the Vega 1 and Vega 2 spacecraft missions to Comet

InthefoUowingsectionswesummarizethehistoryofthisPVDF Halley [14]. The highly successful performanceof the DUCMA

technology program,and discuss the objectives and designs of two instrumentsthroughoutthe Ve.ga1/2 missionsprovedthehigh space
dust instrumentsscheduledfor launch in 1995and 1997 that have reliabilityof PVDF sensors and their value for spacedust studies
resulted from this program. [15,16].

PVDF and PVDF Copolymer Sensors: Dust particle re- Electrical/thermal characteristics. For PVDF sensors made

sponse. The theory, construction, and dust particle response of frompure PVDF material, the dielectricconstant11of the material
pure PVDF and PVDF copolymersensors have been described in is rl ffi12. For thin sensors, this high 1"1results in a large detector
detail in earlier reports[4-7,13]. A PVDF (or PVDF copolymer) capacitance, which degrades the rise time and amplitudeat the
sensor, shown in Fig. la, consists of a thin film of permanently output of a charge-sensitive preamplifier used with the sensor and
polarized material. A hypervelocity dust particle impacting the also results ina large electronicnoise level atthe outputof the linear
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_ L0 _ " _ .,, _i i ili i io Althoughour studieshave shown thatcopolymer sensors maybe0.9 " . operated at temperatures up to ~I00°C for long periods of time
_: t:_ (months) with very small (<5%) degradation in dust particle re-"x08 sponse, theeffective sensoremissivity e andabsorptivityc_aresuch

_ 0°7 thatexposureof a sensorin space to solarilluminationwill result insensor temperatureshigh enough to destroy the sensor. Since, in
L) 0.6 general, mission and instrumentmounting constraints may require

!!0.5_ _ exposureof sensors tosolar illumination for considerableperiods oftime, we studied different sensor-coating techniques that would

_ 0.4 - restrictsensortemperaturesto <100°C duringextended solarexpo-
sure.t ! ! I llttl f ! f ! I I!1

i03 104 l05
Random Pulser Rate (s-l) TABLE]. CharacteristicsofPVDFdustsensors.

•Requirenooperatingbiasvoltage.Long-termstabilityduringstorage.
Fig.2. AniUusa'ationofcountingratecapabilityofPVDFsensor/electronics °Long-termhigh-temperaturestability:
system.Datatakenusinga randomelectronicpulserto simulatearandom P- polarizationofsampleat20°Cbeforethermaltest.
particleimpactrate.Uptoimpactratesof l04s-I.countinglossesare<5%. P'- polarizationofsampleat20°Cafterthermaltest.

(a)CopolymerSensor.21daysat115°Cresultsin (P-P')/P-5.5%.
(b) PurePVDFSensor.14days at 115°Cresultsin(P-P')/P - 23%.

t4 I j , -Capacitance:Forsensorofgivenareaandthickness,copolymerseusors
• 1/ haveapproximatelyone-halfthecapacitanceofapuresensor

ta 1 1 _" [rl(Copolymer)= 6].Also,overthetemperaturerange-73°Cto
, . 115°C,copolymersensorshavesmallertemperaturedependenceof

_ u 1! I1 . -._ _ _,,,-'_ _ capacitancethanpuresensors(Fig.3).

_o.e i i )I -Responseto dustimpacts:

_ t_----PVDF : /_/ Forimpactorsthatpenetratethesensor,copolymerseusorsgive~30%COPOL_ /'/ largersignal.

_ _ i ! [ I_ / / [ -Highlyradiationresistant.Nomeasurablechangeinresponseupto
O "_ I t_ l i PIUR_,P,VD,F - -10'tad.0 e_ "Respousetodustimpactsunaffectedbyhighbackgroundfluxesof

I I I I..-'1/ Ill ,
"P"f'lI I i < owns)enal>,acc te <,ust

•4o -Go --_ 4o e ,o 4o eo _ too •ProvenspaceperformanceonVega112missionstoCometHalley.
s_soR T_mmui-tmmT(.c)

Fig.3. MeasuredtemperaturedependenceofseusorcapacitanceforasemorThe basis forour studies is illustratedin Fig. 4a, where, for our
madefrompurePVDFmaterial,andasensormadefromPVDFcopolymer sensors (600-800-,_,-thick evaporatedA1contacts on the two sur-
material, faces of a thin film of PVDF material), e - 0.025 and a - 0.1.

Assuming the deposition of a coating material having emissivity e'
on that surface of the sensor that views an enclosuremaintained at
temperature To, and that the sensor is thermally insulated from its

electronics [14].Further,the volume polarization P of purePVDF surroundings,Fig. 4b shows the calculatedsensortemperature T vs.
material will degrade with time when the material is maintained at the ratio e' - E under solar exposure of the space-facing surface at
temperatures ->80°C [17]. 1 AU from the Sun. For an uncoated sensor (e' ,=e), the sensor

Recent developments in polymeric materials have led to new temperature would exceed (pure PVDF) or approach (PVDF co-
copolymer materials that promised to have lower11and improved polymer) the melting temperature of the polymer material, i.e., the
stability of P under long-term high-temperature (~100°C) expo- sensor would be destroyed. However, for e' > 10e (e' > 0.25), the
sure,and a study was undertakento determine the possible advan- sensor temperature would remain <100°C for enclosuretempera-
tages of copolymer materials overpurePVDFmaterial.The results tures <50°C.

of these studies are included in Table 1, which summarizes the Two techniques have been developed forcoating of oursensors
characteristics of PVDF (pure and copolymer) sensors. For the with material having e'_>0.25. The firsttechnique (developed at our
trifiuoroethylenecopolymer materialwe have studied[18],we have laboratory) consists of applying (spray brush) a Chemglaze Z-306
found this material to have distinct advantages over pure PVDF coating [19]tooneofthesensorsurfaces, and measuredemissivities
material, and have made use of this copolymer material for nearly e' vs. Z-306 thickness are plotted in Fig. 5 [20]. The emissivity
all sensor construction over the last few years, values obtained with the Z-306 coatings are seen to be sufficiently
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large as to provide a solution to the solar temperatureproblem for
PVDF sensors. A number of sensors coated with Z-306 have been

a) thermal/vacuum cycled over the range -73°C to 115°C and the

{a=o.1 }l /_''_ coatingshaveshownexcellentadherencetothePVDFsuffaceand

=o.o2s complete mechanical stability.
Ela=4.o A disadvantage to our Z-306 coating technique is that the mini-
,ALUMINUM• mum thickness coating we have achieved to date is -17 Inn. For
(r_o-8ooA) l_ ,_,,_= r,', _ ] _. SENSORAT sensors used in a system requiring particle penetration of a coated

"rEUPm_,_TURE"r sensor with minimum particle degradation (ablation, velocity loss,
ENCLOSUREAT fragmentation), the Z-306 coating method is not suitable at present

[ av_MPE_'ru_To since it would introduce considerable particle degradation [4-7].

b) An alternativetechnique that holdspromiseforE'- 0.4 for a film
coating on a PVDF sensor with coating thickness in the range
1-2 pm was investigated and developed by the Aerospace Corp.

r_ [21]. Several PVDF test samples were coated (sputtering) with a
220 sio: f'dm with thickness 1.5 pm, and measuredvalues for €'were

I, 1.0'AU ,..0.39. Although this E'value yields an acceptable solution to the
,_ 1801 _ t sensor solar/thermal problem, and the SiO 2 coating thickness (1.5
..,.
.,., _\ : lam)represents a dramatic improvement over the minimum Z-306

140 Maximumoperating temp.- coating thickness (-17 lain),the SiO2technique will require further

100 _ _ _ "]" study in terms of SiO2 coating adherence and stability._N,._ _ _ Position-sensing PVDF sensors. Specially constructedPVDF
._ _ _ __ "------ sensors provide the capability for determination of the x,y coordi-
g: 60 "l_ _ _"---- _ nates of particle entry into the PVDF sensor. The two-dimensional

_'_ 20 -" _ _'------ -- position-sensing PVDF dust sensors (x,y sensors) we have devel-

_ _ _----- oped employ resistive charge division, as shown in Fig. 6. Dust: particle calibrations have shown that typical measured position
-20

0 10 20 30 40 errors for dust particle impacts are in the range -1-3 mm for x and
y [6]. In near-Earth-orbit applications, the unprotected portions of

E;_[_ the x,y sensor surfaces would suffer from oxygen erosion effects.
However, an overcoat of a thin-fiim oxide may provide a solution to

Fig. 4. (a) Modelassumedfora PVDFs_asorcoatedononesurfacewith this problem, and this possibility will be studied in the near future.
materialhavingemissivity_'.ThecoatedsurfaceviewsanenclosuremaintainedParticle Velocity/Trajectory Measurement Using Thin
at temperatureTo.The space-facingsensorsurfaceviewstheSunat 1AU PVDF Sensors: Two thin (,g6 pm thick) sensors in a time-of-
distance,andthesensor(andcoating)areat temperatureT. Thesensoris flight (TOF)arrangement maybe used todetermine impactorveloc-
assumedt°bethermallyinsulatedfr°mitssurr°tmdings'(b)Caleulatedsensority. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 7a, and several dust accelerator
temperaturevs.theratio_'/_forthemodelin(a). calibrations were carded out at the Heidelberg and Munich (Ger-

many) dustaccelerator facilities to verify the concept [4-7,13], and
examples of the Munich results are given in Figs. 7b-d.

de-e CSA
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" PVDF IIIm Q

y
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0 10 20 30 40

Chemglaze Z,-306 thickness 0un)

Fig.6. Aschematicillustrationofatwo-dimensionalposition-sensingPVDF
Fig. 5. MeasuredemissivityforasensorsuffacecoatedwithChemglazeZ-dustsensornsingextemalresistivechargedivision.Threesignals(P,Q,R)yield
306vs.ChemglazeZ-306thickness, thex,ycoordinatesofparticleimpact[6].
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SubsequentEarth-based analyses would yield chemical and isoto-
a) TOELECTRONICSb) pic composition of the residues. Thus, the combined trajectory-

_8.0 x 10 e - , capture cell instrumentation would provide the capability to mea-

"_-,_ "_-_1 _VO:8.7KralSI sure the orbital elements of individual particles priorto capture.

_i_ v._ vq_._.?i _ "1I1_/__j _ "5-0 x 106Dp:llwn | Dust acceleratorcalibrationson combinedPVDF trajectory.= ] __ _ capturecellsystemsestablishedthat,for 75%of all impactorswithD _ _ velocities <_8km/s, thin PVDF trajectory systems satisfied the
P e requirements of (I) velocity trajectory determination,(2) identifica-II' ?ll ; _t-"';"-'_ _ F'--J tion of the location of particle fragments in capture cells, and

o = I $ (3) sufficient mass following penetration of the trajectory sensors
• • u2 w = . .- .,- . , - .., forsuccessful captureand subsequent chemical and isotopic analy-
:_-'_s _ time 16.20I_sIdiv} sis [7,22].

Current University of Chicago PVDF Dust Instrument
C) d) Programs: Continuing development of PVDF sensors and asso-

1.5 x'108 e 8.3]'_-_07 e V0:3.0 Kn_ ciatedelectronics has led to two currentprograms described below.

_=_ " __1_ V--_W'mI1 , V0:5"6 Km/S _._._j_.L._DP-"18 I/Jll _ I. ' Dp:_1.312_ TheSpaceDuzt (SPADUS)instrumentfor flight ontheAdvance

108 x 108 e DUSt (SPADUS) instrument designed to measure the flux, mass

L O_Sd_. _ i_._ p__ distribution,velocity/trajectory, and impact-time characteristics of

" " near-Earth dust (both cosmic dust and orbital debris) is currently
30. underdevelopmentforflight on the AdvancedResearch and Global

" , • • Y1 : 4.8 Km/s Observation Satellite (ARGOS), with a launch in September 1995.
lime (7.81 its Idiv) time (15.6 _ I cli'_MI: 2"6 Km/S SPADUS is being jointly developed bygroups at the University of

Chicago (dust sensors and linear electronics), the Lockheed Space
b) - d) DI: 3.4 rtm thick PVDF COPOLYMER Sciences Laboratory (digital electronics), and the Space SciencesDI: 3.5 pm thick PVDF COPOLYMER

D1, D2 SEPARATION: 14.4 CM Division of the NavalResearch Laboratory (mechanical designand
IMPACTORS: GLASS construction). SPADUS will be integrated and flown by the DOD

Space Test Program, with funding for the University of Chicago
Fig.7. (a)Illustrationofparticleimpactvelocitydeterminationbytime-of- portion of SPADUS development provided by the Office of Naval
flighLAnimpactorwithvelocityVoanddiameterDpimpactsathinPVDFD1 Research and NASA.
sens°rattimeto,emergesfromD1withreducedvelocityVt andimpactsA2at The ARGOS objective is to demonstrate high-temperature su-
alatertimeT_,withAt-h-to.WithSknownandAtz_easured,V_.S/At.From perconductivity technology, stellar navigation andtiming concepts,
theamplitudeoftheDloutputpulseandVR,bothVoandDparedeterminedfromelectric propulsion, and conduct upper aanosphere imaging and
calibrationdata.(b--d)Examplesoftwo-seusortime-of-flightdataobtained environment studies, withSPADUS providingcontinuous measure-
duringdustealibrationscarriedoutattheMunichdustaceeleratorduringMay ments of the particulate environment. The ARGOS mission and the
1989.IndicatedaretheD1,D2sensor thicknesses, theglassimpactor(2.5g/ SPADUS instrument have been described in [10,11], and the char-
crn3)diameterD_,andtheDI,D2separationS. acteristics of SPADUS are summarized in Fig. 8.

High Rate Detector (HRD) instrument for the Cassini mission
to Saturn. The High Rate Detector (HRD) instrument is currently
under development as a subsystem of the Cosmic Dust Analyzer
(CDA) experiment (E. Gdin, MPI, CDA Principal Investigator).
The CDA has been described in [12] and the goals of the CDA axe

For particle trajectory measurement, moderate trajectory accu- to study the dust environment at Jupiter encounter, in the asteroid
racy (-5 ° trajectory error) may be obtained by using arrays of non- belt, in the saturnian system, and in interplanetary space throughout
position-sensing sensors arrangedin two planes of given separation, the cruise portion of the mission.

Approximate particle trajectory is determined by electronic identi- The HRD exploits the high counting rate capabilities of PVDF
fication of the upper and lower plane sensors penetrated by the sensors, and is designed to measure intense dust fluxes and particle
particle [4,5]. For high trajectory accuracy (-1° trajectory error), mass spectra during ring plane crossings, where fluxesare expected
two planar arraysof PVDF x,y sensors would provide this capabil- that may saturate therate capability of the Dust Analyzer portion of
ity, although at higher electronic complexity [6]. the CDA [12]. The characteristics of the HRD are summarized in

Combined PVDF Trajectory-Capture Cell Systems: Fig. 9. Launch of the Cassini spacecraft is scheduled for November
Following our early calibrations of thin PVDF sensors in a TOF 1997.

arrangement, itbecame clear that aPVDF TOF telescope combined Future Space Applications of PVDF-based Instrumen-

with a capturecelldevice wouldprovidethe additionalcapabilityof tation: PVI)F-basedinstrumentsutilizingnew gate-arraymicro-
an Earth-basedchemical and isotopicanalysis of captureddust.The circuitryin combinationwithprogrammablemicroprocessorswould
PVDF trajectorysystem wouldprovidemeasurementsof impacting provide low-power, lightweight, and flexible instrumentationthat
particle flux,mass, velocity (by time-of-flight), and trajectory.The would be ideally suitedto a number of possible future space mis-
capturecell system would provide for capture of particle residues sions. An instrument similar to SPADUScombined with arrays of
following penetration of the trajectory system by the impactor, capture cell devices behind the trajectory instrumentation would
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1 cm ARGOSVELOCITY

THE HIGH RATEDETECTOR (HRD) INSTRUMENT

110ram

34 cm TEST

27DUSTCn__. 100mm CONNECTOR

DI PLANE: 16 3_ cm2.
6 pm THICK PVDF
COPOLYMER DUST SENSOR. _ BASF.PLAT I= FOR SPACECRAFT MOUN'nHG

• I)2 PLANE IDENTICAL. 70 cm X 26 cm
PVDF#1 PVDF#2

SENSOR 10 rr
HOUSING

Fig. 8. SummaryoftheSPADUSinstnlmenLCharacteristics:Singlesensor, _.----loo mm _ _---5S,7 mm

36 era2, 6-pm-thickPVDFcopolymer; particle mass (10kin/s): 5 x lO-t2g (Dp- [] su"=_=o_ p,tn,s HRDSENSORS
2 pro)to 1x lO-Sg(Dp-200pro);particlevelocity:.1to10km/swith1-4%
error,greatererrorforvelocity>10kin/s;particletrajectory:meanangularerror
of7*forisotropicdustflux;sensitiveareaofD1array(16sensors):0.058m2;
geometryfactorforisotropicdustflux:(a)Dl array--4).20m2sr,(b)D1,D2 Fig. 9. Summaryof theHRDinsmament.Characteristics:Sensors:#1-
arrays---O.04m2st, fieldof view(fullcone):(a) 180° for flux,Co)120° for 50cm2, 28-pro-thickPVDFcopolymer.#2-10 cm2 , 6-pro-thickPVDF
trajectory;low-resolutionpulse-height-analysis:32channelsforeachof32dust copolyme_,particlevelocity:>1kin/s;thresholds:eachsensorhasfourmass
sensors;high-resolutionpulse-heightanalysis:2000timepoints,8bits/point, thresholds;particlemass:differentialandintergral flux ==2 x 10-:2g to 2 x
eachoffourchannels;estimatedweight:8Kg;estimatedpower:.6.5W. 105g; integralflux>2 x 10-5g;discreteevents:recordingof impacttime(1

s accuracy)and thresholdfiringsfor each impact--up to 3 x 102/sno
corrections, 3 x 102to 103/s, known corrections; counting rates:up to 104/
sno corrections; 104to105/s,known corrections; datastorage: microprocessor

systemwith 60 k bytesdatastoragememory;flightmodes:(a) normal
(cruise):continuousrecordingof impacttime,thresholdfiringsandintergral

provide important near-Earth dust m_asurements on an LDEF II counts,co)fast:intergralcountsrecordedandstoredeaehAtsecondsduring
mission or MIR. We have begun the design of a SPADUS-type ring-platecrossings---Atselect,ableat 0.1, 0.2..... 0.9, 1.0seconds,(c)
instrument that would provide data comparable to that provided by calibrate:periodiccalibrationwithinflightcalibrator;,estimatedweight:914g;estimatedpower:.430roW.
SPADUS (Fig. 8), but with significantly reduced weight and power
requirements (-2 kg and -2.5 W, with no capture cells). Such an
instrument would be suited for deep-space missions.

For a simpler dust instrument that would provide measurement who have made integrationof SPADUS into ARGOSpossible. The
of particle mass distribution and flux, with no velocity/trajectory University of Chicago effort for SPADUS is supported in part by
information, an instrument similar to the HRD, but with a total ONR Grant N00014-91-J-1716 and NASA Grant NAGW-3078.
PVDF sensing area of 1000cm2, would provide useful dust data in The Lockheed SPADUS effort is supported in partby the Lockheed
a variety of space environments. Such an instrument would provide Independent ResearchProgram, and theNaval Research Laboratory
the dust data listed in Fig. 9, would weigh -1 kg, and require SPADUS effort is supportedby in-housefunding. The University of
,-0.4 W. Chicago funding for HRD development is providedby NASA Sub-
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sions significantly less than the projectile diameter, otherwise the
impacting particle will sense them as massive (and successive)

THE USE OF SILICA AEROGEL TO COLLECT plates, possibly even as infinite half-space targets (in the extreme
INTERPLANETARY DUST IN SPACE M. E. Zolensky 1, case), voiding the low acoustic impedance and thus shock-stress
R.A.Barrett2,andF.Hrrz_,_NASAJoimsonSpaceCenter, Houston properties of the bulk material. Aerogel meets the requirement of
"IX77058, USA,2I.,ockheedEngineeringandSciencesCo.,Houston low bulk density at dimensional scales smaller than the expected
TX 77058, USA. micrometer-sized cosmic dust impactors better than most other low-

density materials, and is therefore a top candidate capture medium
We report on impact experiments to evaluate the suitability of for CDCF flight instruments from the viewpoint of shock processes.

silica aerogel as a capture medium for interplanetary dust particles The f'trst projectile-recovery experiments using silica aerogels
in space. The structure of silica aerogel is such that even microme- were reported by Tsou et al. [2], who successfully retrieved soda
ter-sized hypervelocity particles may sense it as a target of very low limeglass spheres and olivine grains that impacted at..,6 km/s. They
density; consequently shock stresses and temperatures due to im- also analyzed thedetailed geometry and length of projectile penetra-
pact should be minimized. We performed impact experiments in a tion tracks, which are generally visible to the naked eye in transpar-
lightgas gun thatemployedprojectiles manufactured from forsterite, ent aerogels. We have expanded on the experiments performed by
pyrrhotite, and calcite. From these experiments we have developed Tsou et al. by employing different, more realistic projectiles, such
techniques that will permit the successful extrication of interplan- as powdered calcite, olivine, enstatite, and pyrrhotite, as well as
etary dust particles from aerogel. We note a rough correlation artificial interplanetary dust analog spheres. We further tested a
between increasing particle penetration lengths and decreasing suite ofdifferent silica aerogel materialsvarying in density from 120
aerogel density, and there is a poor correlation of track lengths with to 20 mg/c3.

impact velocity at laboratory-attainablevelocities of 5-7 km/s. We Structure and Composition ofSilica Aerogeh Silica aerogel
conclude thataerogeltracklengthshouldnotbe usedevenas (crude) is a transparentmedium that transmitsmost wavelengths of light,
velocity indicators.Transmissionelectronmicroscopestudiesshow butscatters the shorterwavelengths to produce its blue color. We
the recovered particulate residues are encased in melted silica employedseveralvarietiesof aerogel in ourexperiments.The 250-
aerogel, which possibly protects the residue from some impact mg/c3 silica aerogel was provided to us by L. Koch-Miramond,
damage. Individual minerals within interplanetary dust are ex- Service d'Astrophysique, Gif-Sur-Yvette, France. The 120-mg/c3
pectedtoexhibitdifferentialsurvival, and maybe vaporized,melted, silica aerogelwas producedby HenningAirglass in Staffanstorp,
dehydrated,orstructurallyreordered.However,somemineralgrains Sweden. Still lower-densityvarieties of 60, 40, and 20 mg/c3 were
should successfully be capturedin an unmelted state at encounter developed and fabricated by Lawrence Hrubesh at Lawrence
velocities <8 km/s. LivermoreNational Laboratory [4].

Introduction: Several proposedmissions will seek to collect We imaged 120-mg/ccsilicaaerogel samplesin a JEOL2000FX
individualinterplanetary dustor cometary particlesin space.Asso- TEM, at200 kV. These sampleswere preparedby vacuumimpreg-
ciated capturemedia must be deliberately developed to minimize nationusing the epoxy MBED-812, followed by ultramicrotomy.
potential panicle degradation and destruction. Upon retrieval to Imagingshows thesilica aerogelconsistsofloosely bonded,nanom.
Earth-basedlaboratories the capturedparticles may thenbe charac- eter-sized "balls" of silica. We saw no evidence of long-range
terized in detail. An outstanding technical challenge has been to structural orderor large pores in this particularmaterial.
develop suitablecapturemedia permitting successfuldeceleration We also investigatedsomeof the opaque,white silica "droplets"
andcaptureof particles in a mannerpermitting laboratoryanalysis commonlyproducedduringimpactexperimentsas projectilespen-
of panicle residues. This captureof hypervelocity particlesin the etrateand compressthe silica aerogel;this materialtypically coats
leastdestructivefashiondependsuponthedissipationoftheparticle,s projectile residue. High-resolution transmission electron micro-

kinetic energy. A successful capturemedium must dissipate the scope (TEM)imaging reveals that these "droplets" actuallyconsist
maximumamountof energy intothe targetinsuch amannerthat the of welded, 50-200-nm-sized, roundedsilica grains with consider-
fraction that is unavoidablypartitioned into the impactoris kept able long-range order. This probably indicates that the particle
below the specific heatsof fusion andvaporizationof theprojectile, captureprocess (at least at laboratory impactvelocities of 5-7 kin/
Deceleration by molecular collisions in a gas or by viscous dragin s) induces melting and subsequentcrystallization(increasing long-
a liquidseems impractical for mostpurposes.For this reason,low- range ordering)of the originally amorphous aerogel.
density foams or stacked-foil capture cells are being evaluated at Contaminants: Trace-element analyses of the silica aerogel
this time (CDCFReport, 1990).The former material is the focus of wereperformedbylnstrumentalNeutronActivationAnalysis(INAA)
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on two samples of silica aerogel having densitiesof 120-mg/c3and arrangementtypically resulted in a composite aerogel block at least
60-mg/c3.The 120-mg/c3aerogel containsFe (60 ppm), Sn (4ppm), 5 cm thick that inhibited spallation at the freesurface of the sample
Br (2 ppm), Zn (0.3 ppm), Cr (0.2 ppm), Sb (10 ppm), Co (8 ppb), cylinder. The dimensions of the cylinders were sufficient to termi-
and Sc (60 ppt). The 60-mg/cc sample contains Rb (12 ppm), Na nate the particle's travel, capturing the entire particle penetration
(3.4 ppm), Zn (0.4 ppm), Br (0.2 ppm), and Au (10 ppb). The Sn, track.
Au, and Zn aremost likely traceable to autoclave materials, and Br Projectiles. The projectiles consisted of irregular grains, 105-
to the solvents used in aerogel extraction, but the source of alkalis 125lun indiameter, obtainedby grinding andsievingof large,high-
is unknown. These data showthe silica aerogel can be highly pure. quality single crystalsofcalcite (density2.7 g/c3),olivine (forsterite,
Even if impacting particles were mixed with molten silica aerogel density 3.2 g/c3),enstatite (density 3.2 g/c3),and pyrrhotite (density
in amounts many times the particle mass,bulk trace-element analy- 4.6 g/c3). These minerals were chosen for their varying physical
ses would not be greatly affected, properties and relevance to interplanetary dust studies. The projec-

It is an important goal to develop organic-free capture media, tiles were initially accelerated separately and, later, as a 1:1:1
since there is interest in the biogenie component of interplanetary mixture of calcite, forsterite, and pyrrhotite. A few experiments
dust [7]. Hrubesh and Poco [4] reported the levels of H and C were also made employing artificial cosmic dust analog spheres,
contaminantswithinthehydrophobic silicaaerogelmonolithsmanu- consisting of the above minerals in an epoxymatrix. The aggregates
factured at Lawrenee LivermoreNational Laboratory to be approxi- were then carefully ground into 1-mm-diameter spheres using a
mately 1.2and 4.5 wt% respectively. This organic contamination is small ball mill familiar to crystallographers (featuring agitation
due to incomplete removal of alcohol andother solvents used in its within an abrasive-lined, cylindrical container).
manufacture; complete removal of water and organic contaminants Results: Twenty-one cosmic dust impact simulation experi-
isdifficult due to unusually largespecific free surface area. Accord- merits were successfully performed using the two-stage light gas
ingly, we have evaluated the facility with which water and organic gun. The shots were made into the silicaaerogel targetsat velocities
species may be removed from aerogels by heating, ranging from 5.1 to 7.2 km/s. Each of the impact experiments

In thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of three aerogel samples employing the large, simulated interplanetary dust spheres resulted
(60, 120, and 250 mg/c3 samples) heated in a flowing He atmos- in a crater of significant size (>1 cm) in the aerogel monolith, made
phere, the three samples lost 0.9--8.0 wt% by simple heating to largely by spallation processes. So much mass was displaced that it
approximately 900"C in the dried He carder gas for 1.5 hr. The was verydifficult to locateand extract projectile residue grains from
largest weight loss, 8.0 wt%, was noted for the 120 mg/c3 aerogel among the ejected aerogel debris. There was no clean-cut, single
sample. The 60 mg/cc samplelost only2.3 wt%; the smallest weight penetration track caused by the main projectile mass, nor any
loss observed was for the 250-mg/c3 sample, which lost only 0.9 number of distinct tracks caused by major projectile fragments.This
wt%. The TGA data indicate that to remove most volatile contami- was an unexpected result compared to that obtained by Tsou et al.

nants, aerogel must be uniformly heated to at least 600°C and [2], and our own experiments with monomineralic powders at
remain in an environment in which significant volatiles cannot be smaller projectile scales (see below). We have not followed up on
readsorbed by the aerogel, possible reasons for this difference, which either relates to dimen-

Impact Experiments: Light gas gun. A 5-mm light gas gun sional scaling or to possible strength differences of the projectiles,
was used to accelerate projectiles of approximately 100 Inndiam- with the epoxy binder controlling the bulk behavior of the millime-
eter via the so-called "shot-gunning" method. This technique in- ter-sized impactors.
volves an ensemble of particles (typically about 100) being loaded When the 100-1am-diametermineral grains were shotguuned,
intoa cylindrical cavity of a four-piecesabot. These four pieces will they bore into the silica aerogel, producing gently curving penetra-
separate radially once they exit the gun barrel, permitting the tion "tracks." Along the trunk and at the terminus of each track,
particle cloudto expand insuch a manner that at least a few particles small projectile residue grains were evident. We carefullymeasured
wiUmake it to the target (typically2-6 grains).The sabotpieces and the track lengths for each experiment. We then excavated the
the majority of the particulates are intercepted by a massive steel projectile residues at thebottom of the tracks for TEM characteriza-
aperture located 2 m in front of the target. We know from indepen- tion. The recovered residues from these experimentswere typically
dent experiments that sabot and actual particle velocity are identi- highly brecciated, locally devolatilized and melted, and welded
cal to within 2%, and that the velocityspread among these particles together with fractured and melted aerogel. However, crystalline
that reach the target is also <2%. domains remained in all residues. A few projectiles were found to

Aerogel targets. We assembled theaerogel targets in two ways, have survived unmelted; however, all recovered mineral grains
depending on the size and shape of the aerogel monoliths at hand. showed evidence of abrasion. The minerals successfully recovered
The 120mg/c3monoliths measured 2.5 x 15x 15cm each, permit- from the shotgun experiments were forsterite and pyrrhotite. No
ting entire targets to be assembled by merely staeidng pieces. In all calcite was recovered, even in experiments that employed only
other cases, we placed monolith cylinders (with heights and diam- calcite powders. Indeed, no penetrations or other evidence of im-
eters of approximately 2.5cm)of the lower-densityaerogels within pacts were observed in the latter experiments, indicating that the
tight cavities excavated withinmonoliths of the 120mg/c3aerogel, calcite projectiles disintegrated in the gun barrel due to rapid
Based on a few initial experiments with 120 rag/co samples that acceleration and associated gravitational forces that seem to exceed
were 2.5 cm thick, pronounced spallation phenomena occurred at the calcite's compressive and/or tensile strength.
the rear surface, including total failure of the target if free-standing. Figure I shows atarget of the 40mg/c3aerogel following impact
As monolith thickness was limited to 2.5 cm, it was necessary to of shotgunned mineral mixture at 6.4 km/s. Approximately one
encase the low-density samples as described above and to back the dozen tracks are visible, with the longest measuring 18mm. This
f'ast monolith with additional 120mg/c3 material in the rear. This track morphology was typical; the shorter tracks are due to frag-
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the main trunks of the tracks. We are not able to confidently
determine the masses of any of these residue grains due to their
small size, disrupted nature, and intimate mixing with aerogel (see
below).

,! Crystalline olivine is the principal and most resistant phase
observedin thecurrent experiments.Figure 2 shows that theforsterite
residue is fractured and mixed with melted and unmelted aerogel.

, _ The projectile forsterite grains contain a flaky, layerlike phase
, similar tophyllosilicates. This phase had thecomposition of serpen-

tine or forsterite, and prominent basal spacings varying from 6.3 too

€- 9.3 A. This description is very similar to the so-called "intermedi-
ate" phase pseudomorphs after serpentine described by Akai [8] and
Zolensky et al. [9] in the course of heating experiments with serpen-
tine from the Murchison CM chondrite (at temperatures between
400 and 600°C). We conjecture that the forsterite from our impact
experiments originally contained small regions of serpentine, as is
ubiquitous within most olivines. During the impact experiments
this included serpentine was dehydrated and structurally trans-

SILICA AEI_OGEL 0.04 _j/cc formed into the intermediate phase. Zolensky et al. [9] noted that at
temperatures in excess of 600°C this intermediate phase transforms

Fig.1. Tracksin40-mg/ccsilicaaerogelmadebytheimpactsofolivineand to olivine and/or pyroxene. This observation is significant since
pyrrhotiteparticlestravelingat6.41an/s.Thevariationintracklengthsobservedserpentine and other phyllosilicates are principal components ofwas typicalfor thisstudyandourlightgasgunperformancein 1989-1990,
beingduetoprojectilefragmentationanddifferencesinprojectilemasses(seeinterplanetary dust [10].
text);thelongesttrackshownmeasures18mm. Penetration Track Analyses: We have plotted the longest

track lengths made by impacting forsterite as a function of target
density for shots in four different aerogels, separately showing the
shots at 6 and 7 km/s (Fig. 3). We note that the track lengths are
muchshorter for the denser aerogels. These indicate a rough nega-

mented projectiles. At higher magnifications residue particulates tive correlation between track lengths and silica aerogel target
are apparent along the entire main track, with the largest recover- density, which we can conclude only for these projectile velocities
able mass lodged at the track terminus, and target densities. We presume that the larger cells of the low-

Residue Extraction and Characterization: An important
purpose of this work was to develop sample preparation techniques
for extracting impactor residue from silica aerogels, preparatory to
performing detailed TEM characterization. To extract a residue

particle, we first trimmedthe aerogel from around the particle using
an X-Acto blade, observing the operation under a binocular micro-

scope, until there remained only asmall amountof aerogel enclosing
the particle. This aerogel block was then vacuum-impregnated with
EMBED 812 low-viscosity epoxy. The impregnation with uncured  lmt
epoxy served to render the aerogel completely transparent, permit- _,ting final removal of the residue particle. We then set the extracted

particle into fresh EMBED 812 for curing and ultramicrotomy.
Samples of aerogel examined with the TEM were prepared in the
same manner.

The TEM analyses show that the recovered projectile residue
grains were typically rounded, abraded, fractured, and encased
within melted silica aerogel. Shots at the highest gun velocities
attained and into low-density aerogels, i.e., best approximation to
the expected conditions for the actual Cosmic Dust Collection
Facility, were studied in greatest detail. These shots were at 6.29

and 7.18 km/s respectively and employed target densities of 40 and

these20mg/c3shotsrespectively.The projectile residues recovered from all of _ _ _ _ _were basically similar. A few grains of pyrrhotite were • '_°
recovered, but in other casesonly Fe blebs were observed, resulting

probably from volatilization of S during impact. Fig.2. TEMimageof 1000-,_-thickultramicrotomedsectionofaforsterite
In all cases a residue grain was present at the terminus of the grain.Theforsteriteisporous,fractured(withminorchatteringattributableto

projectile tracks in the aerogels. Much smaller residue grains were theultramier°t°mypr°cess)'Stippledareasareincludedgrains°fsilicaaer°gel"
also observed at irregular intervals in off-shoot tracks located about Theolivinegrainhasbeenseverelyprocessedbytheimpactexperiment.
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24 density aerogel will allow a slower deceleration of the particles.
22 This factor is important in determining the minimum feasible den-
20 6 kmls sity of aerogel that can be used to assurecomplete deceleration of
,8 the projectile within a capture cell.

FORSTEnrrE16 The aerogel track lengths (T) from eight impact experiments
TRACK 1,* from the current study are normalized to projectile diameter (Dp)in

LENGTHS12 Fig. 4 and compared to other penetration studies in porous media of
(ram) 1o

a very low densities (<<1 g/cc), such as space shuttle tiles (foamed
6 silica [11]), diverse organic foams [I], and "Saffile," a porous
4 [ alumina [12]. All these studies, however, employed metal projec-

2 ! tiles, such as AI alloys and stainless steel. Figure 4a plots density-o , , , , , _ scaled penetration tracks lengths against target bulk density (dT),1 | 1

20 40 _o 12o and Fig. 4b normalizes the widely variable density parameters for
SILICAAEROGELTmGE7DENSELY(mglc¢) all studies, with dp being projectile density. Wherepossible, only

those experiments between 6 and 7 km/s are compared in Fig. 4;
however, the Werle et al. data are typical for <5 km/s. Clearly,

2,* absolute penetrationdepth is inversely proportional to target den-
22 sity (Fig. 4a) and increaseswith increasingdensity contrastbetween
20 7 km/s projectile and collectionmedium (Fig. 4b). A least-squaresfit of them

FORSTERtTE16 data points in Fig. 4b results in
TRACK 14

LENGTHS12 dp/dr = 1.997 (T/Dp)°-975
(rnm) 10

8 with a correlation factorof r2 - 0.761. Clearly, factors other than
6 density alone must be important, considering that the materials
4 [ summarized inFig. 4brange from A1203to SiO2to diverse organic

2 ! molecules. For these reasons we deemed velocity scaling of this0 _ i i _ , , _ , , , dataset to be inappropriate(see also below). However, wenotethat
40 6o 12o removal of the nonsilica materials from Fig. 4b results in a greatly

SIUCAAEROGEL TARGETDENSITY(mg/cc) improved correlation.

Fig.3. PlotsofmaximummeasuredtraeklengthsmadebyforsteriteprojectilesWe have compared forsterite track lengthsvs. projectile velocity
intosilicaaerogels,shownasafunctionofaerogelbulkdensity,allat 6 and for shots in the 120 mg/cc aerogel, to explore the effects of impact
7 km/s.Measutmnenterrorsare:L-0.3ram.
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velocity at otherwise identical conditions. We conclude from this ingly, we conclude that (at the velocities and aerogel densities
comparison that track length is not a sensitive indicatorof projectile germane to this study) aerogel track lengths should not be used as
speed, for the velocities of our experiments, velocity indicators; this conclusion seems to be corroborated by

Werle et al. [12] were the first to report that penetration tracks previous studies as well.
in porous alumina of 180 and 340 mg/cc axe substantially deeper at TEM studies show the recovered particulate residues from
2-3 km/s than at higher velocities. Tsou [1] reports identical pen- silica aerogel capture cells axe encased in melted silica aerogel.
etration maxima at relatively modest velocity (2-3 kin/s) in porous The aerogel appears to melt on impact and forms a plug, possibly
organic media, protecting the impactor from excessive damage. From ourexperi-

The fact that density scaling (Fig. 4b) does not substantially ments simulating cosmic dust impacts, we conclude that indi-
reduce the scatter observed in the raw data(Fig. 4a) is indicative that vidual minerals of cosmic dust are expected to exhibit differential
parameters other than density alone must exerta substantial role. As survival. The minerals may be vaporized or melted, as in the case
was suggested byAnderson andAhrens [6], deceleration by viseous of S volatilizing from pyrrhotite. They may be dehydrated and
drag may dominate projectile deceleration in very-low-density tar- structurally reordered as for the pseudomorphous "intermediate"
gets, rather than shock-wave interactions or impact processes in phase observed after serpentine. Finally, relatively pristine rain-
general. The ubiquitous production of a molten aerogel cap at the eral grains should actually be captured, as for our forsterite,
projectile's front face may also be evidence of non-shock-related although this is demonstrated only at modest encounter velocities
processes and forces that affect projectile deceleration in aerogel. (<8 kin/s). The "intact" capture of entire complex projectiles,

The above summaries and comparisons with other low-density however, seems impractical at laboratory impact speeds.
target penetration data are merely offered here to underscore the Acknowledgments: We acknowledge L. I-Irubesh for his
conclusion that absolute penetration depth will have a complex development of the very-low-density silica aerogels used in this
relationship with projectile speed and other initial impact condi- study. F. Caxdenas,W. Davidson, and G. Haynes ably performed
tions, the light gas gun shots.
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Organic contaminants in the aerogels, unless reduced, may limit its J.F. (1990)ContractRept. #T-1143RAM2, LLNL, 12pp. [5]HOrz
usefulness for study of biogenic components in interplanetary dust. F. et al. (1986) LPI Tech. Rpt. 86-05, 58-60. [6] Anderson W. and
We have developed techniques that will permit the successful Ahrens T. J. (1988) LPI Tech. Rpt. 88-01, 21-22. [7] CDCF
extrication of interplanetary dust particles from aerogel capture Report (1990) NASA TM-102160, 28 pp. [8] Akai J. (1990) 14th
cells. Syrup. Antarctic Meteorites, 22-23. [9] Zolensky M. E. et al.
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lengths and the silica aerogel targetdensity, atrend consistent with D.J. (1992) LPSXXIL[11]ChristiansenE. and Ortega J. (1990)
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